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There	are	poets	whose	work	can	be	explained,	and	there	are	inexplicable	poets,
like	Cesar	Vallejo.	But	being	unable	to	explain	does	not	mean	being	unable	to
understand,	or	that	his	poems	are	incomprehensible,	totally	hermetic.	It	means
that,	contrary	to	our	reading	of	explicable	poets,	even	after	we	have	studied
everything	about	his	poems	that	rational	knowledge	has	to	offer-his	sources,	his
techniques,	his	unique	vocabulary,	his	subjects,	his	influences,	the	historical
circumstances	surrounding	the	creation	of	his	poems-we	remain	in	the	dark,
unable	to	penetrate	that	mysterious	aureole	that	we	feel	to	be	the	secret	of	this
poetry's	originality	and	power.

Whether	or	not	a	poet	is	rationally	explicable	implies	nothing	about	the	depth	or
the	excellence	of	his	poetry.	Neruda	is	a	great	and	original	poet,	and	his	poetry,
even	the	most	obscure,	that	of	Residencia	en	la	tierra,	is	accessible	through
logical	analysis	by	perceptive	critics	who	know	how	to	follow	the	text	down	to
its	roots,	to	its	deepest	core.	With	Vallejo	the	opposite	happens.	Even	the	poems
of	his	youththose	of	The	Black	Heralds,	strongly	marked	by	modernism	and	the
avant-garde	schools	that	came	after	it-have,	within	their	seeming	transparency,	a
nucleus	irreducible	to	pure	reason,	a	secret	heart	that	eludes	every	effort	the
rational	mind	makes	to	hear	it	beat.

Vallejo's	poetry,	for	all	its	references	to	familiar	landscapes	and	a	social	and
historical	milieu,	transcends	those	coordinates	of	time	and	space	and	positions
the	reader	on	a	more	permanent	and	profound	plane:	that	of	the	human
condition.	Which	is	to	say,	the	existential	reality	of	which	the	lives	of	men	and
women	are	made:	the	uncertainty	about	our	origin	and	our	future	beyond	this
earth;	the	extremes	of	suffering	and	desperation	that	human	beings	can	reach;
and	also	the	intensity	of	our	emotions	when	we	are	overcome	by	love,
excitement,	pity,	or	nostalgia.	But	the	mystery	in	his	poetry	resides	not	in	those
existential	subjects	or	states	but,	rather,	in	how	they	take	shape	in	a	language	that
communicates	them	to	the	reader	directly,	more	through	a	sort	of	osmosis	or
contagion	than	through	any	intelligible	discourse.

Vallejo's	is	a	poetry	that	makes	us	feel	the	very	fibers	of	existence,	that	strips	us
of	all	that	is	incidental	and	transitory,	and	confronts	us	with	the	essence	we	have
within	us:	our	mortality,	the	desperate	wish	to	achieve	transcendence	and



somehow	to	survive	death,	the	skein	of	absurdities,	errors,	and	confusions	that
determine	our	individual	destinies.

Clayton	Eshleman	discovered	Vallejo	in	1957,	while	still	in	college	and	not	yet
fluent	in	Spanish.	As	he	himself	recounts,	he	has	spent	a	good	part	of	his	life
reading,	studying,	and	trying	to	render	this	poetry	in	English.	He	was	never
satisified	with	the	results;	again	and	again	he	revised	and	polished	his	versions	to
achieve	an	elusive	perfection.	There	is	a	sort	of	heroism	in	his	undertaking,	like
that	of	those	creators	in	pursuit	of	a	work	as	beautiful	as	it	is	impossible.	His
case	reveals	an	admirable	fidelity	to	a	poet	who	no	doubt	changed	his	life.	His
tireless	loyalty	and	determination	have	made	possible	this	edition	of	the
complete	poetry	of	Vallejo	in	English,	perhaps	the	one	that	comes	closest	to	the
texts	of	the	poet's	own	hand.	Only	the	dauntless	perseverance	and	the	love	with
which	the	translator	has	dedicated	so	many	years	of	his	life	to	this	task	can
explain	why	the	English	version	conveys,	in	all	its	boldness	and	vigor,	the
unmistakable	voice	of	Cesar	Vallejo.

TRANSLATED	BY	ROSE	VEKONY

	



Over	the	many	years	that	I	have	been	involved	in	translating	Vallejo,	a	number
of	people	have	been	extraordinarily	generous	with	their	time	in	response	to	my
questions	and	research	needs.	I	want	especially	to	thank	Cid	Corman,	Maureen
Ahern,	Octavio	Corvalan,	Julio	Ortega,	Americo	Ferrari,	Jose	Cerna	Bazan,	and
Efrain	Kristal,	who	were,	in	their	individual	ways,	instrumental	in	clarifying
translation	quandaries.	All	these	people	worked	through	at	least	one	version	of
one	of	Vallejo's	individual	books	with	me.	I	would	also	like	to	thank	Eliot
Weinberger,	Cecilia	Vicuna,	Walter	Mignolo,	Esther	Allen,	Jill	Suzanne	Levine,
Theodoro	Maus,	Monica	de	la	Torre,	Susan	Briante,	Jorge	Guzman,	and	Stephen
Hart	for	their	responsive	readings	and	suggestions.	My	gratitude	as	well	goes	to
Eastern	Michigan	University	for	two	research	fellowships	(1989	and	1997)	and
to	the	Wheatland	Foundation	and	the	National	Translation	Center	for	grants.

In	i98o	I	wrote	a	note	about	co-translating	Vallejo's	European	poetry	with	Jose
Rubia	Barcia	in	Los	Angeles	in	the	1970s.	In	one	paragraph	I	tried	to	get	at	what
often	appeared	to	be	an	impossible	task:

A	marvelous	complex	of	emotions	is	stirred	when	I	think	back	to	our	work
together.	We	were	like	two	beavers,	both	working	at	different	angles	into	the
Vallejo	tree,	hoping	it	would	fall	at	the	angle	each	of	us	was	setting	it	up	to	fall,
but	unsure	if	it	would	fall	at	all.	Does	this	line	really	mean	anything?	It	reads
like	nonsense	but	doesn't	feel	like	nonsense.	Have	we	simply	not	found	its
uncommon	sense?	There	was	always	the	risk	of	making	sense	of	what	was
actually	poised	on	the	edge	of	sense	and	nonsense.

Jose	and	I	worked	together,	always	at	his	home	in	Westwood,	several	times	a
week,	for	around	five	years.	During	this	period	I	came	to	terms	with	Vallejo	and
gained	the	ground	necessary	for	going	ahead,	on	my	own,	to	translate	Trilce	and
Los	heraldos	negros.	Jose's	honesty,	intelligence,	and	stubborn	scrupulousness
coincided	beautifully	with	the	texts	we	were	working	on.	Whatever	I	have
ultimately	managed	to	accomplish	in	this	book	I	owe	to	having	worked	with
him.

Versions	of	my	Vallejo	translations	and	co-translations,	almost	always	in
nonfinal	form,	appeared	between	i96o	and	2005	in	the	following	magazines:



American	Poetry	Review,	Antaeus,	Arson,	Bezoar,	Boundary	2,	Burning	Water,
Camels	Coming,	Caterpillar,	Caw!,	Choice,	Contemporary	Literature	in
Translation,	El	Corno	Emplumado,	Denver	Quarterly,	East	Village	Other,
Ecuatorial,	Evergreen	Review,	Folio,	Grand	Street,	Hunger,	Impact,	Kulchur,
Mandorla,	Maps,	Mid-American	Review,	Montemora,	The	Nation,	New
American	Writing,	Oasis	(London),	oblek,	Omega	5,	origin,	Partisan	Review,
Pequod,	Potpourri,	Prairie	Schooner,	Quark,	Review,	River	Styx,	Sparrow,
Sulfur,	Text,	Tish,	Tri-Quarterly,	and	Ygdrasil.	Two	of	the	translations	appeared
as	Ta-wil	and	Bellevue	Press	broadsides.	Several	translations	appeared	as	a
Backwoods	Broadside.

My	translations	of	individual	Vallejo	collections	have	also	appeared	in	different
versions:	Human	Poems	was	first	published	in	1968	by	Grove	Press,	which
brought	out	my	co-translation	with	Jose	Rubia	Barcia	of	Spain,	Take	This	Cup
from	Me	in	1974.	Both	these	collections,	retranslated	with	Barcia,	appeared	in
1978	as	Cesar	Vallejo:	The	Complete	Posthumous	Poetry,	published	by
University	of	California	Press.	Forty-three	poems	from	The	Complete
Posthumous	Poetry	appeared,	again	in	differing	translations,	in	my	Conductors
of	the	Pit:	Major	Works	by	Rimbaud,	Vallejo,	Cesaire,	Artaud,	Holan	(Paragon
House,	1988).	Marsilio	published	my	translation	of	Trilce	in	1992,	and	Wesleyan
University	Press	brought	out	a	new,	slightly	revised	edition	of	Trilce	in	2000,
with	an	introduction	by	Americo	Ferrari.	Translations	of	four	Vallejo	prose
poems	were	included	in	a	revised	and	expanded	version	of	Conductors	of	the	Pit,
published	by	Soft	Skull	Press	in	2005.	In	the	same	year,	Letters	Bookshop	in
Toronto	brought	out	Telluric	k	Magnetic,	a	booklet	containing	thirteen	poems.

	





The	emotional	rawness	of	Cesar	Vallejo's	poetry	stretched	the	Spanish	language
beyond	grammar	and	lexicon	into	compelling	dissonances	and	asymmetries,
unprecedented	and	unsurpassed	in	the	history	of	Hispanic	poetry.'	His	affecting
directness	makes	him	immediately	accessible,	even	while	his	poems	can	defy
interpretation.	Like	Paul	Celan,	Vallejo	has	presented	daunting	perplexities	to	his
readers	and	translators:	his	language,	fraught	with	inner	tensions,	generates	false
starts,	fragmentations,	silences,	and	paradoxes.'	His	poetry	cannot	be	analyzed
within	a	single	register	because	he	writes	in	multiple	ones,	and	can	shift	from
one	to	another,	or	operate	simultaneously	within	several	in	the	same	poem.	In
Vallejo,	oral	expression	and	the	conventions	of	written	language	are	often	in
conflict,	as	are	memory	and	the	passing	of	time,	but	his	distortions	can	be
moving,	and	his	visual	configurations	are	often	arresting,	as	are	his	auditory
effects.	His	ambiguities	and	ambivalences,	made	up	of	embers	and	auras	of
meaning,	an	affront	to	reductive	paraphrase,	are	charged	with	pathos,	even	when
pitched	as	parody.	He	is	not	immune	to	sentimentalism,	or	even	bathos,	but	his
blemishes	are	those	of	an	inspired	poet	who	unsettled	and	reoriented	the	local
and	cosmopolitan	literary	traditions	on	which	he	drew.

Vallejo's	poetry	is	imbued	with	feelings	of	guilt,	trepidation,	and	uncertainty	and
with	intimations	that	satisfying	one's	own	needs	can	feel	shameful	when
confronted	with	the	suffering	of	others.	In	The	Black	Heralds	(i9i8),	his	first
book	of	poems,	Vallejo	confronts	his	theological	demons,	expressing	a	tragic
vision	in	which	sexuality	and	sin	are	one	and	the	same.	With	Trilce	(1922)	he
still	longs	for	attachment	and	is	nostalgic	for	family	bonds	but	no	longer	relies
on	the	rhetoric	of	religion	to	address	his	angst,	reaching	his	most	persuasive
experimental	heights.	In	his	posthumous	poetry,	the	Human	Poems	and	Spain,
Take	This	Cup	from	Me,	his	feelings	of	collective	anguish	and	compassion	are
expressed	with	a	keener	historical	awareness	and	a	nettled	attentiveness	to
cosmopolitan	concerns.

While	some	have	branded	Vallejo's	most	difficult	poetry	as	either	densely
hermetic	or	as	a	challenge	to	the	logos	of	Western	culture,	others	have	argued
that	his	difficulties	are	a	window	into	the	indigenous	soul	of	the	Andean	peoples.
Jose	Maria	Arguedas,	the	most	celebrated	novelist	of	the	Andes,	made	this	point:



Vallejo	carried	the	anguished	and	tortured	sensibility	of	a	great	people	in	his
heart	and	in	his	spirit.	This	accounts	for	the	immense	depth,	the	human
palpitation	of	his	oeuvre,	his	undeniable	universal	value.	With	Vallejo,	Peruvian
poetry	soars	above	the	lyrical	heights	of	Latin	America.	Ruben	Dario	was
probably	a	greater	master	of	versification,	but	his	voice	is	always	the	voice	of	an
individual	man;	he	always	speaks	of	his	personal	destiny.	Vallejo	feels	the	guilt
of	the	pain	and	destiny	of	humanity;	he	speaks	and	protests	in	the	name	of	us	all.'

DARIO,	NERUDA,	AND	VALLEJO

Like	Ruben	Dario	(1867-1916)	and	Pablo	Neruda	(1904-1973),	Cesar	Vallejo	is
a	towering	figure	of	Hispanic	poetry,	and	like	them	he	was	born	far	away	in	the
periphery,	both	in	geographical	and	social	terms:	Dario	was	an	illegitimate	child
from	a	remote	Nicaraguan	village,	Neruda	was	the	son	of	a	railroad	operator	in
the	rainy	southernmost	regions	of	Chile,	and	Vallejo	grew	up	in	Santiago	de
Chuco,	an	isolated	hamlet	in	the	northern	Andes	of	Peru	ten	thousand	feet	above
sea	level.	All	three	left	the	confines	of	their	provincial	birthplaces,	attracted	by
larger	cities	and	international	hubs	of	cultural	life;	but	Vallejo	did	not	receive
either	the	social	recognition	or	the	financial	rewards	of	his	counterparts,	and	his
fame	was	posthumous.	His	literary	merits	did	not	go	unnoticed	in	Peru,	where
local	luminaries,	including	Jose	Maria	Eguren,	Abraham	Valdelomar,	and	Jose
Carlos	Mariategui	recognized	the	significance	of	his	poetry,	or	in	Spain,	where
poets	like	Gerardo	Diego,	Juan	Larrea,	and	Jose	Bergamin	discovered	and
championed	him	in	the	193os.	But	he	lived	a	life	of	financial	penury,	serious
illnesses,	and	distressing	encounters	with	the	law,	including	imprisonment	in
Peru	and	deportation	from	France.

According	to	Ricardo	Gonzalez	Vigil,	Dario	was	Vallejo's	favorite	poet	in	the
Spanish	language.'	Vallejo	called	him	"Dario	of	the	Americas!"	in	an	early	poem;
and	even	as	he	and	other	poets	distanced	themselves	from	the	ornamental
excesses	and	mellifluous	rhythms	of	the	Nicaraguan	poet,	Vallejo	continued	to
defend	his	legacy.	"Dario,	el	cosmico"	("Dario	the	cosmic	one"),	the	title	of	an
article	Vallejo	wrote	in	1927,	five	years	after	the	publication	of	his	TrUce-the
masterpiece	of	avant-garde	poetry	in	the	Hispanic	world-is	sufficient	testimony
to	Vallejo's	appreciation	of	his	predecessor.'

In	the	two	centuries	before	Dario	the	conventions	of	Spanish	poetry	were	so
codified	and	petrified	that	even	the	most	daring	of	the	Romantics	were	limited	to



a	handful	of	poetic	forms.	With	Dario,	Spanish	prosody	ceases	to	be	normative
and	becomes	descriptive,	as	poets	assume	responsibility	for	inventing	the	forms
and	motifs	of	their	works.	His	Prosas	profanas	(1896)	was	studied	by	many
Spanish	American	poets	as	a	virtual	manual	of	formal	possibilities;	and	in	Songs
of	Life	and	Hope	(1905)	his	formal	magic	takes	on	an	earnest	confessional	tone,
espousing	political	and	spiritual	ideals	aiming	to	unite	Latin	America,	and	even
the	Hispanic	world,	in	the	aftermath	of	the	Spanish	War	of	1898.6	Dario's
impact,	felt	throughout	Spanish	America,	gave	rise	to	modernismo,	the	first
literary	movement	generated	locally	yet	diffused	widely	throughout	the	Spanish-
speaking	world.	After	Dario,	Spanish	American	poets	such	as	Jorge	Luis	Borges,
Gabriela	Mistral,	and	Octavio	Paz	shared	the	Nicaraguan	writer's	confidence	that
European	literature	would	no	longer	fix	the	parameters	of	their	creativity.
Spanish	literature	itself	entered	a	rich	period	of	renewal,	in	which	poets	such	as
Juan	Ramon	Jimenez,	Pedro	Salinas,	Jorge	Guillen,	and	Federico	Garcia	Lorca
acknowledged	their	debt	to	developments	in	Spanish	America	and	worked	to
establish	the	fraternal	environment	of	literary	relations	in	which	Spain	embraced
Neruda	and	Vallejo.

Pablo	Neruda-whose	beginnings	were	as	marked	by	Dario	as	Vallejo's-is	the
most	internationally	celebrated	Latin	American	poet,	recipient	of	both	the	Lenin
and	the	Nobel	Prize	during	the	cold	war,	and	a	player	in	the	political
developments	of	his	nation.	His	remarkable	ability	to	write	in	a	seamless,
flowing	verse	with	a	distinctive	music	of	earnest	pathos,	or	to	sing	a	simple	ode
to	the	most	elemental	object	of	everyday	life,	has	been	widely	acclaimed.

Neruda	reinvented	the	language	of	love	in	Spanish	America	with	his	Twenty
Love	Poems	and	a	Song	of	Despair	(1924),	expressing	sensual	longing	and
fulfillment	with	a	directness	that	had	eluded	Dario.	In	his	early	masterpiece,	the
two	volumes	of	Residence	on	Earth	(1933,	1935),	Neruda	observes,	sometimes
with	sadness,	the	inevitable	triumphs	of	unfeeling	nature	over	human	mortality.
When	he	became	a	socialist,	Neruda	was	eager	to	follow	Whitman	with	an
invigorated	voice	confident	in	a	political	vision.	In	his	later	books	Neruda
meditated,	now	with	calm	resignation,	on	the	return	of	living	beings	to	a	state	of
matter.	The	vastness	of	his	poetic	universe	was	always	grounded	in	the	material
world.	Disdainful	of	abstractions	and	metaphysical	speculations,	Neruda	could
write	a	poem	about	anything	his	five	senses	might	encounter.	His	voice	did	not
question	language's	ability	to	mirror	reality.	In	contrast,	Vallejo's	vision	is	often



vexed:	he	struggled	with	language	itself	as	he	tested	his	own	emotional
resources.

It	is	instructive	to	compare	the	poetry	of	Vallejo	and	Neruda	written	as	the
Spanish	Civil	War	was	unfolding.	Neruda	expresses	pain	and	outrage	but	also
certainty	about	the	ultimate	outcome.	After	describing	the	fires	of	fascist
bombings,	the	death	of	his	friend	Lorca,	and	the	blood	of	Spain	flowing	through
the	streets	of	Madrid,	he	strikes	a	defiant	stance:

("I	EXPLAIN	A	FEW	THINGS,"	ESPANA	EN	EL	CORAZON,	1937)

Vallejo's	poetic	response	to	the	same	events	is	more	anguished	and	uncertain,
even	though	he	was	no	less	committed	than	Neruda	to	the	armed	response	in
favor	of	the	Spanish	Republic:

("HYMN	TO	THE	VOLUNTEERS	FOR	THE	REPUBLIC,"	SPAIN,	TAKE
THIS	CUP	FROM	ME)

("SPAIN,	TAKE	THIS	CUP	FROM	ME,"	SPAIN,	TAKE	THIS	CUP	FROM



ME)

Their	differences	can	also	be	appreciated	in	their	poems	of	human	solidarity.	In
"Heights	of	Machu	Picchu,"	the	epiphanous	tour	de	force	of	his	Canto	general,
Neruda	vows	to	become	the	voice	of	the	disenfranchised.	Neruda's	poetic
persona	moves	from	a	valley	to	reach	the	summit	of	Machu	Picchu,	where	his
metaphors	pile	one	on	another,	like	the	stones	of	the	Incan	ruins.	The	poem's
steady	crescendo	culminates	as	the	poet	becomes	one	with	the	common	man:

("HEIGHTS	OF	MACHU	PICCHU,"	CANTO	GENERAL)

In	"Telluric	and	Magnetic,"	his	comparable	statement,	Vallejo	adheres	to	what	he
takes	to	be	the	soul	of	the	Andes	with	a	contrapuntal	contempt	for	everything
outside	its	aura:



("TELLURIC	AND	MAGNETIC,"	HUMAN	POEMS)

In	this	poem,	whose	tone	can	suddenly	shift	from	the	cosmic	to	the	vulgar,
Vallejo's	invectives-including	"Condors?	Screw	the	condors!"-were	intended	to
knock	Jose	Santos	Chocano	(1875-1934)	from	his	pedestal.	Chocano's	star	has
long	since	fallen,	but	in	Vallejo's	lifetime	he	was	the	most	celebrated	Peruvian
poet,	best	known	for	his	invocations	of	condors	and	other	images	of	the	Andean
environment	in	his	self-appointed	role	as	spokesman	of	the	Peruvian	nation.
Vallejo	is	derisive	of	Chocano,	and	more	guarded	than	Neruda	in	his	attitude
toward	the	indigenous	world.	He	does	not	attempt	to	become	the	voice	of	the
Sierra	(as	the	Andean	region	is	called	in	Peru).	His	yearnings	are	more
challenging:	to	alter	his	own	consciousness	by	engaging	with	the	indigenous
world	on	terms	other	than	his	own.

Vallejo's	multilayered	world	of	imagery	is	less	expansive	than	Neruda's	but	more
inventive	and	unpredictable,	denser	and	more	emotionally	intense.	Neruda	draws
on	the	natural	world	for	metaphors	that	can	inspire	political	rallies;	Vallejo's



metaphors	evince	a	sometimes	perplexing	tension	between	the	natural,	political,
linguistic,	and	spiritual	realms.	His	struggles	with	language	are	at	times	a	stirring
articulation	of	his	anger	and	subversion,	and	he	often	communicates	the
frustration	that	linguistic	expression	may	be	too	ephemeral	to	withstand	human
sorrow:

("AND	IF	AFTER	SO	MANY	WORDS,"	HUMAN	POEMS)

VALLEJO'S	PERUVIAN	PERIOD	(1892-1923)

Vallejo's	first	forays	into	the	literary	world	took	place	in	the	provincial	city	of
Trujillo,	where	he	graduated	from	the	local	university	in	1915	with	a	thesis	on
Romantic	poetry	in	the	Spanish	language.	He	singles	out	two	Peruvians,	Carlos
Augusto	Salaverry	and	Jose	Arnaldo	Marquez,	for	special	praise	("every	time	I
read	them	I	am	deeply	moved");'	traces	of	their	concerns	emerge	in	the
sentimental	moments	of	Vallejo's	early	poetry.	His	encounter	with	Spanish
Golden	Age	poetry,	however,	was	more	fruitful.	His	friend	Antenor	Orrego
remembered	a	notebook	in	which	Vallejo	had	rehearsed	variations	on	Spanish
classics,	including	imitations	of	Quevedo	and	Lope	de	Vega,	and	indicated	that
echoes	of	these	exercises	reverberate	through	The	Black	Heralds	and	Trilce.8
Antonio	Armisen	has	shown	that	Vallejo's	engagements	with	Golden	Age	poetry
are	also	evident	in	the	Human	Poems.	Armisen	demonstrated	that	"Intensity	and
Height,"	which	begins	"I	want	to	write,	but	out	comes	foam,"	is	not	just	a
variation	on	a	sonnet	by	Lope	that	begins	"I	want	to	write,	but	my	tears	won't	let
me"	but	is	also	a	"deconstruction	of	poetic	and	religious	language,"	including
that	of	St.	John	of	the	Cross.

Vallejo's	early	poetry	draws	directly	on	Dario's	symbolist	aesthetic,	nuanced	by
inflections	of	Peruvian	poets	of	his	time:	Abraham	Valdelomar's	modernismo,



respectful	of	Catholicism;	Jose	Maria	Eguren's	dreamy	symbolism,	with	nods	to
the	Germanic	lyrical	tradition;	and	the	anticlerical	anarchist	virility	of	Manuel
Gonzalez	Prada.	As	Andre	Coyne	and	Americo	Ferrari	have	shown,	Vallejo	was
also	influenced	by	the	poetry	of	two	Latin	American	contemporaries:	the
Uruguayan	Jose	Herrera	y	Reisig	and	the	Argentine	Leopoldo	Lugones.

In	Peru	Baudelaire,	discovered	in	the	18gos,	became	a	contemporary	of	Dario.'°
Indeed,	some	of	the	versions	that	Vallejo	read	came	from	Eduardo	Marquina's
1905	translation	of	Lesfleurs	du	mal,	which	evince	a	sensibility	closer	to	Vallejo
than	to	the	French	original:	vagabond	becomes	mendigo	(beggar),	misere
(misery)	and	horreur	(horror)	become	dolor	(pain),	and	ma	Douleur	(my	pain)
becomes	tu,	Dolor	mio,	humano	(you,	my	human	Pain).	The	often-debated
Gallicisms	in	Vallejo's	poetry,	such	as	the	adjective	pluvioso	(for	rainy,	instead
of	the	everyday	Spanish	llu-	vioso)	in	Trilce	XV,	also	appear	in	Marquina's
translation	of	Baudelaire.	Jose	Pascual	Buxo	intimated	that	Vallejo's
engagements	with	French	poetry	in	Spanish	translation	were	decisive	in	his	own
movement	from	the	stylized	conventions	of	symbolism	to	"the	unmasked
solitude	of	the	individual	in	agony.""

Tensions	between	religion	and	sexuality	in	various	permutations	were	recurrent
in	Spanish	and	Spanish	American	Romantic	poetry;	but	it	was	Ruben	Dario,	in
"Lo	fatal"	("The	inevitable"),	who	best	expressed	erotic	apprehensions	by
addressing	the	conflict	between	sexuality	and	religion	in	an	agnostic	vein:

Dario's	poem	was	the	benchmark	for	any	Spanish	American	poet	who	addressed
sexual	anxieties	using	the	rhetoric	of	Christian	sin,	but	Vallejo	is	to	Dario	what
Dario	was	to	his	own	Romantic	antecedents.	Vallejo's	erotically	mangled	poetry
traces	imaginal	contours	that	relegate	Dario's	poem,	which	once	felt	disarmingly
contemporary,	to	the	search	for	honest	expression	in	a	dated	past:



(TRILCE	XXX)

THE	BLACK	HERALDS	(I918)

The	Black	Heralds	is	a	landmark	in	Spanish-language	poetry.	The	title	of	the
collection	pays	homage	to	Dario's	poem	"Los	heraldos"	("The	heralds")	and	to
the	darkness	of	Baudelaire.	In	The	Black	Heralds	the	symbolist	idiom	of	Ruben
Dario	and	the	early	Juan	Ramon	Jimenez	gives	way	to	a	new	aesthetic	whose
intensity	is	palpable	from	the	first	line,	one	of	the	most	memorable	in	Latin
American	poetry:

The	full	pathos	is	not	in	the	words	that	can	be	recited,	but	in	the	silence	of	the
ellipsis.	One	feels	the	breath	knocked	out	of	the	poetic	voice,	or	at	least	the
poet's	inability	to	finish	a	sentence	expressing	the	impotence	of	a	suffering
humanity.	This	is	a	world	in	which	love	is	miserable,	and	no	God	can	save	or
console.

In	his	most	intimate	writings,	the	"blows"	of	the	poem	were	integral	to	Vallejo's
vocabulary.	During	a	hospitalization	Vallejo	wrote	a	despairing	letter	to	his
friend	Pablo	Abril	de	Vivero:



In	life,	Pablo,	there	is	a	dark	blackness	that	is	closed	to	all	consolation.	There	are
hours	that	are	more	sinister	and	agonizing	than	one's	grave	....	In	my
convalescence	I	often	cry	for	the	slightest	cause.	A	childlike	propensity	for	tears
has	saturated	me	with	an	immense	pity	for	things.	I	often	think	of	my	home,	my
parents,	and	lost	affection.	Some	day	I	will	be	able	to	die	in	the	course	of	the
risky	life	that	has	been	my	lot,	and	then,	like	now,	will	find	myself	alone,	an
orphan	without	family	or	even	love....	In	a	few	days	I	will	leave	the	hospital,
according	to	the	doctor.	In	the	street	life	awaits	me	ready	to	strike	its	blows	at
will."

This	heart-wrenching	letter	offers	intimations	of	Vallejo's	propensity	to
transform	his	own	pain	into	pity	for	the	collective.	As	in	the	letter,	the	"blows"
of	the	poem	are	those	of	"destiny,"	but	they	are	also	compared	to	the	"hatred	of
God."	It	is	not	the	soul	of	man	that	falls	within	a	Christian	framework,	but
Christianity	itself	within	a	humanistic	one,	for	the	blows	of	suffering	are
themselves	"the	deep	falls	of	the	Christs	of	the	soul,/of	some	adored	faith
blasphemed	by	Destiny."	In	Vallejo's	religious	rhetoric,	humanity	is	not	awaiting
Christ's	salvation.	On	the	contrary,	and	with	intended	blasphemy,	a	Christ	"falls"
each	time	the	soul	is	battered	by	the	blows	of	life.	Jose	Carlos	Mariategui,	who
set	the	tone	for	Vallejo's	reception,	offers	a	precis	of	his	early	poetry:

The	pessimism	is	full	of	tenderness	and	compassion,	because	it	is	not
engendered	by	egocentricity	and	narcissism,	disenchanted	and	exacerbated,	as	is
the	case	almost	throughout	the	Romantic	school.	Vallejo	feels	all	human
suffering.	His	grief	is	not	personal.	His	soul	is	"sad	unto	death"	with	the	sorrow
of	all	men,	and	with	the	sorrow	of	God,	because	for	the	poet	it	is	not	only	men
who	are	sad.13

The	opening	poem	is	followed	by	a	few	lyrical	exercises	in	which	Vallejo	has
not	yet	found	his	own	voice,	but	these	hesitations	are	left	behind	with	his
remarkable	poem	"The	Spider,"	and	with	many	other	poems	in	which	he	moves
into	uncharted	territories	that	would	be	reached,	decades	later,	by	some	of	the
representative	writers	of	the	twentieth	century.	Vallejo's	closest	analogue	in
world	literature	is	not	Samuel	Beckett,	whose	compassion	for	human	suffering	is
expressed	with	personal	detachment,	but	rather	Beckett's	character	Lucky,	who
gives	the	longest	speech	in	any	of	his	plays.	Lucky	is	both	a	victim	of	brutality
and	a	compassionate	observer	of	human	quandaries:



Given	the	existence	[	...	]	of	a	personal	God	[	...	]	who	from	the	heights	of	divine
apathia	[	...	]	loves	us	dearly	with	some	exceptions	for	reasons	unknown	but	time
will	tell	and	suffers	like	the	divine	Miranda	with	those	who	for	reasons	unknown
but	time	will	tell	are	plunged	in	torment	[	...	]	and	considering	what	is	more	that
as	a	result	of	the	labors	left	unfinished	[	...	]	that	man	in	brief	in	spite	of	the
strides	of	alimentation	and	defecation	wastes	and	pines	[...	]	and	considering	[	...
]	that	in	the	plains	in	the	mountains	[	...	]	the	air	is	the	same	and	then	the	earth
namely	the	air	and	then	the	earth	in	the	great	cold	the	great	dark	the	air	and	the
earth	abode	of	stones	[	...	]	the	tears	the	stones	so	blue	so	calm	alas	alas	on	on	the
skull	the	skull	the	skull	the	skull	[	...	]	alas	the	stones.14

Lucky's	philosophical	reflections	on	bodily	functions,	human	predicaments,	and
theological	apprehensions	are	central	in	Vallejo's	poetry.	His	God,	distant	and
personal,	who	can	love,	suffer,	and	become	indifferent	to	human	torment,
corresponds	to	the	complex	and	paradoxical	conception	of	God	in	Vallejo's	early
poetry:

("GOD,"	THE	BLACK	HERALDS)

("THE	ETERNAL	DICE,"	THE	BLACK	HERALDS)

The	grim	image	of	heavy,	colored	skulls	used	to	refer	to	humanity	was	so	central
to	Vallejo	that	the	provisional	title	of	Trilce	(1922)	was	"Craneos	de	bronce"
("Bronze	skulls").	The	mention	of	skulls,	as	blue	suffering	stones,	with	which
Lucky's	speech	comes	to	an	abrupt	end	when	he	is	assaulted	by	Vladimir,
Estragon,	and	Pozzo,	is	akin	to	Vallejo's	"The	Stones":



Even	the	situation	of	Lucky,	who	is	pulled	by	a	rope	and	beaten	with	it	by	those
who	punish	him	without	cause,	could	have	been	inspired	by	another	one	of
Vallejo's	most	anthologized	poems	in	which	he	forecasts	his	own	death:

("BLACK	STONE	ON	A	WHITE	STONE,"	HUMAN	POEMS)

When	writing	Waiting	for	Godot,	Samuel	Beckett	worked	as	a	translator	for
UNESCO	in	Paris.	One	of	his	assignments	was	to	translate	Latin	American
poetry	into	English	for	Octavio	Paz.15	It	is	appropriate	that	Beckett	should	have
turned	to	the	forms	and	images	of	a	Latin	American	poet	in	composing	a	speech
that	expresses	commiseration	with	the	miserable	fate	of	the	tormented.

In	his	own	Peruvian	context,	Vallejo's	religious	poems	corrected	the	writings	of
his	most	celebrated	contemporaries,	even	those	he	admired.	Unlike	Manuel
Gonzalez	Prada-who	railed	against	priests	and	Catholicism,	and	to	whom	Vallejo
dedicated	"The	Eternal	Dice,"	one	of	his	poems	of	deicide-Vallejo	does	not
attack	the	institutions	of	the	Church.	Instead,	he	deploys	the	very	concepts	and
categories	of	Catholic	dogma	in	quarreling	with	his	waning	Christian	faith.

This	is	a	tragic	vision-perhaps	the	only	one	in	the	canon	of	Spanish-language



literature-in	which	salvation	and	sin	are	one	and	the	same	("Lover,	on	this	night
you	have	been	crucified	on/the	two	curved	beams	of	my	kiss").	Vallejo's	protests
against	our	fate	are	nuanced	by	alternating	feelings	of	pity,	isolation,	and	guilt:
responses	to	the	affliction	his	poetic	voice	might	have	witnessed	or	caused,	for
he	is	not	innocent	and	does	not	feel	blameless.	In	"Dregs,"	in	The	Black	Heralds,
the	poet	laments	the	consequences	of	his	anger:

This	poem	is	an	inspired	rewriting	of	Lope	de	Vega's	sonnet	"~Que	tengo	yo	que
mi	amistad	procuras?"	("Why	do	you	seek	my	friendship?"),	in	which	the	poetic
voice	recalls	his	undeserved	mistreatment	by	a	lover.

A	misogynistic	streak	manifests	itself	in	some	of	Vallejo's	erotic	poetry.
Intermittent	expressions	of	contempt	for	the	objects	of	his	sexual	desire	("The
tomb	is	still/woman's	sex	that	draws	man	in!")	resonate	with	letters	that	blame
women	for	the	consequences	of	his	own	actions:	"How	easily	one	catches	one	of
these	infections,	and	how	difficult	it	is	to	get	rid	of	them.	Believe	me,	I
sometimes	have	such	anger	toward	women.	1116

In	The	Black	Heralds	Vallejo's	poetic	voice	seeks	but	fails	to	find	salvation	in
sexuality,	or	in	his	commiseration	with	the	hungry	and	the	indigenous	peoples	of
the	Andes.	Anticipating	Kafka,	Vallejo	projects	the	inner	struggles	of	a	human
being	into	an	order	that	exceeds	his	individuality	but	cannot	save	him:	"I	was
born	on	a	day/when	God	was	sick."	With	the	emphatic	repetition	of	this	line	at
the	end	of	The	Black	Heralds,	the	omnipotent	deity	has	been	purged	from
Vallejo's	poetry.

TRILCE	(1922)

Trilce,	Vallejo's	second	book	of	poems,	is	widely	considered	a	masterpiece	of



avantgarde	poetry.	Here	there	is	no	divinity	against	which	to	argue,	and	the
tragic	vision	subsides,	but	the	malaise	that	informed	his	deicide	in	The	Black
Heralds	intensifies.	Most	of	the	poems	that	make	up	the	volume	were	conceived
between	19rg	and	1922,	a	stormy	period	of	Vallejo's	life	during	which	he
attempted	suicide,	Abraham	Valdelomar	(one	of	his	most	influential	literary
supporters	in	Peru)	died,	and	Vallejo	was	jailed	in	Trujillo	for	four	months	for
his	alleged	participation	in	social	unrest.

Trilce	includes	not	only	jaggedly	abstract	writing	full	of	non	sequiturs
(undoubtedly	received	as	nonsensical	babble	by	many	of	its	first	readers)	but
also	poems	in	which	capitalized	consonants	are	repeated	within	a	word,	spaces
of	various	lengths	separate	words,	and	words	are	written	vertically	rather	than
horizontally	or	are	grouped	in	geometrical	patterns.	Vallejo	creates	neologisms
to	a	much	more	daring	degree	in	this	book	than	he	did	in	The	Black	Heralds,
uses	numbers	as	symbols,	and	turns	nouns	into	verbs	and	verbs	into	adjectives.
Trilce's	originality,	both	surprising	and	transgressive,	resonates	with	the	gestures
and	sensibilities	of	Ron	Silliman,	Charles	Bernstein,	Lyn	Hejinian,	and	other
poets	associated	with	the	American	Language	Poetry	movement	of	the	i970s.17

Some	distinguished	Peruvian	critics	wrote	early	reviews	of	TrUce	they	would
later	regret.	Luis	Alberto	Sanchez	called	it	"incomprehensible	and	outlandish,"
and	Clemente	Palma	wondered	if	its	unaccountable	title	and	style	were	an
affront	to	good	taste.	Others,	however,	recognized	TrUce	as	a	great	work	beyond
their	grasp:	"Trilce	is	incomprehensible,	because	it	is	strange,	unique,	and	strong.
To	understand	it	one	needs	a	spontaneous	critical	attitude	and	an	exceptional
psychological	endowment."18

A	humorous	haughtiness	in	Trilce	camouflages	irreverent	gestures,	confounding
readers'	expectations,	in	a	collection	that	shifts	gears	as	it	moves	from	the
experimental	to	the	sentimental	to	the	realistic.	Compare	the	following	stanzas,
two	pages	apart,	which	seem	to	have	been	written	by	two	different	poets.	The
first	is	from	a	poem	in	which	a	troubled	adult	consciousness	evokes	childhood
memories,	and	the	second	from	a	poem	that	generates	apprehension	by
endowing	numbers	with	symbolic	force:



Vallejo's	ars	poetica,	Trilce	XXXVI,	is	an	explicit	response	to	Dario's	ars
poetica,	a	poem	titled	"Yo	persigo	una	forma"	("I'm	searching	for	a	form").	In
Dario's	poem	the	intractable	search	for	poetic	harmony	is	signaled	by	the	image
of	the	"impossible	embrace	of	Venus	de	Milo."	In	TrUce	XXXVI	Vallejo
dissects	Dario's	image,	shunning	his	harmonies	and	symmetries	in	the	name	of
an	existence,	odd	and	imperfect:

Vallejo's	poetry	offers	sustained	reflections	on	time	and	memory,	with	inflections
that	honor	Quevedo's	engagements	with	human	temporality	and	his	masterful
effects	that	seem	to	slow	the	passing	of	time	or	speed	it	up.	Vallejo	redirects
Quevedo's	attainments	in	poems	such	as	in	Trilce	LXIV,	in	which	a	whirlwind	of
remembrances	are	capped	by	a	disquieting	ordering	of	temporal	labels:

Oh	voices	and	cities	that	pass	galloping	on	a	finger	pointed	at	bald	Unity.	While,
from	much	to	much,	farmhands	of	a	great	wise	lineage	pass,	behind	the	three
tardy	dimensions.



Vallejo's	tendency	to	create	dramatic	links	between	events	that	may	have	taken
place	at	different	times	informs	his	rewriting	of	Abraham	Valdelomar's	poem	"El
hermano	ausente	en	la	cena	de	Pascua"	("The	absent	brother	at	the	Christmas
meal").	Valdelomar's	poem	captures	the	anguish	of	a	mother	at	a	family	meal
after	the	death	of	her	son:

In	Trilce	XXVIII,	Vallejo's	variation	on	this	poem,	a	mother	is	absent,	and	the
despondent	poetic	persona	longs	for	a	family	meal:

Four	stanzas	down,	on	another	occasion	he	is	invited	to	dine	at	a	friend's	home,
where	the	mother	is	also	absent;	and	yet	there	is	a	sense	of	communion.	Vallejo's
poetic	persona	feels	even	more	bereft	in	the	company	of	those	who	were	able	to
mourn	and	move	on:

THE	EUROPEAN	PERIOD	(1923-1938)

In	1923	Vallejo	traveled	to	Europe,	never	to	return	to	Peru.	His	exhilaration	and



excitement	on	his	arrival	in	France	("Paris!	Oh	what	a	wonder!	I	have	realized
the	greatest	yearning	that	every	cultured	man	feels	when	gazing	at	the	globe	of
the	earth!")19	was	soon	to	dissolve	into	disappointment.	For	a	period	of	some
six	years	he	felt	unsettled	and	paralyzed.	In	a	letter	he	recounts

the	long	years	of	worthless	and	perhaps	injurious	optimism	in	which	I	have	lived
in	Europe	...	I'm	sunk	in	a	provisional	parenthesis,	on	the	threshold	of	another
form	of	existence	that	never	comes.	I	take	everything	as	provisional.	And	so
have	transpired	almost	five	years	in	Paris.	Five	years	of	waiting,	without	being
able	to	do	anything	seriously,	nothing	in	a	state	of	rest,	nothing	definitive;
agitated	in	a	continuous	economic	stress	that	does	not	allow	me	to	undertake	or
treat	anything	too	deeply.20

Vallejo's	correspondence	can	be	painful	to	read.	He	is	continually	requesting
loans,	payments,	fellowships,	governmental	support,	and	even	monetary	gifts
from	friends	and	acquaintances	in	order	to	stay	afloat.	He	entered	a	short	period
of	relative	financial	ease	in	1929	with	Georgette	Philippart,	his	companion	and
future	wife,	thanks	to	a	small	inheritance	she	had	received.	This	period	coincided
with	his	political	radicalization,	which	began	in	1928,	when	he	traveled	to	the
Soviet	Union	on	the	first	of	three	trips.	He	aroused	suspicion	from	French
immigration	authorities,	who	tagged	him	as	a	potential	subversive	and	deported
him	from	the	country	in	1930	for	his	communist	sympathies.	He	moved	to
Madrid,	and	returned	to	Paris	two	years	later.

Some	of	the	prose	poems	that	appear	in	Human	Poems	were	written	between
1923	and	1927,	and	even	though	Vallejo	possibly	had	intended	to	publish	them
under	the	title	"Nomina	de	huesos,"	("Roster	of	bones"),	the	project	never
materialized.	He	published	many	articles-one	of	his	few	sources	of	income-in
newspapers	and	journals.	Tungsten	(1930),	his	novel	of	social	protest,	set	in	a
mining	town	in	Peru,	was	published	with	some	success,	as	were	his	accounts	of
his	travel	to	the	Soviet	Union.	In	the	193os	he	worked	on	plays	that	were	not
produced	or	published	in	his	lifetime.21

When	the	Spanish	Civil	War	broke	out	in	1936	Vallejo	participated	in	the
Committees	in	Defense	of	the	Spanish	Republic.	He	was	a	Peruvian	delegate	to
the	Second	International	Congress	of	Anti-Fascist	Writers	in	Defense	of	Culture
in	Spain.	The	congress	was	a	momentous	political	and	literary	event.	It	was	the
only	time	that	Cesar	Vallejo,	Pablo	Neruda,	Octavio	Paz,	Vicente	Huidobro,



Nicolas	Guillen,	and	Alejo	Carpentier	(to	mention	just	some	of	the	Latin
American	participants)	were	in	the	same	place	at	the	same	time.22	In	1937
Vallejo	enjoyed	one	of	his	most	productive	years,	writing	some	fifty	poems	to	be
included	in	the	Human	Poems	and	Spain,	Take	This	Cup	from	Me.	The
following	year,	his	health	failed,	and	he	died	without	seeing	a	new	book	of	his
poems	in	print	since	Trilce	was	published	in	1922.

As	Clayton	Eshleman	points	out	in	his	notes	to	this	volume,	the	editorial
problems	associated	with	the	posthumous	poetry	are	insurmountable.	We	will
never	know	with	certainty	which	of	the	poems	were	actually	finished	and	which
Vallejo	might	have	discarded.	Nor	will	we	know	how	he	would	have	organized
them	into	collections	or	if	he	had	envisaged	some	poems	that	would	give	others
their	raison	d'etre.	And	we	will	never	know	how	many	poems	or	drafts	may	have
been	lost	or	destroyed.

Many	thoughtful	critics	and	editors	of	Vallejo,	including	Roberto	Paoli	and
Ricardo	Gonzalez	Vigil,	have	argued	that	the	title	Human	Poems	is	an	acceptable
compromise	for	grouping	most	of	the	posthumous	work,	not	just	because	this	is
how	many	of	Vallejo's	best	poems	have	been	known	since	1939,	when	his	widow
first	gave	them	that	title,	but	also	because	the	adjective	human	is	an	apt	one	for
Vallejo.	Other	distinguished	Vallejo	critics	and	editors,	including	Ricardo
SilvaSantisteban,	disagree,	arguing	that	the	rubric	is	misleading	because	it
groups	many	poems	written	from	1923	until	1938	that	do	not	necessarily	belong
together.

Eshleman	decided	to	follow	Gonzalez	Vigil's	critical	edition	and	call	the
posthumous	poems	Human	Poems,	while	acknowledging	that	informed
discussions	and	fresh	research	may	yield	results	that	affect	the	organization	of
future	editions.	Eshleman	also	followed	editorial	convention	in	considering	the
fifteen	poems	of	Spain,	Take	This	Cup	from	Me	a	separate	entity.

HUMAN	POEMS	AND	SPAIN,	TAKE	THIS	CUP	FROM	ME

Many	scholars,	including	Stephen	M.	Hart,	believe	that	the	posthumous	work
includes	the	most	mature	and	enduring	of	Vallejo's	poetry.	Although	parts	of
Human	Poems	exemplify	an	aesthetic	akin	to	that	of	his	first	two	books,	most	of
the	poems	evince	an	attentiveness	to	history	with	a	myriad	of	cultural	and
geographical	references	unavailable	to	Vallejo	in	his	Peruvian	years-including



poems	in	which	he	expresses	the	outrageous	discrepancy	between	intellectuality
and	human	experience:

("A	MAN	WALKS	BY	...	,"	HUMAN	POEMS)

Collective	angst	and	compassion	epitomize	much	of	the	later	posthumous	verse,
including	poems	in	which	Vallejo's	expressions	of	concern	are	not	intended	to
single	out	individuals	but	to	convey	representative	types:

("STUMBLE	BETWEEN	TWO	STARS,"	HUMAN	POEMS)

Vallejo's	religious	language	resurfaces	in	some	of	these	poems,	but	now	he	is
indifferent	to	the	hereafter	and	in	no	mood	to	quarrel	with	supernatural	entities.
In	this	poetry,	religious	imagery	is	at	the	service	of	empathy,	solidarity,	and
redemption	in	the	here	and	now,	as	in	the	following	poem	in	which	Vallejo
remembers	his	deceased	friend	Alfonso,	a	musician:



("ALFONSO:	YOU	ARE	LOOKING	AT	ME,	I	SEE,"	HUMAN	POEMS)

In	Spain,	Take	This	Cup	from	Me,	as	a	Christ-like	figure	the	atheist	poet
expresses	his	anguish	over	and	solidarity	with	the	Republicans	in	the	heat	of	the
Spanish	Civil	War,	announcing	his	hope	that	human	solidarity	can	enact	the
Resurrection:

("MASS,"	SPAIN,	TAKE	THIS	CUP	FROM	ME)

It	was	because	of	Vallejo's	commitment	to	the	Republican	cause	as	a	Latin
American	Marxist	that	Louis	Aragon	gave	a	moving	speech	at	his	funeral	that
began	the	process	of	his	gaining	posthumous	literary	fame.

ON	ESHLEMAN'S	TRANSLATION

In	recent	years	the	English-reading	public	has	been	fortunate	that	some	of	the
major	corpuses	of	Hispanic	poetry	have	become	available	in	translation.
Christopher	Maurer's	edition	of	the	complete	poetry	of	Federico	Garcia	Lorca	is
a	great	achievement	in	Hispanism;	and	thanks	to	Eliot	Weinberger,	a	beautiful
edition	of	the	collected	poetry	of	Octavio	Paz	is	available.	Neruda	has	also	been
graced	by	splendid	translations,	including	those	by	Alastair	Reid.	Eshleman's
own	accomplishment	as	a	translator	takes	a	special	place	in	this	felicitous
context.	His	Vallejo	marks	the	first	time	that	the	complete	poetry	of	a	great
Spanish-language	poet	has	been	translated	in	a	volume	by	a	single	translator	who
is	also	a	celebrated	poet	in	his	own	right.	Eshleman	has	been	reading	and
translating	Vallejo	for	almost	five	decades.	The	engaging	account	of	this
experience	included	as	an	appendix	to	this	volume,	his	"Translator's	Memoir,"
should	be	expanded	into	a	book:	it	only	hints	at	the	considerable	work,



persistence,	and	personal	sacrifice	required	to	bring	this	book	to	completion,	not
to	mention	the	many	literary	rewards	that	justified	this	rich	odyssey.	It	has	taken
the	prolonged	concentration	of	a	resourceful	poet,	devoted	to	the	work	of	his
counterpart,	a	poet	who	can	see	into	the	potentialities	and	attainments,	and	even
the	shortcomings,	of	the	original	work.

In	his	foreword	to	this	volume	Mario	Vargas	Llosa	rightly	places	Vallejo	in	the
category	of	wondrous,	inexplicable	poets.	Better	than	anyone	else,	Eshleman
knows	that	Vallejo	can	be	impossible	to	paraphrase,	interpret,	or	explain,	but	he
also	knows	that	his	task	as	translator	is	not	to	resolve	or	simplify	these
perplexities	but	to	transpose	them	with	accuracy,	if	possible,	or	to	find
equivalences	and	invent	parallels.

Eshleman	renders	Vallejo's	paradoxes	with	ease	and	his	linguistic
unconventionalities	with	instinctual	acumen.	Thanks	to	Eshleman's	successful
translations,	it	has	not	been	necessary	for	me	to	quote	Vallejo	in	the	Spanish	in
order	to	discuss	the	poems'	complexities.	Some	of	Vallejo's	geometrical	patterns
can	be	reproduced	as	a	matter	of	course,	but	the	handling	of	his	neologisms,	and
his	arcane	or	coined	words,	is	hardly	straightforward	and	has	defeated	others
who	have	tried.	Eshleman	invents	equivalents	that	might	enrich	the	English
language	itself,	as	when	he	translates	Vallejo's	neologism	corazonmente	(in	"One
pillar	supporting	solace")	as	"hearterially."	When	he	translates	espergesia	as
"epexegesis,"	he	captures	the	power	of	this	impossible	word,	which	some
interpreters	have	considered	a	neologism	and	others	an	elusive	archaism.

Eshleman	delivers,	in	an	American	idiom,	Vallejo's	impulse	for	verbal	play.	His
onomatopoeic	equivalences	are	often	as	stunning	as	his	replication	of	Vallejo's
shifting	spellings	and	visual	dispositions	in	a	poem.	In	TrUce	XXXII,	Vallejo
captures	bodily	and	sensory	functions	through	a	combination	of	onomatopoeias,
visual	metaphors,	and	the	distortion	of	conventional	spelling.	Eshleman	matches
Vallejo's	original	inventiveness:

Eshleman's	formal	achievements	as	a	translator	are	all	the	more	admirable	given



his	search	for	a	persuasive	English	version	that	can	rise	to	Vallejo's	humanity.
One	finds	in	these	translations	a	sense	of	friendship	and	camaraderie	that	honors
those	poems	by	Vallejo	in	which	the	human	will	can	bring	those	who	have	died
back	to	life.

NOTES

i	I	would	like	to	express	my	heartfelt	gratitude	to	Clayton	Eshleman,	Remy
Sutherland,	and	Michael	Bell	for	careful	readings	of	drafts	and	for	their	splendid
suggestions	in	the	preparation	of	this	introduction.	The	Spanish	sources	for	this
edition	come	mostly	from	the	splendid	critical	edition	by	Ricardo	Gonzalez
Vigil,	in	Cesar	Vallejo,	Obras	completas,	vol.,,	Obra	poetica	(Lima:	Banco	de
Credito	del	Peru,	iggi).	The	other	indispensable	edition	is	the	four-volume	Poesia
completa,	edited	by	Ricardo	Silva-Santisteban	(Lima:	Pontificia	Universidad
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Vallejo	and	religion.	See	Stephen	M.	Hart	(in	collaboration	with	Jorge	Cornejo
Polar),	Cesar	Vallejo:	A	Critical	Biography	of	Research	(London:	Tamesis,
aooa).	The	books,	essays,	and	editions	by	Andre	Coyne,	Americo	Ferrari,	Saul
Yurkievich,	Julio	Ortega,	Jean	Franco,	James	Higgins,	William	Rowe,	and
Roberto	Paoli	are	considered	landmarks	in	Vallejo	studies.

2	Rafael	Gutierrez	Girardot	is	the	pioneer	in	the	comparative	study	of	Vallejo
and	Paul	Celan.	See	his	"Genesis	y	recepcion	de	la	poesia	de	Cesar	Vallejo,"	in
Cesar	Vallejo.	Obra	poetica,	ed.	Americo	Ferrari	(Madrid:	Archivos,	1988),	523.

3	Jose	Maria	Arguedas,	"Cesar	Vallejo,	el	mas	grande	poeta	del	Peru,"	in	Cesar
Vallejo:	Al	pie	del	orbe,	ed.	Nestor	Tenorio	Requejo	(Lambayeque,	Peru:
Universidad	Nacional	Pedro	Ruiz	Gallo,	1992),	11-12.	All	translations	in	this
introduction,	except	for	Clayton	Eshleman's	translations	of	Vallejo's	poetry,	are
mine.

4	Ricardo	Gonzalez	Vigil,	Cesar	Vallejo	(Lima:	Editorial	Brasa,	1995),	55-

5	According	to	some	literary	critics,	Vicente	Huidobro's	Altazor	is	Trilce's	only
rival	as	the	high	point	of	the	avant-garde	in	the	Spanish	language.



6	It	has	been	argued	that	Dario's	poetic	revolution	involved	the	transfer	of
French	literary	trends	to	Spanish	America.	But	this	is	a	misleading	claim,	for
Dario's	poetic	innovations	bred	new	forms	that	are	unique	to	the	Spanish
language.	Dario	found	harmonies	and	dissonances	in	his	poetic	lines	that
revolutionized	the	way	poetry	could	be	written	in	the	idiom.	See	Ruben	Dario's
Selected	Writings,	edited	by	Ilan	Stavans	(New	York:	Penguin,	2005);	and	Songs
of	Life	and	Hope.	Cantos	de	vida	y	esperanza,	a	bilingual	edition,	edited	and
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Press,	2004)-

7	Cesar	Vallejo,	El	romanticismo	en	la	poesia	castellana	(Lima:	Juan	Mejia
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11	Jose	Pascual	Buxo,	Cesar	Vallejo.	Critica	y	contracritica	(Mexico	City:
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Qui	potest	capere	capiat

EL	EVANGELIO

	



He	who	is	able	to	receive	it,	let	him	receive	it.
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LOS	HERALDOS	NEGROS
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SACRED	DEFOLIACITY

COMUNION



COMMUNION



NERVAZON	DE	ANGUSTIA

NERVE	STORM	OF	ANGUISH
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MAINSAILS	OF	ICE

NOCHEBUENA



CHRISTMAS	EVE

ASCUAS

Para	Domingo	Parra	del	Riego



EMBERS

For	Domingo	Parra	del	Riego



MEDIALUZ

HALF-LIGHT

SAUCE



WILLOW

AUSENTE



ABSENT

AVESTRUZ



OSTRICH

BAJO	LOS	ALAMOS

Para	Jose	Eulogio	Garrido



UNDER	THE	POPLARS

For	Jose	Eulogio	Garrido

	



LA	ARANA

	



THE	SPIDER

BABEL



BABEL
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PILGRIMAGE
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THE	NARROW	THEATER	BOX



	



	



EL	POETA	A	SU	AMADA



THE	POET	TO	HIS	LOVER

VERANO



SUMMER
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IMPIA



IMPIOUS	WOMAN
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THE	BLACK	CUP



DESHORA

INOPPORTUNELY
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III
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ORACION	DEL	CAMINO



PRAYER	ON	THE	ROAD
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ALDEANA



VILLAGE	SCENE





IDILIO	MUERTO

DEAD	IDYLL



	



EN	LAS	TIENDAS	GRIEGAS

	



IN	THE	GREEK	TENTS

AGAPE



AGAPE

LA	VOZ	DEL	ESPEJO



THE	VOICE	IN	THE	MIRROR



ROSA	BLANCA



WHITE	ROSE

LA	DE	A	MIL



THE	BIG	ONE



EL	PAN	NUESTRO

Para	Alejandro	Gamboa



OUR	BREAD

For	Alejandro	Gamboa



ABSOLUTA



ABSOLUTE

DESNUDO	EN	BARRO



NAKED	IN	CLAY



CAPITULACI	ON

CAPITULATION



LINEAS

LINES



AMOR	PROHIBIDO



FORBIDDEN	LOVE

LA	CENA	MISERABLE



THE	MISERABLE	SUPPER



PARA	EL	ALMA	IMPOSIBLE	DE	MI	AMADA



FOR	THE	IMPOSSIBLE	SOUL	OF	MY	LOVER



EL	TALAMO	ETERNO

THE	ETERNAL	NUPTIAL	BED



LAS	PIEDRAS



THE	STONES

RETABLO



ALTARPIECE



PAGANA

PAGAN	WOMAN



LOS	DADOS	ETERNOS

PARA	MANUEL	GONZALEZ	PRADA,

esta	emocion	bravia	y	selecta,	una	de	las	que,	con	mas	entusiasmo,	me	ha
aplaudido	el	gran	maestro.



THE	ETERNAL	DICE

FOR	MANUEL	GONZALEZ	PRADA,

this	wild,	choice	emotion,	one	for	which	the	great	master	has	most
enthusiastically	applauded	me.
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DISTANT	FOOTSTEPS



A	MI	HERMANO	MIGUEL

In	memoriam

TO	MY	BROTHER	MIGUEL

In	memoriam
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LXIV

Hitos	vagarosos	enamoran,	desde	el	minuto	montuoso	que	obstetriza	y	fecha	los
amotinados	nichos	de	la	atmosfera.

Verde	esta	el	corazon	de	tanto	esperar;	y	en	el	canal	de	Panama	jhablo	con



vosotras,	mitades,	bases,	ci	spides!	retonan	los	peldanos,	pasos	que	sullen,	pasos
que	baja-

n.

Y	yo	que	pervivo,

y	yo	que	se	plantarme.

Oh	valle	sin	altura	madre,	donde	todo	duerme	horrible	mediatinta,	sin	rios
frescos,	sin	entradas	de	amor.	Oh	voces	y	ciudades	que	pasan	cabalgando	en	un
dedo	tendido	que	senala	a	calva	Unidad.	Mientras	pasan,	de	mucho	en	mucho,
gananes	de	gran	costado	sabio,	detras	de	las	tres	tardas	dimensiones.

LXIV

Wandering	landmarks	enamor,	since	the	mountainous	minute	that	midwives	and
dates	the	insurgent	niches	of	the	atmosphere.

The	heart	is	green	from	so	much	waiting;	and	in	the	Panama	Canal-I'm	speaking
to	you,	middles,	bases,	cusps!-stairsteps	sprout,	steps	going	up,	steps	going	dow-

n.

And	I	who	liveforever,

and	I	who	know	to	stand	firm.

Oh	valley	without	mother	height,	where	everything	sleeps	a	horrible	halftone,
without	refreshing	rivers,	without	beginnings	of	love.	Oh	voices	and	cities	that
pass	galloping	on	a	finger	pointed	at	bald	Unity.	While,	from	much	to	much,
farmhands	of	a	great	wise	lineage	pass,	behind	the	three	tardy	dimensions.
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LXX

Todos	sonrien	del	desgaire	con	que	voyme	a	fondo,	celular	de	comer	bien	y	bien
beber.

Los	soles	andan	sin	yantar?	0	hay	quien	les	da	granos	como	a	pajarillos?	Franca-
mente,	yo	no	se	de	esto	casi	nada.

Oh	piedra,	almohada	bienfaciente	al	fin.	Amemonos	los	vivos	a	los	vivos,	que	a
las	Buenas	cosas	muertas	sera	despues.	Cuanto	tenemos	que	quererlas	y
estrechar-	las,	cuanto.	Amemos	las	actualidades,	que	siempre	no	estaremos	como
estamos.	Que	interinos	Barrancos	no	hay	en	los	esenciales	cementerios.

El	porteo	va	en	el	alfar,	a	pico.	La	jornada	nos	da	en	el	cogollo,	con	su	docena	de
escaleras,	escaladas,	en	horizontizante	frustracion	de	pies,	por	pavidas	sandalias
vacantes.

Y	temblamos	avanzar	el	paso,	que	no	sabemos	si	damos	con	el	pendulo,	o	ya	lo
hemos	cruzado.



LXX

Everyone	smiles	at	the	nonchalance	with	which	I	sink	to	the	bottom,	cellular
from	eating	right	and	drinking	well.

Do	suns	move	without	purveyance?	Or	is	there	someone	who	offers	them	grain
as	if	to	little	birds?	Frankly,	I	know	almost	nothing	about	this.

Oh	stone,	benefacient	pillow	at	last.	Let	us	the	living	love	the	living,	since
gratefully	dead	things	will	be	later.	How	much	we	must	love	them	and	hug	them,
how	much.	Let	us	love	actualities,	for	we	won't	always	be	as	we	are.	For	there
are	no	interim	Barrancos	in	the	essential	cemeteries.

The	transport	takes	place	on	the	clay,	edgily.	The	working	day	hits	us	in	our
core,	with	its	dozen	stairways,	scaled,	in	a	horizonifying	frustration	of	feet,	by
pavid	vacant	sandals.

And	we	tremble	to	take	another	step,	for	we	don't	know	if	we	bang	into	the
pendulum,	or	have	already	crossed	it.
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Estais	muertos.

Que	extrana	manera	de	estarse	muertos.	Quienquiera	diria	no	lo	estais.	Pero,	en
verdad,	estais	muertos.

Flotais	nadamente	detras	de	aquesa	membrana	que,	pendula	del	zenit	al	nadir,
viene	y	va	de	crepiisculo	a	crepiisculo,	vibrando	ante	la	sonora	caja	de	una
herida	que	a	vosotros	no	os	duele.	Os	digo,	pues,	que	la	vida	esta	en	el	espejo,	y
que	vosotros	sois	el	original,	la	muerte.

Mientras	la	onda	va,	mientras	la	onda	viene,	cuan	impunemente	se	esta	uno
muerto.	Solo	cuando	las	aguas	se	quebrantan	en	los	bordes	enfrentados,	y	se
doblan	y	doblan,	entonces	os	transfigurais	y	creyendo	morir,	percibis	la	sexta
cuerda	que	ya	no	es	vuestra.

Estais	muertos,	no	habiendo	antes	vivido	jamas.	Quienquiera	diria	que,	no
siendo	ahora,	en	otro	tiempo	fuisteis.	Pero,	en	verdad,	vosotros	sois	los
cadaveres	de	una	vida	que	nunca	fue.	Triste	destino.	El	no	haber	sido	sino
muertos	siempre.	El	ser	hoja	seca,	sin	haber	sido	verde	jamas.	Orfandad	de
orfandades.

Y	sinembargo,	los	muertos	no	son,	no	pueden	ser	cadaveres	de	una	vida	que
todavia	no	han	vivido.	Ellos	murieron	siempre	de	vida.

Estais	muertos.

LXXV

You're	all	dead.

What	a	strange	way	of	being	dead.	Anyone	would	say	you	aren't.	But,	truly,
you're	all	dead.



You	float	nothingly	behind	that	membrane	that,	pendant	from	zenith	to	nadir,
comes	and	goes	from	dusk	to	dusk,	vibrating	before	the	sonorous	box	of	a
wound	that	hurts	none	of	you.	Verily,	I	say	unto	you,	then,	that	life	is	in	the
mirror,	and	that	you	are	the	original,	death.

While	the	wave	goes,	while	the	wave	comes,	with	what	impunity	does	one	stay
dead.	Only	when	the	waters	crash	against	facing	banks,	folding	and	doubling,	do
you	then	transfigure	yourselves	and	believing	you	are	dying,	perceive	the	sixth
string	that	no	longer	is	yours.

You're	all	dead,	not	having	lived	before	ever.	Anyone	would	say	that,	not
existing	now,	in	another	time	you	might	have.	But,	verily,	you	are	the	cadavers
of	a	life	that	never	was.	A	sad	fate.	The	not	having	been	but	always	dead.	Being
a	dry	leaf,	without	ever	having	been	green.	Orphanhood	of	orphanhoods.

How	ever,	the	dead	are	not,	cannot	be	cadavers	of	a	life	they	have	not	yet	lived.
They	always	died	of	life.

You're	all	dead.
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EL	BUEN	SENTIDO

-Hay,	madre,	un	sitio	en	el	mundo,	que	se	llama	Paris.	Un	sitio	muy	grande	y
lejano	y	otra	vez	grande.

Mi	madre	me	ajusta	el	cuello	del	abrigo,	no	porque	empieza	a	nevar,	sino	Para
que	empiece	a	nevar.

La	mujer	de	mi	padre	esta	enamorada	de	mi,	viniendo	y	avanzando	de	espaldas	a
mi	nacimiento	y	de	pecho	a	mi	muerte.	Que	soy	dos	veces	suyo:	por	el	adios	y
por	el	regreso.	La	cierro,	al	retornar.	Por	eso	me	dieran	tanto	sus	ojos,	justa	de
mi,	infraganti	de	mi,	aconteciendose	por	obras	terminadas,	por	pactos
consumados.

Mi	madre	esta	confesa	de	mi,	nombrada	de	mi.	tComo	no	da	otro	tanto	a	mis
otros	hermanos?	A	Victor,	por	ejemplo,	el	mayor,	que	es	tan	viejo	ya,	que	las
gentes	dicen:	jParece	hermano	menor	de	su	madre!	jFuere	porque	yo	he	viajado
mucho!	jFuere	porque	yo	he	vivido	mas!

Mi	madre	acuerda	carta	de	principio	colorante	a	mis	relatos	de	regreso.	Ante	mi
vida	de	regreso,	recordando	que	viaje	durante	dos	corazones	por	su	vientre,	se
ruboriza	y	se	queda	mortalmente	livida,	cuando	digo,	en	el	tratado	del	alma:
Aquella	noche	fui	dichoso.	Pero,	mas	se	pone	triste;	mas	se	pusiera	triste.

-Hijo,	icomo	estas	viejo!

Y	desfila	por	el	color	amarillo	a	llorar,	porque	me	halla	envejecido,	en	la	hoja	de
espada,	en	la	desembocadura	de	mi	rostro.	Llora	de	mi,	se	entristece	de	mi.	tQue
falta	hard	mi	mocedad,	si	siempre	sere	su	hijo?	tPor	que	las	madres	se	duelen	de
hallar	envejecidos	a	sus	hijos,	si	jamds	la	edad	de	ellos	alcanzard	a	la	de	ellas?
tY	por	que,	silos	hijos,	cuanto	mds	se	acaban,	mas	se	aproximan	a	los	padres?
jMi	madre	llora	porque	estoy	viejo	de	mi	tiempo	y	porque	nunca	llegare	a
envejecer	del	suyo!

Mi	adios	partio	de	un	punto	de	su	ser,	mas	externo	que	el	punto	de	su	ser	al	que
retorno.	Soy,	a	causa	del	excesivo	plazo	de	mi	vuelta,	mas	el	hombre	ante	mi



madre

	



GOOD	SENSE

-There	is,	mother,	a	place	in	the	world	called	Paris.	A	very	big	place	and	far	off
and	once	again	big.

My	mother	turns	up	the	collar	of	my	overcoat,	not	because	it	is	beginning	to
snow,	but	so	it	can	begin	to	snow.

My	father's	wife	is	in	love	with	me,	coming	and	advancing	backward	toward	my
birth	and	chestward	toward	my	death.	For	I	am	hers	twice:	by	the	farewell	and
by	the	return.	I	close	her,	on	coming	back.	That	is	why	her	eyes	would	have
given	so	much	to	me,	brimming	with	me,	caught	red-handed	with	me,
manifesting	herself	through	finished	tasks,	through	consummated	pacts.

My	mother	is	confessed	by	me,	named	by	me.	Why	doesn't	she	give	as	much	to
my	other	brothers?	To	Victor,	for	example,	the	eldest,	who	is	so	old	now	that
people	say:	He	looks	like	his	mother's	younger	brother!	Perhaps	because	I	have
traveled	so	much!	Perhaps	because	I	have	lived	more!

My	mother	grants	a	charter	of	colorful	beginnings	to	my	stories	of	return.	Before
my	life	of	returnings,	remembering	that	I	traveled	during	two	hearts	through	her
womb,	she	blushes	and	remains	mortally	livid	when	I	say,	in	the	treatise	of	the
soul:	That	night	I	was	happy.	But	the	more	she	becomes	sad;	the	more	she	would
become	sad.

-My	son,	you	look	so	old!

And	files	along	the	yellow	color	to	cry,	for	she	finds	me	aged,	in	the	sword
blade,	in	the	outlet	of	my	face.	She	cries	over	me,	saddens	over	me.	What	need
will	there	be	for	my	youth,	if	I	am	always	to	be	her	son?	Why	do	mothers	ache
finding	their	sons	old,	if	the	age	of	the	sons	never	reaches	that	of	their	mothers?



And	why,	if	the	children,	the	more	they	are	used	up,	come	nearer	to	their
parents?	My	mother	cries	because	I	am	old	from	my	time	and	because	never	will
I	grow	old	from	hers!

My	farewell	set	off	from	a	point	in	her	being	more	external	than	the	point	in	her
being	to	which	I	return.	I	am,	because	of	the	excessive	time	in	my	return,	more
the	que	el	hijo	ante	mi	madre.	Alli	reside	el	candor	que	hoy	nos	alumbra	con	tres
llamas.	Le	digo	entonces	hasta	que	me	callo:

-	Hay,	madre,	en	el	mundo	un	sitio	que	se	llama	Paris.	Un	sitio	muy	grande	y
muy	lejano	y	otra	vez	grande.

La	mujer	de	mi	padre,	al	oirme,	almuerza	y	sus	ojos	mortales	descienden
suavemente	por	mis	brazos.
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man	before	my	mother	than	the	child	before	my	mother.	There	resides	the	candor
which	today	makes	us	glow	with	three	flames.	I	say	to	her	then	until	I	hush:

-There	is,	mother,	in	the	world,	a	place	called	Paris.	A	very	big	place	and	very
far	off	and	once	again	big.

My	father's	wife,	on	hearing	me,	eats	her	lunch	and	her	mortal	eyes	descend
softly	down	my	arms.

LA	VIOLENCIA	DE	LAS	HORAS

Todos	han	muerto.

Murio	dona	Antonia,	la	ronca,	que	hacia	pan	barato	en	el	burgo.

Murio	el	cura	Santiago,	a	quien	placia	le	saludasen	los	jovenes	y	las	mozas,
respondiendoles	a	todos,	indistintamente:	"Buenos	dias,	Jose!	Buenos	dias,
Maria!"

Murio	aquella	joven	rubia,	Carlota,	dejando	un	hijito	de	meses,	que	luego



tambien	murio,	a	los	ocho	dias	de	la	madre.

Murio	mi	tia	Albina,	que	solia	cantar	tiempos	y	modos	de	heredad,	en	tanto	cosia
en	los	corredores,	para	Isidora,	la	criada	de	oficio,	la	honrosisima	mujer.

Murio	un	viejo	tuerto,	su	nombre	no	recuerdo,	pero	dormia	al	sol	de	la	manana,
sentado	ante	la	puerta	del	hojalatero	de	la	esquina.

Murio	Rayo,	el	perro	de	mi	altura,	herido	de	un	balazo	de	no	se	sabe	quien.

Murio	Lucas,	mi	cuaado	en	la	paz	de	las	cinturas,	de	quien	me	acuerdo	cuando
llueve	y	no	hay	nadie	en	mi	experiencia.

Murio	en	mi	revolver	mi	madre,	en	mi	puno	mi	hermana	y	mi	hermano	en	mi
viscera	sangrienta,	los	tres	ligados	por	un	genero	triste	de	tristeza,	en	el	mes	de
agosto	de	anos	sucesivos.

Murio	el	miisico	Mendez,	alto	y	muy	borracho,	que	solfeaba	en	su	clarinete
tocatas	melancolicas,	a	cuyo	articulado	se	dormian	las	gallinas	de	mi	barrio,
mucho	antes	de	que	el	sol	se	fuese.

Murio	mi	eternidad	y	estoy	velandola.
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VIOLENCE	OF	THE	HOURS

All	are	dead.

Dona	Antonia	died,	the	hoarse	one,	who	made	cheap	bread	in	the	hamlet.

The	priest	Santiago	died,	who	liked	to	be	greeted	by	the	young	men	and	the
girls,	acknowledging	everyone	indiscriminately:	"Good	morning,	Jose!	Good
morning,	Maria!"

That	young	blonde,	Carlota,	died,	leaving	a	very	young	son,	who	then	also	died,
eight	days	after	his	mother.



My	Aunt	Albina	died,	who	used	to	sing	inherited	tenses	and	moods,	while	she
sewed	in	the	interior	corridors,	for	Isidora,	the	maidservant	by	trade,	that	most
honorable	woman.

An	old	one-eyed	died,	I	don't	remember	his	name,	but	he	slept	in	the	morning
sun,	seated	before	the	corner	tinsmith's	door.

Rayo	died,	the	dog	as	tall	as	me,	shot	by	lord-knows-who.

Lucas	died,	my	brother-in-law	in	the	peace	of	the	waists,	who	I	remember	when
it	rains	and	there	is	no	one	in	my	experience.

My	mother	died	in	my	revolver,	my	sister	in	my	fist	and	my	brother	in	my
bloody	viscera,	the	three	bound	by	a	sad	kind	of	sadness,	in	the	month	of	August
of	successive	years.

The	musician	Mendez	died,	tall	and	very	drunk,	who	used	to	sol-fa	melancholy
toccatas	on	his	clarinet,	at	whose	articulation	the	hens	in	my	neighborhood
would	go	to	sleep,	long	before	the	sun	went	down.

My	eternity	has	died	and	I	am	waking	it.

Las	ventanas	se	han	estremecido,	elaborando	una	metafisica	del	universo.
Vidrios	han	caido.	Un	enfermo	lanza	su	queja:	la	mitad	por	su	boca	lenguada	y
sobrante,	y	toda	entera,	por	el	ano	de	su	espalda.

Es	el	huracan.	Un	castano	del	jardin	de	las	Tullerias	habrase	abatido,	al	soplo	del
viento,	que	mide	ochenta	metros	por	segundo.	Capiteles	de	los	barrios	antiguos,
habran	caido,	hendiendo,	matando.

tDe	que	punto,	interrogo,	oyendo	a	ambas	riberas	de	los	oceanos,	de	que	punto
viene	este	huracan,	tan	digno	de	credito,	tan	honrado	de	deuda,	derecho	a	las
ventanas	del	hospital?	jAy!	las	direcciones	inmutables,	que	oscilan	entre	el
huracan	y	esta	pena	directa	de	toser	o	defecar!	jAy!	las	direcciones	inmutables,



que	asi	prenden	muerte	en	las	entranas	del	hospital	y	despiertan	celulas
clandestinas,	a	deshora,	en	los	cadaveres.

tQue	pensaria	de	si	el	enfermo	de	enfrente,	ese	que	esta	durmiendo,	si	hubiera
percibido	el	huracan?	El	pobre	duerme,	Boca	arriba,	a	la	cabeza	de	su	morfina,	a
los	pies	de	toda	su	cordura.	Un	adarme	mas	o	menos	en	la	dosis	y	le	llevaran	a
ente-	rrar,	el	vientre	roto,	la	Boca	arriba,	sordo	al	huracan,	sordo	a	su	vientre
roto,	ante	el	cual	suelen	los	medicos	dialogar	y	cavilar	largamente,	para,	al	fin,
pronunciar	sus	llanas	palabras	de	hombres.

La	familia	rodea	al	enfermo	agrupandose	ante	sus	sienes	regresivas,	indefensas,
sudorosas.	Ya	no	existe	hogar	sino	en	torno	al	velador	del	pariente	enfermo,
donde	montan	guardia	impaciente,	sus	zapatos	vacantes,	sus	cruces	de	repuesto,
sus	pil-	doras	de	opio.	La	familia	rodea	la	mesita	por	espacio	de	un	alto
dividendo.	Una	mujer	acomoda	en	el	horde	de	la	mesa,	la	taza,	que	casi	se	ha
caido.

Ignoro	lo	que	sera	del	enfermo	esta	mujer,	que	le	besa	y	no	puede	sanarle	con	el
beso,	le	mira	y	no	puede	sanarle	con	los	ojos,	le	habla	y	no	puede	sanarle	con	el
verbo.	tEs	su	madre?	tY	como,	pues,	no	puede	sanarle?	js	su	amada?	tY	como,
pues,	no	puede	sanarle?	tEs	su	hermana?	tY	como,	pues,	no	puede	sanarle?	tEs,
simplemente,	una	mujer?	tY	como,	pues,	no	puede	sanarle?	Porque	esta	mujer	le
ha	besado,	le	ha	mirado,	le	ha	hablado	y	hasta	le	ha	cubierto	mejor	el	cuello	al
enfermo	y	jcosa	verdaderamente	asombrosa!	no	le	ha	sanado.

El	paciente	contempla	su	calzado	vacante.	Traen	queso.	Llevan	tierra.	La	muerte
se	acuesta	al	pie	del	lecho,	a	dormir	en	sus	tranquilas	aguas	y	se	duerme.
Entonces,	los	litres	pies	del	hombre	enfermo,	sin	menudencias	ni	pormenores
innecesarios,	se	estiran	en	acento	circunflejo,	y	se	alejan,	en	una	extension	de
dos	cuerpos	de	novios,	del	corazon.	>

The	windows	shuddered,	elaborating	a	metaphysic	of	the	universe.	Glass	fell.	A
sick	man	lets	loose	his	complaint:	half	of	it	through	his	tongued	and	remaining
mouth,	and	the	whole	thing,	through	the	anus	in	his	back.



It	is	the	hurricane.	A	chestnut	tree	in	the	Tuileries	garden	must	have	been
toppled,	by	the	blowing	of	the	wind	which	attained	eighty	meters	a	second.
Capitals	in	the	old	quarters,	must	have	fallen,	splitting,	killing.

From	what	point,	do	I	question,	listening	to	both	shores	of	the	oceans,	from	what
point	does	the	hurricane	come,	so	worthy	of	credit,	so	honest	in	debt,	straight	at
the	hospital	windows?	Ay	the	immutable	directions,	that	oscillate	between	the
hurricane	and	this	direct	weariness	of	coughing	or	defecating!	Ay	the	immutable
directions,	that	thus	entrap	death	in	the	entrails	of	the	hospital	and	awaken
clandestine	cells,	untimely,	in	the	cadavers.

What	would	the	sick	man	in	front	of	me,	the	one	sleeping,	think	of	himself	if	he
had	noticed	the	hurricane?	The	poor	guy	sleeps,	on	his	back,	at	the	head	of	his
morphine,	at	the	foot	of	all	of	his	sanity.	A	half	drachm	more	or	less	in	the	dose
and	they	will	carry	him	away	to	be	buried,	belly	torn	open,	mouth	up,	deaf	to	the
hurricane,	deaf	to	his	torn	belly,	over	which	the	doctors	are	accustomed	to	debate
and	ponder	at	great	lengths,	to	finally	pronounce	their	plain	and	human	words.

The	family	surrounds	the	sick	man	clustering	before	his	regressive,	defenseless,
sweaty	temples.	Home	no	longer	exists	except	around	the	sick	relative's	night
table,	where	his	unoccupied	shoes,	his	spare	crosses,	his	opium	pills	impatiently
mount	guard.	The	family	surrounds	the	small	table	during	a	high	dividend.	At
the	edge	of	the	table,	a	woman	sets	back	the	cup,	which	had	almost	fallen.

I	don't	know	who	this	woman	could	be	to	this	sick	man,	who	kisses	him	and
cannot	heal	him	with	her	kiss,	who	looks	at	him	and	cannot	heal	him	with	her
eyes,	who	talks	to	him	and	cannot	heal	him	with	her	word.	Is	she	his	mother?
And	why,	then,	can't	she	heal	him?	Is	she	his	lover?	And	why,	then,	can't	she
heal	him?	Is	she	his	sister?	And	why,	then,	can't	she	heal	him?	Is	she,	simply,	a
woman?	And	why,	then,	can't	she	heal	him?	For	this	woman	has	kissed	him,	has
watched	over	him,	has	talked	to	him	and	has	even	carefully	covered	the	sick
man's	neck	and-what	is	truly	astonishing!-she	has	not	healed	him.

The	patient	contemplates	his	unoccupied	shoes.	They	bring	in	cheese.	They
carry	out	dirt.	Death	lies	down	at	the	foot	of	the	bed,	to	sleep	in	its	quiet	waters
and	goes	to	sleep.	Then,	the	freed	feet	of	the	sick	man,	without	trifles	or



unnecessary	details,	stretch	out	in	a	circumflex	accent,	and	pull	away,	the
distance	of	two	sweethearts'	bodies,	from	his	heart.	>

El	cirujano	ausculta	a	los	enfermos,	horas	enteras.	Hasta	donde	sus	manos	cesan
de	trabajar	y	empiezan	a	jugar,	las	lleva	a	tientas,	rozando	la	piel	de	los
pacientes,	en	tanto	sus	parpados	cientificos	vibran,	tocados	por	la	indocta,	por	la
humana	flaqueza	del	amor.	Y	he	visto	a	esos	enfermos	morir	precisamente	del
amor	des-	doblado	del	cirujano,	de	los	largos	diagnosticos,	de	las	dosis	exactas,
del	riguroso	analisis	de	orinas	y	excrementos.	Se	rodeaba	de	improviso	un	lecho
con	un	biombo.	Medicos	y	enfermeros	cruzaban	delante	del	ausente,	pizarra
triste	y	proxima,	que	un	nino	llenara	de	ndmeros,	en	un	gran	monismo	de	palidos
miles.	Cruzaban	asi,	mirando	a	los	otros,	como	si	mas	irreparable	fuese	morir	de
apendicitis	o	neumonia,	y	no	morir	al	sesgo	del	paso	de	los	hombres.

Sirviendo	a	la	causa	de	la	religion,	vuela	con	exito	esta	mosca,	a	lo	largo	de	la
sala.	A	la	hora	de	la	visita	de	los	cirujanos,	sus	zumbidos	no	perdonan	el	pecho,
cierta-	mente,	pero	desarrollandose	luego,	se	aduenan	del	aire,	para	saludar	con
genio	de	mudanza,	a	los	que	van	a	morir.	Unos	enfermos	oyen	a	esa	mosca	hasta
durante	el	dolor	y	de	ellos	depende,	por	eso,	el	linaje	del	disparo,	en	las	noches
tremebundas.

tCuanto	tiempo	ha	durado	la	anestesia,	que	Haman	los	hombres?	jCiencia	de
Dios,	Teodicea!	jsi	se	me	echa	a	vivir	en	tales	condiciones,	anestesiado
totalmente,	vol-	teada	mi	sensibilidad	para	adentro!	iAh	doctores	de	las	sales,
hombres	de	las	esen-	cias,	projimos	de	las	bases!	jPido	se	me	deje	con	mi	tumor
de	conciencia,	con	mi	irritada	lepra	sensitiva,	ocurra	lo	que	ocurra,	aunque	me
muera!	Dejadme	dolerme,	si	lo	quereis,	mas	dejadme	despierto	de	sueno,	con
todo	el	universo	metido,	aunque	fuese	a	las	malas,	en	mi	temperatura	polvorosa.

En	el	mundo	de	la	salud	perfecta,	se	reira	por	esta	perspectiva	en	que	padezco;
pero,	en	el	mismo	plano	y	cortando	la	baraja	del	juego,	percute	aqui	otra	risa	de
contrapunto.

En	la	casa	del	dolor,	la	queja	asalta	sincopes	de	gran	compositor,	golletes	de
carac-	ter,	que	nos	hacen	cosquillas	de	verdad,	atroces,	arduas,	y,	cumpliendo	lo
pro-	metido,	nos	hielan	de	espantosa	incertidumbre.



En	la	casa	del	dolor,	la	queja	arranca	frontera	excesiva.	No	se	reconoce	en	esta
queja	de	dolor,	a	la	propia	queja	de	la	dicha	en	extasis,	cuando	el	amor	y	la	carne
se	exi-	men	de	azor	y	cuando,	al	regresar,	hay	discordia	bastante	para	el	dialogo.
>

The	surgeon	auscultates	the	sick,	for	hours	on	end.	Up	to	the	point	when	his
hands	quit	working,	and	begin	to	play,	he	uses	them	gropingly,	grazing	the
patients'	skin,	while	his	scientific	eyebrows	vibrate,	touched	by	the	untaught,	by
the	human	weakness	of	love.	And	I	have	seen	these	sick	die	precisely	from	the
unfolded	love	of	the	surgeon,	from	the	lengthy	diagnoses,	from	the	exact	doses,
from	the	rigorous	analysis	of	urine	and	excrement.	A	bed	was	suddenly	encircled
with	a	folding	screen.	Doctors	and	nurses	were	crossing	in	front	of	the	absent
one,	sad	and	nearby	blackboard,	the	kind	that	a	child	would	fill	with	numbers,	in
a	great	monism	of	pallid	thousands.	They	kept	on	crossing,	looking	at	each	other,
as	if	it	were	more	irreparable	to	die	from	appendicitis	or	pneumonia,	than	to	die
aslant	the	step	of	men.

Serving	the	cause	of	religion,	this	fly	zooms	successfully	all	around	the	hospital
ward.	Certainly,	during	the	surgeons'	visiting	hours,	its	buzzings	surely	do	not
forgive	our	chests,	but	expanding	then	they	take	over	the	air,	to	salute	in	the
spirit	of	change,	those	who	are	about	to	die.	Some	of	the	sick	hear	this	fly	even
in	their	pain	and	on	them	depends,	for	this	reason,	the	lineage	of	the	gunshot	in
the	dreadful	nights.

How	long	has	anesthesia,	as	men	call	it,	lasted?	Science	of	God,	Theodicy!	if	I
am	forced	to	live	under	such	circumstances,	totally	anesthetized,	my	sensitivity
turned	outside	in!	Ah	doctors	of	the	salts,	men	of	the	essences,	fellowmen	of	the
bases!	I	beg	to	be	left	with	my	tumor	of	consciousness,	with	my	sensitive
irritated	leprosy,	no	matter	what	happens,	even	if	I	die!	Allow	me	to	feel	my
pain,	if	you	wish,	but	leave	me	awake	from	sleep,	with	all	the	universe
embedded,	even	if	by	force,	in	my	dusty	temperature.

In	the	world	of	perfect	health,	the	perspective	on	which	I	suffer	will	be	mocked;
but,	on	the	same	plane	and	cutting	the	deck	for	the	game,	another	laugh



percusses	here	in	counterpoint.

In	the	house	of	pain,	the	moans	assault	the	syncopes	of	a	great	composer,	gullets
of	character,	which	make	us	feel	real,	arduous,	atrocious	tickles,	and,	fulfilling
what	they	promised,	freeze	us	in	terrifying	uncertainty.

In	the	house	of	pain,	the	moan	uproots	the	excessive	frontier.	In	this	moan	of
pain,	one	cannot	recognize	one's	own	moan	of	happiness	in	ecstasy,	when	love
and	flesh	are	free	from	the	goshawk	and	when,	upon	coming	back,	there	is
enough	discord	for	dialogue.	>

tDonde	esta,	pues,	el	otro	flanco	de	esta	queja	de	dolor,	si,	a	estimarla	en
conjunto,	parte	ahora	del	lecho	de	un	hombre?

De	la	casa	del	dolor	parten	quejas	tan	sordas	e	inefables	y	tan	colmadas	de	tanta
plenitud	que	llorar	por	ellas	seria	poco,	y	seria	ya	mucho	sonreir.

Se	atumulta	la	sangre	en	el	termometro.

jNo	es	grato	morir,	senor,	si	en	la	vida	nada	se	deja	y	si	en	la	muerte	nada	es
posible,	sino	sobre	lo	que	se	deja	en	la	vida!

jNo	es	grato	morir,	senor,	si	en	la	vida	nada	se	deja	y	si	en	la	muerte	nada	es
posible,	sino	sobre	lo	que	se	deja	en	la	vida!

jNo	es	grato	morir,	senor,	si	en	la	vida	nada	se	deja	y	si	en	la	muerte	nada	es
posible,	sino	sobre	lo	que	pudo	dejarse	en	la	vida!
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Where	then	is	the	other	flank	of	this	painful	moan	if,	to	consider	it	as	a	whole,	it
now	comes	from	the	bed	of	a	man?

From	the	house	of	pain	there	come	moans	so	muffled	and	ineffable	and	so
overflowing	with	so	much	fullness	that	to	weep	for	them	would	be	too	little,	and
yet	to	smile	would	be	too	much.



Blood	runs	wild	in	the	thermometer.

It	is	not	pleasant	to	die,	lord,	if	one	leaves	nothing	in	life	and	if	nothing	is
possible	in	death,	except	for	that	which	is	left	in	life!

It	is	not	pleasant	to	die,	lord,	if	one	leaves	nothing	in	life	and	if	nothing	is
possible	in	death,	except	for	that	which	is	left	in	life!

It	is	not	pleasant	to	die,	lord,	if	one	leaves	nothing	in	life	and	if	nothing	is
possible	in	death,	except	for	that	which	one	could	have	left	in	life!

EL	MOMENTO	MAS	GRAVE	DE	LA	VIDA

Un	hombre	dijo:

-	El	momento	mas	grave	de	mi	vida	estuvo	en	la	batalla	del	Marne,	cuando	fui
herido	en	el	pecho.

Otro	hombre	dijo:

-El	momento	mas	grave	de	mi	vida,	ocurrio	en	un	maremoto	de	Yokohama,	del
cual	salve	milagrosamente,	refugiado	bajo	el	alero	de	una	tienda	de	lacas.

Y	otro	hombre	dijo:

-El	momento	mas	grave	de	mi	vida	acontece	cuando	duermo	de	dia.

Y	otro	dijo:

-El	momento	mas	grave	de	mi	vida	ha	estado	en	mi	mayor	soledad.

Y	otro	dijo:

-El	momento	mas	grave	de	mi	vida	fue	mi	prision	en	una	carcel	del	Peru.

Y	otro	dijo:

-El	momento	mas	grave	de	mi	vida	es	el	hater	sorprendido	de	perfil	a	mi	padre.



Y	el	ultimo	hombre	dijo:

-El	momento	mas	grave	de	mi	vida	no	ha	llegado	todavia.

THE	LOW	POINT	IN	LIFE

A	man	said:

-The	low	point	in	my	life	took	place	in	the	battle	of	the	Marne,	when	I	was
wounded	in	the	chest.

Another	man	said:

-	The	low	point	in	my	life	occurred	during	a	tsunami	in	Yokohama,	from	which	I
was	miraculously	saved,	sheltered	under	the	eaves	of	a	lacquer	shop.

And	another	man	said:

-	The	low	point	in	my	life	happens	when	I	sleep	during	the	day.

And	another	said:

-	The	low	point	in	my	life	has	been	during	my	greatest	loneliness.

And	another	said:

-	The	low	point	in	my	life	was	my	imprisonment	in	a	Peruvian	jail.

And	another	said:

-	The	low	point	in	my	life	is	having	surprised	my	father	in	profile.

And	the	last	man	said:

-	The	low	point	of	my	life	hasn't	happened	yet.

NOMINA	DE	HUESOS



Se	pedia	a	grandes	voces:

-Que	muestre	las	dos	manos	a	la	vez.

Y	esto	no	fue	posible.

-Que,	mientras	llora,	le	tomen	la	medida	de	sus	pasos.

Y	esto	no	fue	posible.

-Que	piense	un	pensamiento	identico,	en	el	tiempo	en	que	un	cero	perma-	nece
iniitil.

Y	esto	no	fue	posible.

-Que	Naga	una	locura.

Y	esto	no	fue	posible.

-Que	entre	el	y	otro	hombre	semejante	a	el,	se	interponga	una	muchedumbre	de
hombres	como	el.

Y	esto	no	fue	posible.

-Que	le	comparen	consigo	mismo.

Y	esto	no	fue	posible.

-Que	le	llamen,	en	fin,	por	su	nombre.

Y	esto	no	fue	posible.
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ROSTER	OF	BONES

They	demanded	shouting:



-Let	him	show	both	hands	at	once.

And	this	was	not	possible.

-Let	them,	while	he's	crying,	take	the	measure	of	his	steps.

And	this	was	not	possible.

-Let	him	think	an	identical	thought,	in	the	time	that	a	zero	remains	useless.

And	this	was	not	possible.

-Let	him	do	something	crazy.

And	this	was	not	possible.

-Between	him	and	another	man	similar	to	him,	let	a	crowd	of	men	like	him
interpose	themselves.

And	this	was	not	possible.

-Let	them	compare	him	with	himself.

And	this	was	not	possible.

-	Let	them	call	him,	finally,	by	his	name.

And	this	was	not	possible.

VOY	A	HABLAR	DE	LA	ESPERANZA

Yo	no	sufro	este	dolor	como	Cesar	Vallejo.	Yo	no	me	duelo	ahora	como	artista,
como	hombre	ni	como	simple	ser	vivo	siquiera.	Yo	no	sufro	este	dolor	como
catolico,	como	mahometano	ni	como	ateo.	Hoy	sufro	solamente.	Si	no	me
llamase	Cesar	Vallejo,	tambien	sufriria	este	mismo	dolor.	Si	no	fuese	artista,
tambien	lo	sufriria.	Si	no	fuese	hombre	ni	ser	vivo	siquiera,	tambien	lo	sufriria.
Si	no	fuese	catolico,	ateo	ni	mahometano,	tambien	lo	sufriria.	Hoy	sufro	desde
mas	abajo.	Hoy	sufro	solamente.

Me	duelo	ahora	sin	explicaciones.	Mi	dolor	es	tan	hondo,	que	no	tuvo	ya	causa



ni	carece	de	causa.	tQue	seria	su	causa?	tDonde	esta	aquello	tan	importante,	que
dejase	de	ser	su	causa?	Nada	es	su	causa;	nada	ha	podido	dejar	de	ser	su	causa.
to	que	ha	nacido	este	dolor,	por	si	mismo?	Mi	dolor	es	del	viento	del	norte	y	del
viento	del	sur,	como	esos	huevos	neutros	que	algunas	ayes	raras	ponen	del
viento.	Si	hubiera	muerto	mi	novia,	mi	dolor	seria	igual.	Si	me	hubieran	cortado
el	cuello	de	raiz,	mi	dolor	seria	igual.	Si	la	vida	fuese,	en	fin,	de	otro	modo,	mi
dolor	seria	igual.	Hoy	sufro	desde	mas	arriba.	Hoy	sufro	solamente.

Miro	el	dolor	del	hambriento	y	veo	que	su	hambre	anda	tan	lejos	de	mi
sufrimiento,	que	de	quedarme	ayuno	hasta	morir,	saldria	siempre	de	mi	tumba
una	brizna	de	yerba	al	menos.	Lo	mismo	el	enamorado.	jQue	sangre	la	suya	mas
engendrada,	para	la	mia	sin	fuente	ni	consumo!

Yo	creia	hasta	ahora	que	todas	las	cosas	del	universo	eran,	inevitablemente,
padres	o	hijos.	Pero	he	aqui	que	mi	dolor	de	hoy	no	es	padre	ni	es	hijo.	Le	falta
espalda	Para	anochecer,	tanto	como	le	sobra	pecho	Para	amanecer	y	si	to
pusiesen	en	una	estancia	obscura,	no	daria	luz	y	silo	pusiesen	en	una	estancia
luminosa,	no	echaria	sombra.	Hoy	sufro	suceda	lo	que	suceda.	Hoy	sufro
solamente.

I	AM	GOING	TO	SPEAK	OF	HOPE

I	do	not	suffer	this	pain	as	Cesar	Vallejo.	I	do	not	ache	now	as	an	artist,	as	a	man
or	even	as	a	simple	living	being.	I	do	not	suffer	this	pain	as	a	Catholic,	as	a
Mohammedan	or	as	an	atheist.	Today	I	simply	suffer.	If	my	name	were	not	Cesar
Vallejo,	I	would	still	suffer	this	very	same	pain.	If	I	were	not	an	artist,	I	would
still	suffer	it.	If	I	were	not	a	man	or	even	a	living	being,	I	would	still	suffer	it.	If	I
were	not	a	Catholic,	atheist	or	Muhammadan,	I	would	still	suffer	it.	Today	I
suffer	from	further	below.	Today	I	simply	suffer.

I	ache	now	without	any	explanation.	My	pain	is	so	deep,	that	it	never	had	a	cause
nor	does	it	lack	a	cause	now.	What	could	have	been	its	cause?	Where	is	that
thing	so	important,	that	it	might	stop	being	its	cause?	Its	cause	is	nothing;
nothing	could	have	stopped	being	its	cause.	For	what	has	this	pain	been	born,	for
itself?	My	pain	is	from	the	north	wind	and	from	the	south	wind,	like	those	neuter
eggs	certain	rare	birds	lay	in	the	wind.	If	my	bride	were	dead,	my	pain	would	be
the	same.	If	they	slashed	my	throat	all	the	way	through,	my	pain	would	be	the
same.	If	life	were,	in	short,	different,	my	pain	would	be	the	same.	Today	I	suffer



from	further	above.	Today	I	simply	suffer.

I	look	at	the	hungry	man's	pain	and	see	that	his	hunger	is	so	far	away	from	my
suffering,	that	were	I	to	fast	unto	death,	at	least	a	blade	of	grass	would	always
sprout	from	my	tomb.	The	same	with	the	lover.	How	engendered	his	blood	is,	in
contrast	to	mine	without	source	or	consumption!

I	believed	until	now	that	all	things	of	the	universe	were,	inevitably,	parents	or
offsprings.	But	behold	that	my	pain	today	is	neither	parent	nor	offspring.	It	lacks
a	back	to	darken,	as	well	as	having	too	much	chest	to	dawn	and	if	they	put	it	in	a
dark	room,	it	would	not	give	light	and	if	they	put	it	in	a	brightly	lit	room,	it
would	cast	no	shadow.	Today	I	suffer	come	what	may.	Today	I	simply	suffer.

HALLAZGO	DE	LA	VIDA

jSenores!	Hoy	es	la	primera	vez	que	me	doy	cuenta	de	la	presencia	de	la	vida.
jSenores!	Ruego	a	ustedes	dejarme	libre	un	momento,	para	saborear	esta
emocion	formidable,	espontanea	y	reciente	de	la	vida,	que	hoy,	por	la	primera
vez,	me	extasia	y	me	hace	dichoso	hasta	las	lagrimas.

Mi	gozo	viene	de	lo	inedito	de	mi	emocion.	Mi	exultacion	viene	de	que	antes	no
senti	la	presencia	de	la	vida.	No	la	he	sentido	nunca.	Miente	quien	diga	que	la	he
sentido.	Miente	y	su	mentira	me	hiere	a	tal	punto	que	me	haria	desgraciado.	Mi
gozo	viene	de	mi	fe	en	este	hallazgo	personal	de	la	vida,	y	nadie	puede	it	contra
esta	fe.	Al	que	fuera,	se	le	caeria	la	lengua,	se	le	caerian	los	huesos	y	correria	el
peligro	de	recoger	otros,	ajenos,	para	mantenerse	de	pie	ante	mis	ojos.

Nunca,	sino	ahora,	ha	habido	vida.	Nunca,	sino	ahora,	han	pasado	gentes.
Nunca,	sino	ahora,	ha	habido	casas	y	avenidas,	aire	y	horizonte.	Si	viniese	ahora
mi	amigo	Peyriet,	le	diria	que	yo	no	le	conozco	y	que	debemos	empezar	de
nuevo.	tCuando,	en	efecto,	le	he	conocido	a	mi	amigo	Peyriet?	Hoy	seria	la
primera	vez	que	nos	conocemos.	Le	diria	que	se	vaya	y	regrese	y	entre	a	verme,
como	si	no	me	conociera,	es	decir,	por	la	primera	vez.



Ahora	yo	no	conozco	a	nadie	ni	nada.	Me	advierto	en	un	pais	extrano,	en	el	que
todo	cobra	relieve	de	nacimiento,	luz	de	epifania	inmarcesible.	No,	senor.	No
hable	usted	a	ese	caballero.	Usted	no	lo	conoce	y	le	sorprenderia	tan	inopinada
parla.	No	ponga	usted	el	pie	sobre	esa	piedrecilla:	quien	sate	no	es	piedra	y	vaya
usted	a	dar	en	el	vacio.	Sea	usted	precavido,	puesto	que	estamos	en	un	mundo
absolutamente	inconocido.

jCuan	poco	tiempo	he	vivido!	Mi	nacimiento	es	tan	reciente,	que	no	hay	unidad
de	medida	para	contar	mi	edad.	jSi	acabo	de	nacer!	jSi	aiin	no	he	vivido	todavia!
Senores:	soy	tan	pequenito,	que	el	dia	apenas	cabe	en	mi.

Nunca,	sino	ahora,	of	el	estruendo	de	los	carros,	que	cargan	piedras	para	una
gran	construccion	del	boulevard	Haussmann.	Nunca,	sino	ahora,	avance
paralela-	mente	a	la	primavera,	diciendola:	"Si	la	muerte	hubiera	sido	otra	..."
Nunca,	sino	ahora,	vi	la	luz	aurea	del	sol	sobre	las	citpulas	del	Sacre-Coeur.
Nunca,	sino	ahora,	se	me	acerco	un	nino	y	me	miro	hondamente	con	su	boca.
Nunca,	sino	ahora,	supe	que	existia	una	puerta,	otra	puerta	y	el	canto	cordial	de
las	distancias.

jDejadme!	La	vida	me	ha	dado	ahora	en	toda	mi	muerte.

[1926]

DISCOVERY	OF	LIFE

Gentlemen!	Today	is	the	first	time	that	I	become	aware	of	the	presence	of	life.
Gentlemen!	I	beg	you	to	leave	me	alone	for	a	moment,	so	I	can	savor	this
formidable,	spontaneous,	and	recent	emotion	of	life,	which	today,	for	the	first
time,	enraptures	me	and	makes	me	happy	to	the	point	of	tears.

My	joy	comes	from	the	unprecedented	nature	of	my	emotion.	My	exultation
comes	from	the	fact	that	before	I	did	not	feel	the	presence	of	life.	I	have	never
felt	it.	If	anyone	says	that	I	have	felt	it	he	is	lying.	He	is	lying	and	his	lie	hurts
me	to	such	a	degree	that	it	would	make	me	miserable.	My	joy	comes	from	my
faith	in	this	personal	discovery	of	life,	and	no	one	can	go	against	this	faith.	If
anyone	would	try,	his	tongue	would	fall	out,	his	bones	would	fall	out	and	he



would	risk	picking	up	somebody	else's,	not	his	own,	to	keep	standing	before	my
eyes.

Never,	except	now,	has	there	been	life.	Never,	except	now,	have	people	walked
by.	Never,	except	now,	have	there	been	houses	and	avenues,	air	and	horizons.	If
my	friend	Peyriet	came	over	right	now,	I	would	tell	him	that	I	do	not	know	him
and	that	we	must	begin	anew.	When,	in	fact,	have	I	known	my	friend	Peyriet?
Today	would	be	the	first	time	that	we	have	known	each	other.	I	would	tell	him	to
go	away	and	come	back	and	call	on	me,	as	if	he	did	not	know	me,	that	is,	for	the
first	time.

Now	I	do	not	know	anyone	or	anything.	I	notice	I	am	in	a	strange	land	where
everything	acquires	a	newborn	eminence,	a	light	of	unfading	epiphany.	No,	sir.
Do	not	speak	to	that	gentleman.	You	do	not	know	him	and	such	unexpected
chatter	would	surprise	him.	Do	not	put	your	foot	on	that	little	stone:	who	knows
it	is	not	a	stone	and	you	will	plunge	into	the	void.	Be	cautious,	for	we	are	in	a
totally	aknown	world.

What	a	short	time	I	have	lived!	My	birth	is	so	recent,	there	is	no	unit	of	measure
to	count	my	age.	I	have	just	been	born!	I	have	not	even	lived	yet!	Gentlemen:	I
am	so	tiny,	that	the	day	hardly	fits	inside	me.

Never,	except	now,	did	I	hear	the	racket	of	the	carts,	that	carry	stones	for	a	great
construction	on	boulevard	Haussmann.	Never,	except	now,	did	I	advance	parallel
to	the	spring,	saying	to	it:	"If	death	had	been	another.	.	."	Never,	except	now,	did
I	see	the	golden	light	of	the	sun	on	the	cupolas	of	Sacre-Coeur.	Never,	except
now,	did	a	child	approach	me	and	look	at	me	deeply	with	his	mouth.	Never,
except	now,	did	I	know	a	door	existed,	another	door	and	the	cordial	song	of	the
distances.

Leave	me	alone!	Life	has	now	struck	me	in	all	my	death.

Una	mujer	de	senos	apacibles,	ante	los	que	la	lengua	de	la	vaca	resulta	una
glandula	violenta.	Un	hombre	de	templanza,	mandibular	de	genio,	apto	Para



marchar	de	a	dos	con	los	goznes	de	los	cofres.	Un	nino	esta	al	lado	del	hombre,
llevando	por	el	reves,	el	derecho	animal	de	la	pareja.

1Oh	la	palabra	del	hombre,	libre	de	adjetivos	y	de	adverbios,	que	la	mujer
declina	en	su	ttnico	caso	de	mujer,	aun	entre	las	mil	voces	de	la	Capilla	Sixtina!
1Oh	la	falda	de	ella,	en	el	punto	maternal	donde	pone	el	pequeno	las	manos	y
juega	a	los	pliegues,	haciendo	a	veces	agrandar	las	pupilas	de	la	madre,	como	en
las	sanciones	de	los	confesionarios!

Yo	tengo	mucho	gusto	de	ver	asi	al	Padre,	al	Hijo	y	al	Espiritusanto,	con	todos
los	emblemas	e	insignias	de	sus	cargos.

A	woman	with	peaceful	breasts,	before	which	a	cow's	tongue	becomes	a	violent
gland.	A	temperate	man,	mandibular	in	character,	able	to	march	side	by	side	with
the	coffer's	hinges.	A	child	is	at	the	side	of	the	man,	carrying	in	reverse,	the
animal	rights	of	the	couple.

Oh	the	word	of	man,	free	from	adjectives	and	adverbs,	which	woman	declines	in
her	unique	female	case,	even	among	the	thousand	voices	of	the	Sistine	Chapel!
Oh	that	skirt	of	hers,	at	the	maternal	point	where	the	child	puts	his	hands	and
plays	with	the	pleats,	sometimes	making	his	mother's	pupils	dilate,	as	in	the
sanctions	of	the	confessionals!

I	derive	a	great	pleasure	from	seeing	the	Father,	the	Son	and	the	Holyghost	like
this,	with	all	the	emblems	and	insignias	of	their	offices.

Cesa	el	anhelo,	ratio	al	aire.	De	siibito,	la	vida	se	amputa,	en	seco.	Mi	propia
Sangre	me	salpica	en	lineas	femeninas,	y	hasta	la	misma	urbe	sale	a	ver	esto	que
se	para	de	improviso.

-Que	ocurre	aqui,	en	este	hijo	del	hombre?-clama	la	urbe,	yen	una	Sala	del
Louvre,	un	nino	llora	de	terror	a	la	vista	del	retrato	de	otro	nino.

-Que	ocurre	aqui,	en	este	hijo	de	mujer?-clama	la	urbe,	y	a	una	estatua	del	siglo
de	los	Ludovico,	le	nace	una	brizna	de	yerba	en	plena	palma	de	la	mano.

Cesa	el	anhelo,	a	la	altura	de	la	mano	enarbolada.	Y	yo	me	escondo	detras	de	mi
mismo,	a	aguaitarme	si	paso	por	lo	bajo	o	merodeo	en	alto.



Longing	ceases,	tail	in	the	air.	Suddenly,	life	amputates	itself,	abruptly.	My	own
blood	splashes	me	in	feminine	lines,	and	even	the	city	itself	comes	out	to	see
what	it	is	that	stops	unexpectedly.

-What's	going	on	here,	in	this	son	of	man?-the	city	shouts,	and	in	a	hall	of	the
Louvre,	a	child	cries	in	terror	at	the	sight	of	the	portrait	of	another	child.

-What's	going	on	here,	in	this	son	of	woman?-the	city	shouts,	and	in	a	statue
from	the	Ludwigian	century,	a	blade	of	grass	is	born	right	in	the	palm	of	its
hand.

Longing	ceases,	at	the	height	of	the	raised	hand.	And	I	hide	behind	myself,	to
watch	if	I	slip	through	below	or	maraud	on	high.

-No	vive	ya	nadie	en	la	casa-me	dices-;	todos	se	han	ido.	La	sala,	el	dormi-	torio,
el	patio,	yacen	despoblados.	Nadie	ya	queda,	pues	que	todos	han	partido.

Y	yo	to	digo:	Cuando	alguien	se	va,	alguien	queda.	El	punto	por	donde	paso	un
hombre,	ya	no	esta	solo.	Unicamente	esta	solo,	de	soledad	humana,	el	lugar	por
donde	ningitn	hombre	ha	pasado.	Las	casas	nuevas	estan	mas	muertas	que	las
viejas,	porque	sus	muros	son	de	piedra	o	de	acero,	pero	no	de	hombres.	Una	casa
viene	al	mundo,	no	cuando	la	acaban	de	edificar,	sino	cuando	empiezan	a
habitarla.	Una	casa	vive	iinicamente	de	hombres,	como	una	tumba.	De	aqui	esa
irresistible	semejanza	que	hay	entre	una	casa	y	una	tumba.	Solo	que	la	casa	se
nutre	de	la	vida	del	hombre,	mientras	que	la	tumba	se	nutre	de	la	muerte	del
hombre.	Por	eso	la	primera	esta	de	pie,	mientras	que	la	segunda	esta	tendida.

Todos	han	partido	de	la	casa,	en	realidad,	pero	todos	se	han	quedado	en	verdad.
Y	no	es	el	recuerdo	de	ellos	lo	que	queda,	sino	ellos	mismos.	Y	no	es	tampoco
que	ellos	queden	en	la	casa,	sino	que	continiian	por	la	casa.	Las	funciones	y	los
actos	se	van	de	la	casa	en	tren	o	en	avion	o	a	caballo,	a	pie	o	arrastrandose.	Lo
que	continua	en	la	casa	es	el	organo,	el	agente	en	gerundio	y	en	circulo.	Los
pasos	se	han	ido,	los	besos,	los	perdones,	los	crimenes.	Lo	que	continua	en	la
casa	es	el	pie,	los	labios,	los	ojos,	el	corazon.	Las	negaciones	y	las	afirmaciones,
el	bien	y	el	mal,	se	han	dispersado.	Lo	que	continua	en	la	casa,	es	el	sujeto	del
acto.

-No	one	lives	in	the	house	anymore-you	tell	me-;	all	have	gone.	The	living	room,



the	bedroom,	the	patio,	are	deserted.	No	one	remains	any	longer,	since	everyone
has	departed.

And	I	say	to	you:	When	someone	leaves,	someone	remains.	The	point	through
which	a	man	passed,	is	no	longer	empty.	The	only	place	that	is	empty,	with
human	solitude,	is	that	through	which	no	man	has	passed.	New	houses	are
deader	than	old	ones,	for	their	walls	are	of	stone	or	steel,	but	not	of	men.	A
house	comes	into	the	world,	not	when	people	finish	building	it,	but	when	they
begin	to	inhabit	it.	A	house	lives	only	off	men,	like	a	tomb.	That	is	why	there	is
an	irresistible	resemblance	between	a	house	and	a	tomb.	Except	that	the	house	is
nourished	by	the	life	of	man,	while	the	tomb	is	nourished	by	the	death	of	man.
That	is	why	the	first	is	standing,	while	the	second	is	laid	out.

Everyone	has	departed	from	the	house,	in	reality,	but	all	have	remained	in	truth.
And	it	is	not	their	memory	that	remains,	but	they	themselves.	Nor	is	it	that	they
remain	in	the	house,	but	that	they	continue	about	the	house.	Functions	and	acts
leave	the	house	by	train	or	by	plane	or	on	horseback,	walking	or	crawling.	What
continues	in	the	house	is	the	organ,	the	agent	in	gerund	and	in	circle.	The	steps
have	left,	the	kisses,	the	pardons,	the	crimes.	What	continues	in	the	house	are	the
foot,	the	lips,	the	eyes,	the	heart.	Negations	and	affirmations,	good	and	evil,	have
dispersed.	What	continues	in	the	house,	is	the	subject	of	the	act.

Existe	un	mutilado,	no	de	un	combate	sino	de	un	abrazo,	no	de	la	guerra	sino	de
la	paz.	Perdio	el	rostro	en	el	amor	y	no	en	el	odio.	Lo	perdio	en	el	curso	normal
de	la	vida	y	no	en	un	accidente.	Lo	perdio	en	el	orden	de	la	naturaleza	y	no	en	el
desorden	de	los	hombres.	El	coronel	Piccot,	Presidente	de	"Les	Gueules
Cassees",	lleva	la	boca	comida	por	la	polvora	de	1914.	Este	mutilado	que
conozco,	lleva	el	rostro	comido	por	el	aire	inmortal	e	inmemorial.

Rostro	muerto	sobre	el	tronco	vivo.	Rostro	yerto	y	pegado	con	clavos	a	la	cabeza
viva.	Este	rostro	resulta	ser	el	dorso	del	craneo,	el	craneo	del	craneo.	Vi	una	vez
un	arbol	darme	la	espalda	y	vi	otra	vez	un	camino	que	me	daba	la	espalda.	Un
arbol	de	espaldas	solo	crece	en	los	lugares	donde	nunca	nacio	ni	murio	nadie.	Un
camino	de	espaldas	solo	avanza	por	los	lugares	donde	ha	habido	todas	las
muertes	y	ningitn	nacimiento.	El	mutilado	de	la	paz	y	del	amor,	del	abrazo	y	del
orden	y	que	lleva	el	rostro	muerto	sobre	el	tronco	vivo,	nacio	a	la	sombra	de	un
arbol	de	espaldas	y	su	existencia	transcurre	a	lo	largo	de	un	camino	de	espaldas.



Como	el	rostro	esta	yerto	y	difunto,	toda	la	vida	psiquica,	toda	la	expresion
animal	de	este	hombre,	se	refugia,	para	traducirse	al	exterior,	en	el	peludo
craneo,	en	el	torax	yen	las	extremidades.	Los	impulsos	de	su	ser	profundo,	al
salir,	retroceden	del	rostro	y	la	respiracion,	el	olfato,	la	vista,	el	oido,	la	palabra,
el	resplandor	humano	de	su	ser,	funcionan	y	se	expresan	por	el	pecho,	por	los
hombros,	por	el	cabello,	por	las	costillas,	por	los	brazos	y	las	piernas	y	los	pies.

Mutilado	del	rostro,	tapado	del	rostro,	cerrado	del	rostro,	este	hombre,	no
obstante,	esta	entero	y	nada	le	hace	falta.	No	tiene	ojos	y	ve	y	llora.	No	tiene
narices	y	huele	y	respira.	No	tiene	oidos	y	escucha.	No	tiene	boca	y	habla	y
sonrie.	No	tiene	frente	y	piensa	y	se	sume	en	si	mismo.	No	tiene	menton	y	quiere
y	subsiste.	Jesus	conocia	al	mutilado	de	la	funcion,	que	tenia	ojos	y	no	veia	y
tenia	orejas	y	no	oia.	Yo	conozco	al	mutilado	del	organo,	que	ve	sin	Ojos	y	oye
sin	orejas.

There	is	a	man	mutilated	not	from	combat	but	from	an	embrace,	not	from	war
but	from	peace.	He	lost	his	face	through	love	and	not	through	hate.	He	lost	it	in
the	normal	course	of	life	and	not	in	an	accident.	He	lost	it	in	the	order	of	nature
and	not	in	the	disorder	of	men.	Colonel	Piccot,	President	of	"Les	Gueules
Cassees,"	lives	with	his	mouth	eaten	away	by	the	gunpowder	of	1914.	This
mutilated	man	I	know,	has	his	face	eaten	away	by	the	immortal	and	immemorial
air.

A	dead	face	above	the	living	torso.	A	stiff	face	fastened	with	nails	to	the	living
head.	This	face	turns	out	to	be	the	backside	of	the	skull,	the	skull	of	the	skull.	I
once	saw	a	tree	turn	its	back	on	me	and	another	time	I	saw	a	road	that	turned	its
back	on	me.	A	tree	turned	backward	only	grows	where	no	one	ever	died	or	was
born.	A	road	turned	backward	only	advances	through	places	where	there	have
been	all	deaths	and	no	birth.	The	man	mutilated	by	peace	and	by	love,	by	an
embrace	and	by	order	and	who	lives	with	a	dead	face	above	his	living	trunk,	was
born	in	the	shadow	of	a	tree	turned	backward	and	his	existence	takes	place	along
a	road	turned	backward.

As	his	face	is	stiff	and	dead,	all	the	psychic	life,	all	the	animal	expression	of	this
man,	takes	refuge,	to	translate	itself	outwardly,	in	his	hairy	skull,	in	his	thorax
and	in	his	extremities.	Impulses	from	his	deep	being,	on	going	out,	back	away
from	his	face	and	breathing,	his	sense	of	smell,	his	sight,	his	hearing,	his	speech,
the	human	radiance	of	his	being,	function	and	are	expressed	through	his	chest,



through	his	shoulders,	through	his	hair,	through	his	ribs,	through	his	arms	and
his	legs	and	his	feet.

Face	mutilated,	face	covered,	face	closed,	this	man,	nevertheless,	is	whole	and
lacks	nothing.	He	has	no	eyes	and	he	sees	and	cries.	He	has	no	nose	and	he
smells	and	breathes.	He	has	no	ears	and	he	listens.	He	has	no	mouth	and	he	talks
and	smiles.	No	forehead	and	he	thinks	and	withdraws	into	himself.	No	chin	and
he	desires	and	subsists.	Jesus	knew	the	man	whose	mutilation	left	him
functionless,	who	had	eyes	and	could	not	see	and	had	ears	and	could	not	hear.	I
know	the	man	whose	mutilation	left	him	organless,	who	sees	without	eyes	and
hears	without	ears.

LA	NECESIDAD	DE	MORIR

Paris,	1926.

Senores:

Tengo	el	gusto	de	deciros,	por	medio	de	estas	lineas,	que	la	muerte,	mas	que	un
castigo,	pena	o	limitacion	impuesta	al	hombre,	es	una	necesidad,	la	mas
imperiosa	e	irrevocable	de	todas	las	necesidades	humanas.	La	necesidad	que
tenemos	de	morir,	sobrepuja	a	la	necesidad	de	nacer	y	vivir.	Podriamos
quedarnos	sin	nacer	Pero	no	podriamos	quedarnos	sin	morir.	Nadie	ha	dicho
hasta	ahora:	"Tengo	necesidad	de	nacer".	En	cambio,	si	se	suele	decir:	"Tengo
necesidad	de	morir".	Por	otro	lado,	nacer	es,	a	lo	que	parece,	muy	facil,	pues
nadie	ha	dicho	nunca	que	le	haya	sido	muy	dificil	y	que	le	haya	costado	esfuerzo
venir	a	este	mundo;	mientras	que	morir	es	mas	dificil	de	lo	que	se	cree.	Esto
prueba	que	la	necesidad	de	morir	es	enorme	e	irresistible,	pues	sabido	es	que
cuanto	mas	dificilmente	se	satisface	una	necesidad,	esta	se	hace	mas	grande.	Se
anhela	mas	lo	que	es	menos	accesible.

Si	a	una	persona	le	escribieran	diciendole	siempre	que	su	madre	sigue	gozando
de	Buena	salud,	acabaria	al	fin	por	sentir	una	misteriosa	inquietud,	no
precisamente	sospechando	que	se	le	engana	y	que,	posiblemente	su	madre	debe
hater	muerto,	sino	bajo	el	peso	de	la	necesidad,	sutil	y	tacita,	que	le	acomete,	de
que	su	madre	debe	morir.	Esa	persona	hard	sus	calculos	respectivos	y	pensara
para	sus	adentros:	"No	puede	ser.	Es	imposible	que	mi	madre	no	haya	muerto
hasta	ahora".	Sentird,	al	fin,	una	necesidad	angustiosa	de	saber	que	su	madre	ha



muerto.	De	otra	manera,	acabard	por	darlo	por	hecho.

Una	antigua	leyenda	del	Islam	cuenta	que	un	hijo	llego	a	vivir	trescientos	anos,
en	medio	de	una	raza	en	que	la	vida	acababa	a	lo	sumo	a	los	cincuenta	anos.	En
el	decurso	de	un	exilio,	el	hijo,	a	los	doscientos	anos	de	edad,	pregunto	por	su
padre	y	le	dijeron:	"	Esta	bueno".	Pero,	cuando	cincuenta	anos	mas	tarde,	volvio
a	su	pueblo	y	supo	que	el	autor	de	sus	dias	habia	muerto	hacia	doscientos	anos,
se	mostro	muy	tranquilo,	murmurando:	"Ya	lo	sabia	yo	desde	hace	muchos
anos".	Naturalmente.	La	necesidad	de	la	muerte	de	su	padre,	habia	sido	en	el,	a
su	hora,	irrevocable,	fatal	y	se	habia	cumplido	fatalmente	y	tambien	a	su	hora,	en
la	realidad.

Ruben	Dario	ha	dicho	que	la	pena	de	los	dioses	es	no	alcanzar	la	muerte.	En
cuanto	a	los	hombres,	si	estos,	desde	que	tienen	conciencia,	estuviesen	seguros
de	alcanzar	la	muerte,	serian	dichosos	para	siempre.	Pero	por	desgracia,	los
hombres	no	estan	nunca	seguros	de	morir:	sienten	el	afan	obscuro	y	el	ansia	de
morir,	mas	dudan	siempre	de	que	moriran.	La	pena	de	los	hombres,	diremos
nosotros,	es	no	estar	nunca	ciertos	de	la	muerte.

THE	NEED	TO	DIE

Paris,	1926

Gentlemen:

It	pleases	me	to	inform	you,	by	means	of	these	lines,	that	death,	more	than	a
punishment,	penalty	or	limitation	imposed	on	man,	is	a	necessity,	the	most
imperative	and	irrevocable	of	all	human	necessities.	Our	need	to	die	surpasses
our	need	to	be	born	and	to	live.	We	could	do	without	being	born	but	we	could
not	do	without	dying.	Until	now	no	one	has	said:	"I	have	a	need	to	be	born."
However,	one	frequently	does	say:	"I	have	a	need	to	die."	On	the	other	hand,	to
be	born	is,	so	it	seems,	very	easy,	since	no	one	has	ever	said	that	it	was	very
difficult	for	him	and	that	he	put	forth	a	lot	of	effort	to	enter	this	world;	whereas
dying	is	more	difficult	than	one	thinks.	This	proves	that	the	need	to	die	is
enormous	and	irresistible,	since	it	is	well	known	that	the	more	difficult	it	is	to
satisfy	a	necessity	the	larger	it	looms.	One	yearns	more	for	that	which	is	less
accessible.



If	someone	were	to	write	to	another	always	telling	him	that	his	mother	continued
to	enjoy	good	health,	the	recipient	would	end	up	feeling	a	mysterious
discomfort,	not	really	suspecting	that	he	was	being	lied	to	and	that,	most	likely
his	mother	must	have	died,	but	under	the	weight	of	the	subtle	and	tacit	need
overwhelming	him	that	his	mother	ought	to	die.	This	person	would	make	the
respective	calculations	and	think	to	himself:	"This	cannot	be.	It	is	impossible
that	my	mother	is	not	already	dead."	In	the	end,	he	will	feel	an	anguished	need	to
know	that	his	mother	has	died.	Otherwise,	he	will	end	up	accepting	it	as	a	fact.

An	ancient	Islamic	legend	recounts	that	a	son	reached	his	three-hundredth	year
among	a	people	for	whom	life	ended	at	the	most	at	fifty.	While	in	exile,	the	son,
in	his	two-hundredth	year,	asked	about	his	father	and	was	told:	"He's	in	good
health."	But	when,	fifty	years	later,	he	returned	to	his	town	and	learned	that	the
author	of	his	days	had	died	two	hundred	years	ago,	he	seemed	tranquil,
murmuring:	"I	have	known	this	for	many	years."	Of	course.	The	son's	need	for
his	father	to	die	had	been	for	him,	in	its	hour,	irrevocable,	fatal	and	had	been
fatally	fulfilled	also	in	its	hour,	in	reality.

Ruben	Dario	has	said	that	the	sorrow	of	the	gods	lies	in	not	reaching	death.	As
for	men,	if,	from	the	moment	they	are	conscious,	they	could	be	sure	of	reaching
death,	they	would	be	happy	forever.	But	unfortunately,	men	are	never	sure	of
dying:	they	feel	an	obscure	desire	and	a	yearning	to	die,	but	they	always	doubt
that	they	will	die.	The	sorrow	of	men,	we	declare,	lies	in	never	being	certain	of
death.

ME	ESTOY	RIENDO



I	AM	LAUGHING





ALTURA	Y	PELOS



HEIGHT	AND	HAIR

LOMO	DE	LAS	SAGRADAS	ESCRITURAS



SPINE	OF	THE	SCRIPTURES



SOMBRERO,	ABRIGO,	GUANTES

HAT,	OVERCOAT,	GLOVES









LANGUIDAMENTE	SU	LICOR

Tendriamos	ya	una	edad	misericordiosa,	cuando	mi	padre	ordeno	nuestro	ingreso



a	la	escuela.	Cura	de	amor,	una	tarde	lluviosa	de	febrero,	mama	servia	en	la
cocina	el	yantar	de	oracion.	En	el	corredor	de	abajo,	estaban	sentados	a	la	mesa,
mi	padre	y	mis	hermanos	mayores.	Y	mi	madre	iba	sentada	al	pie	del	mismo
fuego	del	hogar.	Tocaron	a	la	puerta.

-Tocan	a	la	puerta!-mi	madre.

-Tocan	a	la	puerta!-mi	propia	madre.

-Tocan	a	la	puerta!-dijo	toda	mi	madre,	tocandose	las	entranas	a	trastos	infinitos,
sobre	toda	la	altura	de	quien	viene.

-Anda,	Nativa,	la	hija,	a	ver	quien	viene.

Y,	sin	esperar	la	venia	maternal,	fuera	Miguel,	el	hijo,	quien	salio	a	ver	quien
venia	asi,	oponiendose	a	lo	ancho	de	nosotros.

Un	tiempo	de	rda	contuvo	a	mi	familia.	Mama	salio,	avanzando	inversamente	y
como	si	hubiera	dicho:	las	partes.	Se	hizo	patio	afuera.	Nativa	lloraba	de	una	tal
visita,	de	un	tal	patio	y	de	la	mano	de	mi	madre.	Entonces	y	cuando,	dolor	y
paladar	techaron	nuestras	frentes.

-Porque	no	le	deje	que	saliese	a	la	puerta,-Nativa,	la	hija-,	me	ha	echado	Miguel
al	pavo.	A	su	paVO.

jQue	diestra	de	subprefecto,	la	diestra	del	padrE,	revelando,	el	hombre,	las	falan-
jas	filiales	del	nino!	Podia	asi	otorgarle	la	ventura	que	el	hombre	deseara	mas
tarde.	Sin	embargo:

-Y	manana,	a	la	escuela,-diserto	magistralmente	el	padre,	ante	el	piiblico
semanal	de	sus	hijos.

Y	tal,	la	ley,	la	causa	de	la	ley.	Y	tal	tambien	la	vida.

Mama	debio	llorar,	gimiendo	apenas	la	madre.	Ya	nadie	quiso	comer.	En	los
labios	del	padre	cupo,	para	salir	rompiendose,	una	fina	cuchara	que	conozco.	En
las	fraternas	bocas,	la	absorta	amargura	del	hijo,	quedo	atravesada.

Mas,	luego,	de	improviso,	salio	de	un	albanal	de	aguas	llovedizas	y	de	aquel



mismo	patio	de	la	visita	mala,	una	gallina,	no	ajena	ni	ponedora,	sino	brutal	y
negra.	Cloqueaba	en	mi	garganta.	Fue	una	gallina	vieja,	maternalmente	viuda	de
unos	pollos	que	no	llegaron	a	incubarse.	Origen	olvidado	de	ese	instante,	la
gallina	era	viuda	de	sus	hijos.	Fueran	hallados	vacios	todos	los	huevos.	La
clueca	despues	tuvo	el	verbo.

Nadie	la	espant6.	Y	de	espantarla,	nadie	dej6	arrullarse	por	su	gran	calofrio
maternal.

-Donde	estan	los	hijos	de	la	gallina	vieja?

-Donde	estan	los	pollos	de	la	gallina	vieja?

jPobrecitos!	jDonde	estarian!
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LANGUIDLY	HER	LIQUOR

We	probably	already	were	of	a	compassionate	age,	when	my	father	commanded
us	to	enter	school.	A	priestess	of	love,	one	rainy	February	afternoon,	mama
served	the	viandry	of	prayer	in	the	kitchen.	In	the	downstairs	interior	corridor,
my	father	and	older	brothers	were	seated	at	the	table.	And	my	mother	went
sitting	by	the	very	fire	of	the	hearth.	Someone	knocked	at	the	door.

-	Someone's	knocking	at	the	door!-my	mother.

-	Someone's	knocking	at	the	door!-my	own	mother.

-Someone's	knocking	at	the	door!-said	all	of	my	mother,	playing	her	entrails
with	infinite	frets,	over	the	whole	height	of	whoever	was	coming.

-Go,	Nativa,	the	daughter,	see	who's	there.



And,	without	waiting	for	maternal	permission,	it	was	Miguel,	the	son,	who	went
out	to	see	who	had	come	like	this,	opposing	the	width	of	all	of	us.

A	street	time	held	our	family.	Mama	went	out,	advancing	inversely	and	as	if	she
might	have	said:	the	private	parts.	The	outside	became	a	patio.	Nativa	was
crying	from	such	a	visit,	from	such	a	patio	and	from	her	mother's	hand.	Then	and
when,	pain	and	palate	roofed	our	foreheads.

-Because	I	didn't	let	him	go	to	the	door,-Nativa,	the	daughter,-Miguel	has	made
me	blush.	With	his	bLush.

What	a	subprefectural	right	hand,	the	right	hand	of	the	faTher,	revealing,	the
man,	the	filial	phalanges	of	the	child!	He	could	thus	grant	him	the	happiness	that
the	man	would	desire	later	on.	However:

-And	tomorrow,	to	school,-father	magisterially	lectured,	before	the	weekly
public	of	his	children.

And	thus,	the	law,	the	cause	of	the	law.	And	thus	also	life.

Mama	probably	wept,	mother	hardly	moaning.	Now	no	one	wanted	to	eat.	A
delicate	spoon,	known	to	me,	fit	in	father's	lips,	to	emerge	breaking.	In	the
brotherly	mouths,	the	entranced	bitterness	of	the	son,	got	stuck.

But,	afterward,	unexpectedly,	neither	alien	nor	egg-laying,	but	enormous	and
black,	a	hen	came	out	of	a	rainwater	drain	and	from	the	very	same	patio	as	the
bad	visitor.	She	clucked	in	my	throat.	She	was	an	old	hen,	maternally	widowed
from	some	chicks	that	did	not	get	to	be	incubated.	The	forgotten	origin	of	that
instant,	the	hen	was	the	widow	of	her	children.	All	the	eggs	were	found	empty.
The	brooder	afterward	had	the	word.

No	one	frightened	her.	And	in	case	she	was	frightened,	no	one	allowed	himself



to	be	lulled	by	her	great	maternal	chill.

-Where	are	the	old	hen's	children?

-Where	are	the	old	hen's	chicks?

Poor	little	things!	Where	could	they	be?

Los	trescientos	estados	de	mujer	de	la	Tour	Eiffel,	estan	helados.	La	herzciana
crin	de	cultura	de	la	torre,	su	pelusa	de	miras,	su	vivo	aceraje,	engrapado	al
sistema	moral	de	Descartes,	estan	helados.

Le	Bois	de	Boulogne,	verde	por	clausula	privada,	esta	helado.

La	Camara	de	Diputados,	donde	Briand	clama:	"Hago	un	llamamiento	a	los
pueblos	de	la	tierra	...",	y	a	cuyas	puertas	el	centinela	acaricia,	sin	darse	cuenta,
su	capsula	de	humanas	inquietudes,	su	simple	bomba	de	hombre,	su	eterno
principio	de	Pascal,	esta	helada.

Los	Campos	Eliseos,	grises	por	clausula	ptiblica,	estan	helados.

Las	estatuas	que	periplan	la	Plaza	de	la	Concordia	y	sobre	cuyos	gorros	frigios
se	oye	al	tiempo	estudiar	para	infinito,	estan	heladas.

Los	dados	de	los	calvarios	catolicos	de	Paris,	estan	helados	hasta	por	la	cara	de
los	treses.

Los	gallos	civiles,	suspensos	en	las	agujas	goticas	de	Notre-Dame	y	del	Sacre-
Coeur,	estan	helados.

La	doncella	de	las	campifias	de	Paris,	cuyo	pulgar	no	se	repite	nunca	al	medir	el
alcance	de	sus	ojos,	esta	helada.

El	andante	a	dos	rumbos	de	"El	pajaro	de	fuego",	de	Strawinsky,	esta	helado.

Los	garabatos	escritos	por	Einstein	en	la	pizarra	del	anfiteatro	Richelieu	de	la
Sorbona,	estan	helados.

Los	billetes	de	avion	Para	el	viaje	de	Paris	a	Buenos	Aires,	en	dos	horas,	23



minutos,	8	segundos,	estan	helados.

El	sol	esta	helado.

El	fuego	central	de	la	tierra	esta	helado.

El	padre,	meridiano,	y	el	hijo,	paralelo,	estan	helados.

Las	dos	desviaciones	de	la	historia	estan	heladas.

Mi	acto	menor	de	hombre	esta	helado.

Mi	oscilacion	sexual	esta	helada.
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The	three-hundred	womanly	states	of	the	Eiffel	Tower,	are	frozen.	The	Hertzian
cultural	mane	of	the	tower,	its	downy	sights,	its	vivid	steelwork,	bolted	to	the
moral	Cartesian	system,	are	frozen.

The	Bois	de	Boulogne,	green	from	private	clause,	is	frozen.

The	Chamber	of	Deputies,	where	Briand	cries	out:	"I	hereby	call	on	all	the
peoples	of	the	earth	...",	and	at	whose	doors	the	guard	unconsciously	caresses	his
cartridge	of	human	uneasiness,	his	simple	manly	bomb,	his	eternal	Pascalian
principle,	is	frozen.

The	Champs-Elysees,	gray	from	public	clause,	is	frozen.

The	statues	that	periplanate	the	Place	de	la	Concorde	and	above	whose	Phrygian
caps	time	can	be	heard	studying	to	be	infinite,	are	frozen.

The	dice	of	the	Parisian	Catholic	Calvaries,	are	frozen	even	on	the	face	of	the
threes.

Astonished	on	the	Gothic	needles	of	Notre-Dame	and	Sacre-Coeur,	the	civil
roosters,	are	frozen.

The	maiden	from	the	Parisian	countryside,	whose	thumb	never	repeats	itself
while	measuring	the	range	of	her	eyes,	is	frozen.



The	bidirectional	andante	of	Stravinsky's	"The	Firebird,"	is	frozen.

On	the	Richelieu	amphitheater	blackboard	of	the	Sorbonne	Einstein's
scribblings,	are	frozen.

The	airplane	tickets	for	the	flight	from	Paris	to	Buenos	Aires-two	hours,	23
minutes,	8	seconds-are	frozen.

The	sun	is	frozen.

The	fire	at	the	center	of	the	earth	is	frozen.

The	meridian	father	and	the	parallel	son,	are	frozen.

The	two	deviations	of	history	are	frozen.

My	minor	manly	act	is	frozen.

My	sexual	oscillation	is	frozen.

RUIDO	DE	PASOS	DE	UN	GRAN	CRIMINAL

Cuando	apagaron	la	luz,	me	dio	ganas	de	reir.	Las	cosas	reanudaron	en	la
oscuridad	sus	labores,	en	el	punto	donde	se	habian	detenido:	en	un	rostro,	los
ojos	bajaron	a	las	conchas	nasales	y	alli	hicieron	inventario	de	ciertos	valores
6pticos	extraviados,	llevandolos	en	seguida;	a	la	escama	de	un	pez	llam6
imperiosamente	una	escama	naval;	tres	gotas	de	lluvia	paralelas	detuvieronse	a
la	altura	de	un	umbral,	a	esperar	a	otra	que	no	se	sabe	por	que	se	habia	retardado;
el	guardia	de	la	esquina	se	song	ruidosamente,	insistiendo	en	singular	sobre	la
ventanilla	izquierda	de	la	nariz;	la	grada	mas	alta	y	la	mas	Baja	de	una	escalinata
en	caracol	volvieron	a	hacerse	senas	alusivas	al	ultimo	transeiinte	que	subi6	por
ellas.	Las	cosas,	a	la	sombra,	reanudaron	sus	labores,	animadas	de	libre	alegria	y
se	con-	ducian	como	personas	en	un	banquete	de	alta	etiqueta,	en	que	de	siibito
se	apa-	gasen	las	luces	y	se	quedase	todo	en	tinieblas.

Cuando	apagaron	la	luz,	realiz6se	una	mejor	distribuci6n	de	hitos	y	de	marcos	en
el	mundo.	Cada	ritmo	fue	a	su	mttsica;	cada	fiel	de	balanza	se	movi6	lo	menos
que	puede	moverse	un	destino,	esto	es,	hasta	casi	adquirir	presencia	absoluta.	En



general,	se	produjo	un	precioso	juego,	de	liberaci6n	y	de	justeza	entre	las	cosas.
Yo	las	vela	y	me	puse	contento,	puesto	que	en	mi	tambien	corcoveaba	la	gracia
de	la	sombra	numeral.

No	se	quien	hizo	de	nuevo	luz.	El	mundo	volvi6	a	agazaparse	en	sus	raidas
pieles:	la	amarilla	del	domingo,	la	ceniza	del	lunes,	la	htimeda	del	martes,	la
juiciosa	del	miercoles,	la	de	zapa	del	jueves,	la	triste	del	viernes,	la	haraposa	del
sabado.	El	mundo	volvi6	a	aparecer	asi,	quieto,	dormido	o	haciendose	el
dormido.	Una	espeluznante	arana,	de	tres	patas	quebradas,	salia	de	la	manga	del
sabado.
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THE	FOOTFALLS	OF	A	GREAT	CRIMINAL

When	they	turned	off	the	lights,	I	felt	like	laughing.	Things	renewed	their	labors
in	the	dark,	at	the	point	where	they	had	been	stopped;	in	a	face,	the	eyes	lowered
to	the	nasal	shells	and	took	an	inventory	of	certain	missing	optical	powers,
retrieving	them	one	by	one;	a	naval	scale	imperiously	summoned	the	scales	of	a
fish;	three	parallel	raindrops	halted	at	the	height	of	a	lintel,	awaiting	another
drop	that	doesn't	know	why	it	has	been	delayed;	the	policeman	on	the	corner
blew	his	nose	noisily,	emphasizing	in	particular	his	left	nostril;	the	highest	and
the	lowest	steps	of	a	spiral	staircase	began	to	make	signs	to	each	other	that
alluded	to	the	last	passerby	to	climb	them.	Things,	in	the	dark,	renewed	their
labors,	animated	by	an	uninhibited	happiness,	conducting	themselves	like	people
at	a	great	ceremonial	banquet,	where	the	lights	went	out	and	all	remained	in	the
dark.

When	they	turned	off	the	light,	a	better	distribution	of	boundaries	and	frames
was	carried	out	around	the	world.	Each	rhythm	was	its	own	music;	each	needle
of	a	scale	moved	as	little	as	a	destiny	could	move,	that	is	to	say,	until	nearly
acquiring	an	absolute	presence.	In	general,	a	delightful	game	was	created
between	things,	one	of	liberation	and	justice.	I	watched	them	and	grew	content,
since	in	myself	as	well	the	grace	of	the	numeral	dark	curvetted.

I	don't	know	who	let	there	be	light	again.	The	world	began	to	crouch	once	more



in	its	shabby	pelts:	the	yellow	one	of	Sunday,	the	ashen	one	of	Monday,	the
humid	one	of	Tuesday,	the	judicious	one	of	Wednesday,	sharkskin	for	Thursday,
a	sad	one	for	Friday,	a	tattered	one	for	Saturday.	Thus	the	world	reappeared,
quiet,	sleeping,	or	pretending	to	sleep.	A	hair-raising	spider,	with	three	broken
legs,	emerged	from	Saturday's	sleeve.

CONFLICTO	ENTRE	LOS	OJOS	Y	LA	MIRADA

Muchas	veces	he	visto	cosas	que	otros	tambien	han	visto.	Esto	me	inspira	una
colera	sutil	y	de	puntillas,	a	cuya	intima	presencia	manan	sangre	mis	flancos
soli-	darios.

-Ha	abierto	sol,	-le	digo	a	un	hombre.

Y	el	me	ha	respondido:

-	Si.	Un	sol	flavo	y	dulce.

Yo	he	sentido	que	el	sol	esta,	de	veras,	flavo	y	dulce.	Tengo	deseo	entonces	de
preguntar	a	otro	hombre	por	lo	que	sabe	de	este	sol.	Aquel	ha	confirmado	mi
impresion	y	esta	confirmacion	me	hace	dano,	un	vago	dano	que	me	acosa	por	las
costillas.	tNo	es,	pues,	cierto	que	al	abrir	el	sol,	estaba	yo	de	frente?	Y,	siendo
asi,	aquel	hombre	ha	salido,	como	desde	un	espejo	lateral,	a	mansalva,	a
murmurar,	a	mi	lado:	"Si.	Un	sol	flavo	y	dulce".	Un	adjetivo	se	recorta	en	cada
una	de	mis	sienes.	No.	Yo	preguntare	a	otro	hombre	por	este	sol.	El	primero	se
ha	equivocado	o	hace	broma,	pretendiendo	suplantarme.

-Ha	abierto	sol,	-le	digo	a	otro	hombre.

-	Si,	muy	nublado,	-me	responde.

Mas	lejos	todavia,	he	dicho	a	otro:

-Ha	abierto	sol.

Y	este	me	arguye:

-Un	sol	a	medias.



jDonde	podre	it	que	no	haya	un	espejo	lateral,	cuya	superficie	viene	a	darme	de
frente,	por	mucho	que	yo	avance	de	lado	y	mire	yo	de	frente!

A	los	lados	del	hombre	van	y	vienen	bellos	absurdos,	premiosa	caballeria	suelta,
que	reclama	cabestro,	nttmero	y	jinete.	Mas	los	hombres	aman	poner	el	freno	por
amor	al	jinete	y	no	por	amor	al	animal.	Yo	he	de	poner	el	freno,	tan	solo	por
amor	al	animal.	Y	nadie	sentira	lo	que	yo	siento.	Y	nadie	ha	de	poder	ya
suplantarme.
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THE	CONFLICT	BETWEEN	THE	EYES	AND	THE	GAZE

Often	I	have	seen	things	that	others	have	also	seen.	This	inspires	me	with	a
subtle,	tiptoeing	anger,	into	whose	intimate	presence	blood	flows	from	my
solidary	flanks.

-The	sun	has	broken	through,-	I	say	to	a	man.

And	he's	responded	to	me:

-Yes.	A	sweet,	fallow	sun.

I	had	felt	that	the	sun	truly	is	sweet	and	fallow.	So	I	want	to	ask	another	man
what	he	knows	about	this	sun.	He	confirmed	my	impression	and	this
confirmation	hurts	me,	a	vague	hurt	that	digs	in	under	my	ribs.	Is	it	not,	then,
certain	that	I	was	facing	the	sun	as	it	broke	through?	And,	this	being	the	case,
that	man	had	emerged	as	from	a	side	mirror,	without	risking	anything,	to
murmur	at	my	side:	"Yes.	A	sweet,	fallow	sun."	An	adjective	stands	out	on	each
side	of	my	temples.	No.	I	will	ask	another	man	about	this	sun.	The	first	one	had
lied	or	joked,	as	if	to	supplant	me.

-The	sun	has	broken	through,-	I	say	to	another	man.

-Yes,	very	overcast,-he	responds.

Even	further	away,	I've	said	to	another:

-The	sun	has	broken	through.



And	this	one	argues:

-An	incomplete	sun.

Where	can	I	go	where	there	will	be	no	side	mirror,	whose	surface	faces	me
headon,	no	matter	how	much	I	advance	sideways	and	look	straight	ahead!

Beautiful	absurdities	appear	alongside	a	man	and	disappear,	an	urgent	agile
steed,	requiring	a	halter,	number,	and	rider.	But	men	love	to	bridle	for	love	of	the
rider	and	not	for	love	of	the	animal.	And	no	one	will	feel	what	I	feel.	And	no	one
will	have	the	power	now	to	supplant	me.

PIEDRA	NEGRA	SOBRE	UNA	PIEDRA	BLANCA

BLACK	STONE	ON	A	WHITE	STONE
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Execrable	sistema,	clima	en	nombre	del	cielo,	del	bronquio	y	la	quebrada,	la
cantidad	enorme	de	dinero	que	cuesta	el	ser	pobre	...

Abominable	system,	climate	in	the	name	of	heaven,	of	the	bronchus	and	the
gorge,	the	incredible	amount	of	money	that	it	takes	to	be	poor	...
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Algo	to	identifica	con	el	que	se	aleja	de	ti,	y	es	la	facultad	comttn	de	volver:	de
ahi	to	mas	grande	pesadumbre.

Algo	to	separa	del	que	se	queda	contigo,	y	es	la	esclavitud	comttn	de	partir:	de
ahi	tus	mas	nimios	regocijos.

Me	dirijo,	en	esta	forma,	a	las	individualidades	colectivas,	tanto	como	a	las
colec-	tividades	individuales	y	a	los	que,	entre	unas	y	otras,	yacen	marchando	al
son	de	las	fronteras	o,	simplemente,	marcan	el	paso	inmovil	en	el	borde	del
mundo.

Algo	tipicamente	neutro,	de	inexorablemente	neutro,	interponese	entre	el	ladron
y	su	victima.	Esto,	asimismo,	puede	discernirse	tratandose	del	cirujano	y	del
paciente.	Horrible	medialuna,	convexa	y	solar,	cobija	a	unos	y	otros.	Porque	el
objeto	hurtado	tiene	tambien	su	peso	indiferente,	y	el	organo	intervenido,
tambien	su	grasa	triste.

tQue	hay	de	mas	desesperante	en	la	tierra,	que	la	imposibilidad	en	que	se	halla	el
hombre	feliz	de	ser	infortunado	y	el	hombre	bueno,	de	ser	malvado?

jAlejarse!	jQuedarse!	jVolver!	jPartir!	Toda	la	mecanica	social	cabe	en	estas
palabras.

[24	Nov.	19371

Something	identifies	you	with	the	one	who	leaves	you,	and	it	is	the	common
power	to	return:	thus	your	greatest	sorrow.



Something	separates	you	from	the	one	who	remains	with	you,	and	it	is	the
common	slavery	of	departing:	thus	your	meagerest	rejoicing.

I	address	myself,	in	this	way,	to	collective	individualities,	as	well	as	to	individual
collectivities	and	to	those	who,	between	the	two,	lie	marching	to	the	sound	of	the
frontiers	or,	simply,	mark	time	without	moving	at	the	edge	of	the	world.

Something	typically	neuter,	inexorably	neuter,	comes	between	the	thief	and	his
victim.	This,	likewise,	can	be	noticed	in	the	relationship	between	the	surgeon
and	the	patient.	A	horrible	half-moon,	convex	and	solar,	covers	both	of	them.	For
the	stolen	object	has	also	its	indifferent	weight,	and	the	operated	on	organ,	also
its	sad	fat.

What	on	earth	is	more	exasperating,	than	the	impossibility	for	the	happy	man	to
be	unlucky	and	the	good	man,	to	be	wicked?

To	leave!	To	remain!	To	return!	To	depart!	The	whole	social	mechanism	fits	in
these	words.

En	suma,	no	poseo	para	expresar	mi	vida,	sino	mi	muerte.

Y,	despues	de	todo,	al	cabo	de	la	escalonada	naturaleza	y	del	gorrion	en	bloque,
me	duermo,	mano	a	mano	con	mi	sombra.

Y,	al	descender	del	acto	venerable	y	del	otro	gemido,	me	reposo	pensando	en	la
marcha	imperterrita	del	tiempo.

tPor	que	la	cuerda,	entonces,	si	el	aire	es	tan	sencillo?	tPara	que	la	cadena,	si
existe	el	hierro	por	si	solo?

Cesar	Vallejo,	el	acento	con	que	auras,	el	verbo	con	que	escribes,	el	vientecillo
con	que	oyes,	solo	saben	de	ti	por	to	garganta.

Cesar	Vallejo,	postrate,	por	eso,	con	indistinto	orgullo,	con	talamo	de	ornamen-
tales	aspides	y	exagonales	ecos.



Restitiiyete	al	corporeo	panal,	a	la	beldad;	aroma	los	florecidos	corchos,	cierra
ambas	grutas	al	sanudo	antropoide;	repara,	en	fin,	to	antipatico	venado;	tente
pena.

jQue	no	hay	cosa	mas	densa	que	el	odio	en	voz	pasiva,	ni	mas	misera	ubre	que	el
amor!

jQue	ya	no	puedo	andar,	sino	en	dos	harpas!

jQue	ya	no	me	conoces,	sino	porque	to	sigo	instrumental,	prolijamente!

jQue	ya	no	doy	gusanos,	sino	breves!

jQue	ya	to	implico	tanto,	que	medio	que	to	afilas!

jQue	ya	llevo	unas	timidas	legumbres	y	otras	bravas!

Pues	el	afecto	que	quiebrase	de	noche	en	mis	bronquios,	lo	trajeron	de	dia	ocul-
tos	deanes	y,	si	amanezco	palido,	es	por	mi	obra:	y,	si	anochezco	rojo,	por	mi
obrero.	Ello	explica,	igualmente,	estos	cansancios	mios	y	estos	despojos,	mis
famosos	tios.	Ello	explica,	en	fin,	esta	lagrima	que	brindo	por	la	dicha	de	los
hombres.

In	short,	I	have	nothing	with	which	to	express	my	life,	except	my	death.

And,	after	everything,	at	the	end	of	graded	nature	and	of	the	sparrow	in	bloc,	I
sleep,	hand	in	hand	with	my	shadow.



And,	upon	descending	from	the	venerable	act	and	from	the	other	moan,	I	repose
thinking	about	the	inexorable	march	of	time.

Why	the	rope,	then,	if	air	is	so	simple?	What	is	the	chain	for,	if	iron	exists	on	its
own?

Cesar	Vallejo,	the	accent	with	which	you	love,	the	language	with	which	you
write,	the	light	wind	with	which	you	hear,	only	know	of	you	through	your	throat.

Cesar	Vallejo,	prostrate	yourself,	therefore,	with	vague	pride,	with	a	nuptial	bed
of	ornamental	asps	and	hexagonal	echoes.

Return	to	the	corporeal	honeycomb,	to	beauty;	aromatize	the	blossomed	corks,
close	both	grottoes	to	the	enraged	anthropoid;	mend,	finally,	your	unpleasant
stag;	feel	sorry	for	yourself.

For	there	is	nothing	denser	than	the	hate	in	a	passive	voice,	no	stingier	udder
than	love!

For	I'm	no	longer	able	to	walk,	except	on	two	harps!

For	you	no	longer	know	me,	unless	instrumentally,	longwindedly,	I	follow	you!

For	I	no	longer	issue	worms,	but	briefs!

For	I	now	implicate	you	so	much,	you	almost	become	sharp!

For	I	now	carry	some	timid	vegetables	and	others	that	are	fierce!

So	the	affection	that	ruptures	at	night	in	my	bronchia,	was	brought	during	the
day	by	occult	deans	and,	if	I	wake	up	pale,	it's	because	of	my	work:	and,	if	I	go
to	sleep	red,	because	of	my	worker.	This	explains,	equally,	this	weariness	of
mine	and	these	spoils,	my	famous	uncles.	This	explains,	finally,	this	tear	that	I
toast	to	the	happiness	of	men.
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The	Spanish	text	used	here	is	that	to	be	found	in	Cesar	Vallejo,	Obras	completas,
vol.	1,	Obra	poetica,	edited	and	annotated	by	Ricardo	Gonzalez	Vigil	(Lima:
Banco	de	Credito	del	Peru,	1991),	henceforth	identified	in	this	book	as	the	RG	V
edition.	Of	the	numerous	single-volume	editions	of	Vallejo's	poetry,	the	RG	V	is
the	most	recent	and	is	authoritative.

Uncommon	words	in	the	translations	are	defined	in	these	notes	only	if	they	are
not	listed	in	the	second	or	third	edition	of	Webster's	New	International
Dictionary.	The	translations	generallyfol-	low	Vallejo's	punctuation,	even	when
it	is	irregular	(and	a	bit	out	of	sync	with	what	might	be	the	English	equivalent),
because	it	is	often	intrinsic	to	the	way	a	phrase	or	line	should	be	voiced.

THE	BLACK	HERALDS

The	poems	in	Cesar	Vallejo's	first	book,	Los	heraldos	negros,	were	written
between	1915	and	1918.	While	the	book	was	published	in	1918,	it	was	not
distributed	until	July	1919.	It	appears	that	the	distribution	delay	came	about
because	Vallejo	was	waiting	for	Abraham	Valdelomar,	a	well-known	Lima
intellectual,	to	write	a	foreword,	which	Valdelomar	never	delivered.	Vallejo	paid
for	the	edition	himself.	It	received	several	long,	favorable	reviews	in	Lima	and
in	Trujillo.

EPIGRAPH	The	gospel	verse,	quoted	in	Latin,	is	Matthew	19:12.

Sacred	Defoliacity,	(page	27)

TrrLE	The	word	deshojacion	in	the	title	appears	to	be	a	coined	word	based	on
deshojadura,	or	deshojamiento,	meaning	"defoliation."

Nervestorm	ofAnguish	(page	31)

TITLE	Nervazon	appears	to	be	a	coined	word	based	on	nevazon	(snowstorm,
blizzard)	and	nervios	(nerves).



...........	?	(page	57)

all	rituary	The	Spanish	rituario	(rituary)	appears	to	have	been	coined	from	the
word	rite	(rite).

Imperial	Nostalgias,	III	(page	79)

corequenque	A	fabulous	bird,	which	according	to	the	Incans	was	discovered	on	a
small	lake	at	the	foot	of	snow-covered	Vilcanota.	The	Incans	carefully	extracted
two	feathers	from	its	wings,	which	their	sovereign	then	displayed	as	his	insignia
of	supreme	authority.	The	word	is	probably	based	on	curiquingue	(caracara).

Imperial	Nostalgias,	IV	(page	79)

La	Grama	...	La	Ramada	La	Grama	is	a	rural	horse	track	outside	Trujillo,	and	La
Ramada	its	sole	grandstand.	Apparently	it	had	ceased	to	be	active	in	Vallejo's
time,	becoming	a	sad,	dilapidated	place.

Ebony	Leaves	(page	8i)

tahuashando	A	neologism	based	on	the	Quechuan	word	tahua	(four).	Jose	Cerna-
Bazan,	author	of	Sujeto	a	cambio:	De	las	relaciones	del	texto	y	la	sociedad	en	la
escritura	de	Cesar	Vallejo,	has	often	wondered	about	this	word,	so	he	asked	his
father,	Jose	Diego	Cerna	Lopez	(who,	as	part	of	his	work,	was	often	in	the	La
Libertad	area	of	the	Peruvian	sierra	in	the	1930s).	His	father	told	him:	"Ah,	yes,
that	word	was	used,	or	is	still	used,	I	should	say,	when	we	would	arrive	at	an
observation	point,	especially	at	a	crossroads,	with	our	mules,	and	we	would	look
around	to	see	if	anyone	else	was	coming	down	the	road."

Cerna-Bazan	mentions	that	when	he	read	to	his	father	Vallejo's	line	using	the
word,	the	latter	said,	"Sure,	that's	it-Vallejo	is	saying	that	this	person	is
tahuashando."

Autochthonous	Tercet,	I	(page	85)

yaravi	A	song	in	which	indigenous	and	Spanish	melodic	elements	have	been
fused.	The	word	is	a	hybrid	in	tonality	as	well	as	spirit	and	appears	to	derive
from	the	Incan	harawi,	which	was	adapted	for	religious	hymns	from	the	time	of
the	conquest	until	the	eighteenth	century.



Quenaing	A	neologism	based	on	quena,	the	term	for	a	five-holed	Quechuan	flute
(which	once	accompanied	the	yaravis).

the	Pallas	Beautifully	adorned	young	women	who	perform	group	dances	that
were	originally	part	of	the	religious	festivals	in	Cuzco.

Autochthonous	Tercet,	III	(page	87)

caja	from	Tayanga	The	caja	is	a	musical	instrument	combining	a	kind	of	drum
with	a	ditch	reed	(from	which	quenas	can	be	made).	Tayanga	is	a	northern
Peruvian	town	specializing	in	the	fabrication	of	cajas.

huaino	The	most	well-known	and	representative	indigenous	dance	of	Peru,	with
happy,	flirtatious	movements	(and	sometimes	words).

Huaco	(page	91)

coricanchas	The	Coricancha	was	the	great	Temple	of	the	Sun	in	Cuzco;	using	the
Incan	walls	as	a	base,	the	Spanish	conquistadors	built	the	cathedral	of	Santo
Domingo.	In	the	poem's	fourth	stanza,	Vallejo	suggests	that	the	Coricancha	of
the	Sun	rises	up	against	the	cathedral.

Village	Scene	(page	97)

dronedongs	This	obscure	Spanish	neologism,	dondonea,	appears	twice	in
Vallejo's	poetry	(the	second	time	"The	tip	of	man"	in	Human	Poems).	In	his
1988	edition	of	Vallejo's	Obra	poetica,	Americo	Ferrari	associates	the	neologism
with	the	word	doneo	(which	he	defines	as	"flirtation"	or	"flattery"),	but	that
meaning	does	not	seem	appropriate	here.	Gonzalez	Vigil	does	not	comment.
Given	the	context,	in	which	an	Indian	voice	is	compared	to	a	cemetery	bell,	the
word	seems	to	refer	to	the	bell	clanging-or	to	be	an	attempt	to	fuse	the	sound	of
the	Indian's	voice	with	the	sound	of	the	bell.	It	is	with	this	in	mind	that	I	have
come	up	with	dronedongs.

The	Voice	in	the	Mirror	(page	105)

Brahacmanic	Vallejo	has	placed	an	"ac"	in	the	middle	of	the	Spanish	brahmanico
(Brahmanic)	to	form	the	word	brahacmanicos.	Ferrari	conjectures	that	the	poet
may	have	confused	the	spelling	of	the	word	with	dracma	(drachma).	Gonzalez



Vigil	does	not	comment.

The	Miserable	Supper	(page	123)

kick	our	poor	sponge	Estiraremos	la	rodilla	(literally,	will	we	stretch	our	knees)
is	a	play	on	estirar	la	pata	(literally,	"to	stretch	the	foot"	but	in	slang	meaning	"to
kick	the	bucket,"	die).	I	have	adjusted	the	English	accordingly.

Muleteers	(page	149)

"paca-paca"	A	species	of	lechuza	(screech	owl).

oxidental	The	Spanish	oxidentales	is	a	neologism	that	appears	to	be	a	fusion	of
occidentales	(occidental)	and	dxido	(oxide).	Vallejo	repeats	it	in	Trilce	LXIII.

Januneid	(page	157)

Trri.E	The	Spanish	"Enereida"	is	a	neologism	fusing	enero	(January)	with
Eneida	(Aeneid).	The	English	version	matches	it.

Epexegesis	(page	161)

TrrLE	Thought	by	some	scholars	to	be	a	neologism,	the	word	espergesia	actually
exists	in	Spanish.	It	is	a	rhetorical	term	that	means	"using	a	surplus	of	words	for
a	fuller	and	more	embellished	declaration."	This	definition	is	to	be	found	in	the
Diccionario	de	autoridades	de	la	Real	Academia	Espanola,	in	the	first	edition,
1732.	The	word	I	have	chosen	in	an	attempt	to	match	it	in	English	is	defined	as
follows	(in	Webster's	New	International	Dictionary):	"Provision	of	additional
explanation	or	definition;	that	which	is	added	for	elucidation."

TRILCE

The	earliest	poems	in	Trilce	were	probably	written	before	Vallejo's	first	book,
Los	heraldos	negros,	appeared.	The	only	source	for	the	dates	of	individual
poems	(the	book	is	not	organized	chronologically,	and	Vallejo	himself	offers	no
information	in	this	regard)	is	Juan	Espejo	Asturrizaga's	memoir	of	Vallejo's
Peruvian	years,	Cesar	Vallejo:	Itinerario	del	hombre.	Americo	Ferrari,	Juan
Larrea,	and	Andre	Coyne	have	all	disputed	some	of	them,	but	in	spite	of	some
guesswork	and	certain	questionable	date-event	associations,	Espejo's	dates	are



valuable.	He	was	in	close	association	with	Vallejo	during	the	years	of	Trilce's
composition;	he	occasionally	heard	a	poem	read	shortly	after	it	was	written,	and
in	one	case	he	actually	watched	Vallejo	write	a	first	draft.	Trilce	was	published
in	lima	in	1922,	with	a	solid	introduction	by	Antenor	Orrego.	As	Vallejo	later
commented,	the	book	immediately	fell	into	a	void-there	was	no	public	response.
It	is	worth	noting	that	1922	also	saw	the	publication	of	The	Wasteland	and
Ulysses,	as	well	as	the	comple	tion	of	The	Duino	Elegies-in	short,	it	was	a
banner	year	for	a	modernism,	which	in	the	works	by	Eliot,	Joyce,	and	Vallejo
was	already	on	the	cusp	of	postmodernism.

According	to	Espejo	(112-14),	forty-eight	of	the	seventy-seven	poems	were
written	in	E9E9.	Twenty-one	were	written	in	the	following	years:

The	remaining	eight	poems	(I,	II,	XVIII,	XX,	XLI,	L,	LVIII,	LXI)	were
supposedly	written	during	Vallejo's	incarceration	in	the	Central	Trujillo	Jail,
between	November	7,	E92o,	and	February	26,	E92E.	Espejo	also	mentions	that
while	in	jail,	Vallejo	rewrote	and	radically	transformed	poems	previously	written
between	March	igi9	and	April	E92o	(99).	Thus	it	may	be	that	Vallejo	worked	out
the	poetics	of	Trilce	during	his	imprisonment.

I	have	not	annotated	all	irregular	or	"difficult	words."	While	I	have	commented
on	words	I	consider	neologisms,	I	have	not	noted	all	words	in	which	one	letter	is
replaced	with	another	in	such	a	way	that	only	the	appearance	(and	not	the	sound)
is	slightly	changed.	I	have	simply	made	a	corresponding	change	in	the	English
word	to	alter	its	appearance	but	not	change	its	sound.	When	the	misspelling	in
Spanish	evokes	a	second	word,	I	have	commented.	While	for	the	most	part	I
have	stayed	clear	of	interpretations,	preferring	to	let	the	reader	deal	with	Trilce's
complexities,	when	it	seemed	appropriate,	I	have	attempted	to	let	the	reader	in
on	the	thought	process	that	led	to	certain	translational	decisions.	For	more
extensive	commentary,	the	reader	is	referred	to	the	RGV	edition	(or	the	Ferrari
Coleccidn	archives	edition,	which	has	a	useful	glossary	to	all	of	Vallejo's



poetry).

For	biographical	tie-ins,	I	refer	the	reader	to	Espejo-with	the	warning	that	in
spite	of	his	clearly	comradely	intentions,	Espejo	often	uses	fairly	simple
biographical	information	to	explain	poems	that	to	varying	degrees	have
consumed	their	referentiality	in	their	writing.

Trr1	Trilce's	title	is	a	neologism	and	the	gate	guardian	of	the	book.	This
masterpiece	of	international	modernism	has	its	perilous,	heroic	predicament
embedded	in	its	title,	and	sewn,	like	filaments,	into	the	work	itself.

The	story	goes	that	Vallejo	had	originally	called	the	book	"	Craneos	de	bronce"
(Bronze	Skulls-possibly	with	indigenous	skin	coloring	in	mind),	and	had
planned	to	sign	it	with	the	pseudonym	"Cesar	Peru"	(perhaps	in	the	spirit	of
Anatole	France).	At	the	last	minute,	friends	convinced	him	that	the	pseudonym
was	a	mistake;	however,	the	first	pages	had	already	been	printed,	and	the	author
was	told	that	the	cost	to	reprint	them	would	come	to	three	libras,	a	small	amount,
but	money	he	really	didn't	have.	His	friend	Espejo	Asturrizaga	recalls:	"[Vallejo]
repeated	`tres,	tres,	tres,'	several	times,	with	that	insistence	he	had	for	repeating
and	deforming	words,	`tressss,	trissss,	trieesss,	tril,	trilssss.'	He	got	tongue-tied,
and	in	the	process	`trilsssce'	came	out	...	`trilce?	trilce?'	He	paused	for	a	moment
and	then	exclaimed:	'OK,	it	will	carry	my	own	name,	but	the	book	itself	will	be
called	Trilce"'	(ion).

Other	commentators	have	conjectured	that	the	word	was	formed	by	fusing	triste
(sad)	and	dulce	(sweet).	While	there	is	no	reason	to	think	that	Espejo	made	up
this	story,	I	believe	that	the	poems	contain	internal	evidence	attesting	to	the
neologism's	conceptual	status,	which	involves	the	meaning	of	the	book	as	a
whole	and	goes	considerably	beyond	an	impulsive	deformation	of	words.	In	his
memoir,	Espejo	constantly	offers	anecdotes	and	recollections	as	explanations	for
the	meaning	of	poems	that	remain	utterly	enigmatic,	in	spite	of	his	commentary.
His	anecdote	explaining	the	origin	of	the	word	trilce	is	an	example.

A	more	thoughtful	response	to	the	formation	of	the	word	was	made	by	Henry
Gifford,	who,	with	Charles	Tomlinson,	translated	a	dozen	or	so	poems	from
Trilce	in	the	early	1970s-	Gifford	writes:	"For	`trilce,'	Vallejo	compounded	two



numerals,	trillon	and	trece,	a	trillion	and	thirteen.	A	truncated	trillion	is	held
prisoner	by	the	ill-chanced	and	broken	thirteen.	Or,	perhaps,	like	the	arm	of	the
Venus	de	Milo	in	another	Trilce	poem,	it	should	be	seen	rather	as	uncreated,
subject	to	the	`perennial	imperfection'	of	life"	(Ten	Versions	from	Trilce	by
Cesar	Vallejo,	trans.	Charles	Tomlinson	and	Henry	Gifford	[Cerrillos,	NM:	San
Marcos	Press,	19701,	introduction).

Although	Gifford	does	not	support	his	numerical	observation	with	evidence	from
Trilce,	the	confirmation	is	there.	In	an	early	version	of	XXXII,	which	appeared
in	a	Lima	newspaper	in	ig2i,	the	last	line	read:

Tres	trillones	y	trece	calories!	...

It	is	possible	that	at	some	stage	of	revising/completing	the	book,	Vallejo	spotted
the	potentially	new	word	in	this	line,	and,	pulling	the	tril	from	the	left	side	of
trillones,	and	the	ce	from	the	right	side	of	trece,	coined	trilce.	And	while	the	tri-
and	the	tre-	of	the	two	key	words	signify	"three,"	it	is	fascinating	to	notice	what
happens	to	that	"three,"	and	to	the	zeros,	when	tones	and	tre	are	shed:	tril
signifies	a	one,	followed	by	an	ambiguous	number	of	zeros	(since	before	it	can
complete	the	eighteen	zeros	found	in	the	Spanish	trillon-which	in	American
English	means	"quintillion,"	not	"trillion"-it	is	truncated	and	hooked	onto	ce).
And	by	eliminating	the	tre	from	trece,	Vallejo	has	made	use	of	only	the	latter
part	of	the	word,	which	signifies	"ten"	(like	the	English	"teen"	in	"thirteen").
Thus	written	out	as	a	number,	trilce	looks	something	like	this:

While	the	word	evokes	threeness,	there	is	no	actual	three	in	it.	Instead,	we	have	a
ghost	of	threeness,	and	a	mass	of	indefinite	zeros,	with	the	one	of	trillion
bounding	the	left,	and	the	one	of	ten	nearly	bounding	the	right-a	word,	in	effect,
without	interior	determination.

So	how	might	we	contextualize	trilce?	In	XVI,	we	find	that	the	poet	seeks	to
"galloon	[himself]	with	zeros	on	the	left"	(see	the	note	on	this	line	for	an
alternative	reading).	Since	the	greatest	part	of	the	zero	mass	is	on	the	"tril"	(left)
side	of	trilce,	such	a	line	suggests	that	Vallejo	may	have	been	aware	of	the	title
idea-if	he	had	not	already	coined	the	word	itselfwhen	XVI	was	written	(Espejo
claims	that	this	poem	was	written	in	igi9).



In	XXXVIII	we	are	informed	that	a	mysterious	crystal	"has	passed	from
animal,/and	now	goes	off	to	form	lefts,	/the	new	Minuses."	Again,	"the	new
Minuses,"	especially	of	or	on	the	"left,"	could	very	well	refer	to	the	nebulous
zero	mass	of	trilce.

The	word	left	first	appears	in	the	book	at	the	end	of	the	very	cryptic	poem	IV:
"Heat.	Ovary.	Almost	transparency.	/All	has	been	cried	out.	Has	been	completely
waked/in	deep	left."	While	en	plena	izquierda	can	be	translated	a	number	of
ways	(in	full	left,	in	the	heart	of	left,	right	in	the	left,	at	the	height	of	left,	etc.),
contextual	considerations	back	up	this	translation	of	the	phrase.	This	is	not	a
high	or	a	full	left,	but	a	deep	one,	with	an	indefinite	extension	that	is	negative,	of
the	underworld,	as	opposed	to	positive,	of	height	or	heaven.

At	the	end	of	XXXVI-Vallejo's	ars	poetica-readers	are	commanded	to	"Make
way	for	the	new	odd	number/potent	with	orphanhood!"	Surely	this	new	odd
number	is	trilce	itself,	word	and	title,	Vallejo's	own	Via	Negativa,	with
orphanhood	(suggested	by	the	ones)	stranded	in	a	Milky	Way	of	zeros,	or,	to	turn
the	phrase	slightly,	trilce	as	an	orphan	is	potent	because	it	is	self-conceived,
belonging	to	the	world	of	poetry,	not	to	the	world	of	numbers	that	we	use	to
block	out	time.

I	(page	167)

Who's	making	all	that	racket	Espejo	writes	that	while	Vallejo	was	in	the	Trujillo
jail,	inmates	were	taken	outside	to	use	the	latrines	four	times	a	day.	There	the
guards	would	coarsely	urge	them	to	hurry	up	(123).	The	first	two	stanzas	of
poem	L	indicate	that	this	is	not	gratuitous	but	quite	pertinent	information.
Looking	at	the	first	stanza	of	this	opening	poem,	it	would	seem	that	the	racket-
makers	are	the	wardens	and	guards,	and	that	the	"islands"	are	the	inmates'	turds.
For	a	study	of	the	construction	of	this	poem,	see	"A	Translational	Understanding
of	Trilce	#I"	in	my	collection	of	essays	Companion	Spider	(Wesleyan	University
Press,	2002).

guano	The	dried	excrement	of	seabirds,	found	mixed	with	bones	and	feathers	on
certain	Peruvian	coastal	islands,	was	widely	used	as	fertilizer.	Guano	workers
visited	the	mainland	ports	and	cities	on	their	days	off,	and	Vallejo	would	have
been	able	to	observe	them	not	just	in	Trujillo	but	also	in	the	vicinity	of	the	jail.



fecapital	Based	on	tesoro	(treasure),	the	word	tesdrea	has	provoked	differing
interpretations.	Giovanni	Meo	Zilio	identifies	it	as	a	neologism	incorporating	the
latter	part	of	estercdrea	(excrement),	influenced	by	the	guano	references	in	the
stanza	(as	well	as	by	the	"islands"	in	the	first).

ponk	The	Spanish	calabrina,	meaning	"an	intolerable,	intense	stench,"	is	archaic.
If	I	had	used	the	word	stench,	the	translation	would	reflect	the	common	Spanish
word	hedor-thus	the	necessity,	in	such	cases,	of	finding	archaic	English	words
(or	expressions)	for	their	Spanish	equivalents.

muzziled	The	Spanish	abozaleada	is	based	on	abozalada	(muzzled),	with	an	-ear
infinitive	ending	substituted	for	the	standard	-ar	ending.	Meo	Zilio	considers	the
word	to	be	a	neologism.

II	(page	16q)

song	on	With	cancionan,	the	noun	cancidn	(song)	is	forced	to	function	as	the
verb	cantar	(to	sing).

What	call	all	that	stands	our	end	on	hAIR?	In	the	phrase	Que	se	llama	cuanto
heriza	nos?	heriza	appears	to	be	a	fusion	of	two	verbs:	eriza	(bristles)	and	hiere
(wounds).	Larrea	proposes	that	this	neologism	is	based	on	horripilar	(to
horripilate,	to	make	one's	hair	bristle	or	stand	on	end).	Since	there	is	no	way	to
fuse	bristles	and	wounds,	and	since	the	rare	Latinate	horripilate	misses	the
idiomatic	playfulness	of	the	Spanish,	I	have	taken	a	slightly	different	route	by
playing	with	the	notion	of	hair	standing	on	end.	By	reversing	the	verb	and	its
object,	Vallejo	redirects	the	emphasis,	which	my	inversion	attempts	to	pick	up,
as	it	also	redirects	the	meaning	of	end.	At	the	same	time,	spotting	the	air	in	hair,
I	lift	it	up,	as	Vallejo	might	have,	had	he	seen	its	equivalent	in	Spanish.	This
sense	of	seizing	words	by	their	hair,	as	it	were,	and	pulling	them	this	way	and
that,	is	endemic	to	Trilce.	At	the	beginning	of	the	line,	the	replacement	of	Como
se	llama	with	Que	se	llama	is	regional	and	idiomatic.

III	(page	171)

Santiago	The	old,	blind	bell	ringer	of	Santiago	de	Chuco,	Vallejo's	birthplace	and
hometown.



Aguedita,	Nativa,	Miguel	Vallejo's	two	youngest	sisters	and	his	youngest
brother.

souls	in	torment	The	word	penas	used	in	this	way	is	a	Peruvianism.

IV	(page	173)

trifurca	The	Spanish	trifurcas	is	a	neologism	based	on	trifurcado	(trifurcate).

embitternessed	The	Spanish	amargurada	is	a	neologism	derived	from	amargura
(bitterness)	and	amargar	(to	embitter).

aljid	Vallejo	has	substituted	a	"j"	for	the	"g"	in	algidas	(algid),	changing	the
appearance	of	the	word	but	not	its	sound.	This	sort	of	substitution	occurs
regularly	throughout	Trilce.	spiritive	The	word	espirativa	is	derived	from	adding
the	suffix	-iva	(-ive)	to	espiritu	(spirit).

nuthin	to	ddo	about	it	The	phrase	que	la	bamos	a	hhazer	is	a	sound	and	syntactic
distortion	of	clue	vamos	a	hacer	con	ella	(nothing	to	do	about	it).

V	(page	175)

rhinestoned	A	neologism,	the	Spanish	avaloriados	is	probably	based	on	avalorar
(to	value)	and	abalorio	(glass	beads,	or	any	showy	article	of	little	value).

glise	Probably	based	on	the	French	glisser	(to	glide).	An	evocation	ofglisse	(in
ballet,	a	glissade,	or	glide).

VI	(page	177)

Otilian	The	Spanish	otilinas	is	based	on	the	first	name	of	Vallejo's	lover	in	Lima
(i9i8-	i9i9),	Otilia	Villanueva.	When	she	became	pregnant	and	Vallejo	refused	to
marry	her,	Otilia	was	sent	away	by	her	family	to	San	Mateo	de	Surco	in	the
sierra,	and	the	poet	lost	his	position	as	director	of	the	Instituto	Nacional,	a
private	school	with	which	Otilia's	family	was	involved.

lustred	An	old	Spanish	word,	fratesadas	means	"to	give	a	luster	to	hose	after
washing	them,"	using	a	glass	or	wooden	trowel-shaped	object.



tawny	berry	of	handiwork	According	to	the	1884	Diccionario	de	peruanismos	by
Juan	de	Arena	(republished	in	Biblioteca	de	cultura	peruana,	no.	io	[Paris:
Desdee,	de	Brouwer,	1938]),	the	capuli	(Prunus	capuli)	is	a	bush	that	yields	a
flower	and	a	dark-yellow	berry,	much	appreciated	throughout	the	Peruvian	sierra
for	its	delicate,	ornamental	beauty.	Americo	Ferrari	comments	that	color	capuli
is	similar	to	moreno	(dark	complexioned,	swarthy)	and	trigueno	(olive	skinned:
see	line	14	in	the	same	poem).	Capulin	appears	to	be	the	English	equivalent;
Webster's,	however,	defines	it	as	a	Mexican	tree	with	a	red	berry.	In	regard	to	the
word	obreria,	Vallejo's	usage	appears	to	be	idiomatic	and	to	refer	solely	to	Otilia
as	an	obrera	(worker)	that	is,	a	laundress.	He	implies	in	this	line	that	Otilia	is	the
fruit	of	her	own	labor.

VII	(page	179)

barret	The	barreta	is	probably	a	miners'	tool,	a	small	straight	bar	with	one
sharpened	end,	used	like	a	crowbar.	Larrea	wrote	to	Barcia	that	he	was	under	the
impression	that	the	word	was	also	Santiago	de	Chuco	slang	for	"penis."
Gonzalez	Vigil	writes	that	it	evokes	the	legendary	"golden	staff'	of	Manco	Capac
that,	on	disappearing	into	the	earth,	led	him	to	found	at	that	very	spot	the	city	of
Cuzco.	The	word	reoccurs	in	"Telluric	and	Magnetic"	in	Human	Poems.

VIII	(page	181)

saltatory	From	the	Greek	hyphallomai,	hifalto	is	a	rare,	ornithological	word	for
birds	that	walk	by	hopping.	Dr.	Carlos	Senar	of	the	Zoological	Museum	of
Barcelona,	who	researched	this	word	for	me,	writes	that	"it	has	a	taxonomic
meaning	and	so	can	be	used	to	refer	to	all	birds	of	the	Order	Passeriformes"
(personal	correspondence,	March	19go).	The	largest	order	of	birds,
Passeriformes	includes	over	seven	thousand	species	and	subspecies.	Ferrari
wrote	to	me	that	he	understands	el	hifalto	poder	as	"the	power	that	moves	via
hops,"	stressing	the	idea	of	discontinuity	or	leaps.	I	disagree	with	several	critics
and	translators	who	believe	that	the	word	is	a	neologism	based	on	hyo	(son)	and
falto	(lack).	Saltatory,	from	the	Latin	saltare,	"to	leap,"	is	defined	in	Webster's
Second	New	International	Dictionary	as	"proceeding	or	taking	place	by	a	leap	or
leaps,	rather	than	by	gradual,	orderly,	continuous	steps	or	transitions."	On	one
level,	the	word	sounds	the	discontinuous,	dissonant	poetics	of	Trilce.

IX	(page	183)



Espejo	offers	an	anecdote	that	he	considers	pertinent	to	this	poem	(85).	In	late
igi9,	in	lima,	Vallejo	was	summoned	to	a	darkened	room	where	a	mysterious
young	woman	passionately	offered	herself	to	him.	He	had	no	idea	who	she	was.
The	two	met	again	over	the	course	of	several	days,	and	although	they	conversed
and	shared	confidences,	she	never	revealed	her	identity.	Espejo	also	explains	that
according	to	Vallejo,	the	substitution	of	"v"	for	"b"	in	several	words,	as	well	as
its	repetition,	graphically	emphasizes	the	word	vulva.	As	in	the	case	of	the	heriza
problem	in	II,	it	was	not	possible	to	find	a	direct	match	for	this	variation,	so	I
have	attempted	to	register	the	sound	and	wordplay	in	a	slightly	different	way.

all	readies	truth	The	first	two	words	in	the	Spanish,	todo	avia	verdad,	play	off
todavia	(yet,	still,	nevertheless),	while	the	second	word	sounds	like	a	past	tense
of	haber	(to	have).

I	transasfixiate	Envetarse	is	a	rare	verb	that	has	at	least	two	meanings,	both	of
which	may	be	operative	here	with	enveto.	In	Ecuador,	it	means	"to	dominate";
according	to	Eduardo	NealeSilva,	Vallejo	uses	it	in	this	sense	in	a	1927	article,
"El	arco	del	triunfo"	(The	arch	of	triumph),	in	speaking	of	unfornido	mozo	en
actitud	de	envetar	un	toro	(a	husky	youth	getting	ready	to	subdue	a	bull).	The	use
of	toroso	(torose,	taurine)	in	the	third	stanza	supports	this	meaning.	However,	in
Peru	the	word	also	means	"to	become	asphyxiated	by	the	poisonous	emanations
from	the	veins	of	a	mine,"	and	given	the	context	of	"Bolivarian	asperities"
(rugged	landscapes	in	which	mines	might	very	well	exist),	this	meaning	also
seems	pertinent	(though	I	notice	that	by	using	the	verb	actively,	Vallejo	reverses
its	passive	usage	as	a	mining	term).

X	(page	185)

we	saddleframe	The	noun	arzon	(saddle	frame)	forced	to	function	as	a	verb	in
arzonamos.

and	seated	enpeacocks	tranquil	nosegays	(y	sentado	empavona	tranquilas
misturas)	According	to	the	Diccionario	de	peruanismos,	a	mistura	is	a	small
bouquet	of	local,	fragrant	flowers,	such	as	frangipani,	jasmine,	passion	flower,
gillyflower,	including	for	additional	ornamentation	such	berries	as	capuli-see
note	on	VI.	In	this	setting,	the	standard	meaning	of	empavonar	("to	blue	steel,"
or,	in	Latin	America,	"to	grease")	seems	most	inappropriate.	In	Central	America,
empavonar	can	mean	the	same	as	emperifollarse	(to	doll	oneself	up),	a	meaning



that	draws	on	pavdn	(peacock)	and	pavonear	(to	strut).	I	interpret	the	line	to
mean	that	the	patient	is	arranging	nosegays	in	a	vain	way	that	evokes	a	peacock
display.

XI	(page	187)

bitewashed	sepulchers	In	rebocados	sepulcros,	by	misspelling	revocados
(whitewashed,	resurfaced),	Vallejo	has	brought	bocados	(mouthful,	snack,	or
bite)	into	the	word.	The	translational	challenge	in	such	a	situation	is	not	only	to
misspell	the	appropriate	word	in	English	but	also	to	pick	up	some	of	the
secondary	meaning	in	Spanish.

teneblearic	Here,	with	the	Spanish	tenebloso,	the	misspelling	of	tenebroso
(tenebrous,	tenebrific)	suggests	a	coinage	of	the	English	tenebrific	and	bleary.

XII	(page	189)

Tramontation	The	Spanish	Tramonto	appears	to	be	a	nounlike	neologism	based
on	the	verb	tramontar,	which	can	mean	"to	cross	the	mountains,"	"to	sink	behind
the	mountains"	(as	the	sun),	or,	reflexively,	"to	help	someone	escape."	It	is
clearly	linked	to	tramontana,	which	in	English	is	tramontane	(on	the	other	side	of
the	mountain,	or,	a	cold,	violent	northerly	wind).	In	an	early	version	of	XV
(dated	by	Espejo	to	igi9),	we	find	the	word	used	in	the	last	two	lines:	Son	dos
puertas	abriendose,	cerrandose,	at	huir/Sombra	a	sombra	en	mitad	de	este
tramonto!	Here	it	is	clear	that	Vallejo	is	using	tramonto	as	a	noun	(probably
eliminating	the	possibility	that	it	could	be	a	first-person	singular	of	the	verb
tramontar),	and,	given	the	context	of	doors	blowing	open,	that	he	probably	has
the	violent	wind	meaning	in	mind.	However,	in	an	early	version	of	XII	(dated
i92i,	and	reproduced	in	the	RGV	edition	on	p.	257),	Ocaso	(occident,	or	the
setting	of	the	sun)	took	the	place	of	Tramonto	in	the	second	line.	Given	the
uncertainty	of	any	choice	here,	I	have	opted	for	tramontation,	the	setting	of	the
sun	behind	a	mountain.

factures	The	wordfabrida	is	old	Spanish	for	fabricar	(to	fabricate,	manufacture).

XIII	(page	191)

daughterloin	By	adding	a	silent	"h"	to	far	(loin,	or	flank),	Vallejo	strongly	evokes



hya	(daughter,	or	child).

XIV	(page	193)

rubber	Alberto	Escobar	reads	azogue	(quicksilver)	in	this	line	as	a	metaphor	for
semen.	This	reading	is	made	plausible	by	line	6	and	stimulated	by	the	louts	in
line	4	(because	of	their	association	with	the	sexually	driven	beast	in	line	12	of
the	preceding	XIII).	I	therefore	translate	goma	not	as	"glue"	but	as	"rubber."	For
another	erotic	use	of	quicksilver,	see	XXVII,	line	12.

a	wage	of	five	soles	(un	sueldo	de	cinco	soles)	The	sol	is	Peru's	monetary	unit.
Such	a	wage	would	have	amounted	to	virtually	nothing.

XV	(page	195)

bed	The	word	cuja	in	this	usage	is	a	Latin-Americanism.

Daudet	Alphonse	Daudet	(1840-1897),	a	French	writer,	is	known	for,	among
other	books,	Lettres	de	men	moulin	(1869),	a	collection	of	Provence-inspired
short	stories.	This	poem	was	originally	written	as	a	sonnet	called	"Sombras"
(Shadows)	and	is	reproduced	on	p.	264	of	the	RGV	edition.

XVI	(page	197)

zeros	on	the	left	Also	an	idiomatic	expression	meaning	"mere	ciphers"	or
"nobodies."	I	translate	ceros	a	la	izquierda	literally	here,	since	part	of	what	I	feel
is	Vallejo's	preoccupation	with	the	left	and	with	negative	numbers	(e.g.,	the
book's	title,	and	poems	IV,	XXV,	and	XXXVIII).

XVII	(page	199)

ovulatable	That	which	can	be	ovulated.	According	to	Ferrari,	the	word
ovulandas	is	based	on	the	verb	ovular	(to	ovulate),	using	"the	adjectival	ending
of	a	passive	Latin	conjugation."	The	same	formation	is	found	in	callandas
(silence-deserving)	in	XXV.

XIX	(page	203)

To	rummage,	sweet	Helpide	Jean	Franco	writes,	in	regard	to	the	first	line,	"By



giving	Hope	a	Greek	name	(Helpide)	and	capitalizing	the	initial	letter,	Vallejo	is
creating	his	own	deity."	However,	Meo	Zilio	points	out	that	Vallejo	has	added	an
"H"	to	the	Greek	elpis,	-idos,	and	by	doing	so	has	evoked	the	Helpis,	or	Helpido,
a	genus	of	spiders	(which	elsewhere	make	two	appearances	in	Trilce	with	the
adjective	arachnoid	in	XL	and	LXVII).

XX	(page	205)

gullery	In	Spanish	chi	rota	is	an	old	word	for	mischief	or	trickery.	There	is	a
remote	possibility	that	it	could	be	a	distortion	of	chirote	(a	kind	of	linnet),	or	that
it	could	play	off	chirona	(slang	for	jail,	or	the	clink).

XXI	(page	207)

arteried	The	Spanish	arteriado	is	a	neologism	based	on	arteria	(artery).	In	LVII
Vallejo	does	the	same	thing	with	crater	(crater),	turning	it	into	craterizados
(craterized).

We	had	to	splendor	Hubimos	de	splendor	is	apparently	a	mix	of	tuvimos
splendor	(we	had	splendor)	and	hubimos	de	esplender	(we	had	to	shine).	While
splendor	does	exist	as	a	verb	in	English,	it	is	rare	enough	to	warrant	picking	up
at	least	some	of	the	deft	oddness	of	the	Spanish	phrase.

tenderlovin'	Based	on	ternurosa,	a	Spanish	neologism	fusing	ternura	(tenderness)
and	amorosa	(loving).

XXII	(page	209)

M.	Jean	Jacques	is	in	the	black	books	Vallejo	is	undoubtedly	referring	to	Jean-
Jacques	Rousseau;	en	hacerio	is	an	archaic	phrase	meaning	"in	utter	disgrace	or
misfortune."	Like	calabrina	in	the	first	poem,	it	is	appropriately	rendered	by	a
word/phrase	that	is	archaic	in	English.

rainshines	In	northern	Peruvian	Spanish,	chirapar	means	"to	rain	while	the	sun	is
shining"	(based	on	the	Quechuan	word	chirapani).

sumpage	Posillos	is	a	modification	of	pocillos	(sumps),	which	according	to
Gonzalez	Vigil	evokes	poso	(sediment,	residue).	Unable	to	find	an	appropriate
misspelling	of	the	word	in	English,	with	my	word	choice	I	focused	on	the



residue	to	be	found	in	a	sump.

XXV	(page	215)

Thrips	uprear	The	common	meaning	for	a	fil	is	"chess	bishop"	(based	on	the
Arabic	at-fit,	or	elephant,	the	original	form	of	the	bishop).	A	much	less	common
meaning	is	agiiero	(omen,	augury).	The	verb	alfar	appears	to	refer	to	the	action
of	a	horse	that	raises	its	head	too	high	while	galloping	(I	have	not	been	able	to
track	down	the	context	for	this	denotation;	i.e.,	does	it	relate	to	dressage?	Arabic
horsemanship?).	As	for	its	meaning,	a	good	case	can	be	made	for	"chess	bishop,"
since	in	chess	the	bishop	is	next	to	the	knight,	which	has	a	horse's	head,	the
juxtaposition	might	possibly	have	triggered	alfan	apes.	However,	the	magic	of
the	line	is	in	the	sound	connection	(with	the	first	two	words	followed	by	a
adherirse-to	adhere),	so	I	have	rejected	a	literal	meaning-oriented	translation	of
the	line	that	might	go:	"Chess	bishops	hold	their	(horse)	heads	too	high	to	adhere
..."	Because	the	a	files	seem	to	function	as	destructive	agents	that	attach
themselves	to	a	number	of	unrelated	and	related	things	(which	subsequently
unravel,	give	way,	hobble,	and	wheeze),	I	have	decided	to	work	with	a	reading
of	apes	that	I	acknowledge	is	questionable.	I	propose,	with	the	marriage	of
sounds	also	in	mind,	to	read	it	as	a	variant	of	a	filerillos,	which	can	denote	a
destructive	insect	(a	kind	of	flea	beetle	that	leaps	up-or	slightly	stretched,	a
thrip).	To	some	extent,	in	a	poem	as	multidirectional	as	XXV,	certain	word
choices	become	compromises	relative	to	other	words.	For	example,	in	line	4,
cadillos	can	be	translated	as	"cockleburs"	or	as	"thrums"	(warp	ends,	which	can
be	associated	with	"unraveled"	in	line	5),	and	by	selecting	thrips	for	line	i,	I	thus
get,	in	line	4,	"thrips	and	thrums"	-a	sound	play	that	may	be	as	unusual	as	the
sound	play	between	the	first	two	words	in	Spanish	in	line	i.	While	my	translation
of	Trilce	is	primarily	meaning	oriented,	there	are	occasions	when	the	sound	play
is	so	paramount	that	it	must	be	given	equal	priority	with	meaning	(other
examples:	IX,	lines	7-13;	XX,	line	i;	XXXVI,	lines	7-i9;	LII,	line	30-34).	It	is
also	important	in	a	poem	like	this	not	to	select	a	"program"	at	the	beginning	and
then	steer	as	many	meanings	as	possible	into	its	stream.

In	an	essay	on	Hart	Crane	in	At	Their	Word	(Black	Sparrow	Press,	1978),	Cid
Corman	perceptively	writes:

Typical	of	what	we	think	is	Crane	would	be	the	piled-up	shifting,	metaphorical
language,	verbal	gorgeousness	outrunning	sense,	of:



Vallejo	seems	incipient.	And	Rimbaud's	love	of	shock	of	language,	of	mere
verbality.	And	Thomas	in	his	even	tighter	conjunctions.	The	impulse	toward
mobbing	sense	is	of	our	time.	(55)

While	I	would	tend	to	disagree	with	Corman's	critical	stance	here,	his
association	of	these	lines	from	Crane's	magnificent	"Lachrymae	Christi"	with
Vallejo	(in	general,	I	gather)	makes	a	lot	of	sense,	especially	with	such	poems	as
Trilce	XXV.

ennazals	The	Spanish	ennazala	is	a	neologism	based	on	nasal,	adding	a	prefix
and	turning	the	adjective	into	a	verb.

innanimous	The	Spanish	innanima	is	a	neologism	based	on	inanime	(lifeless,
inanimate).	This	word	is	paired	with	grifalda	(gerfalcon,	or	gyrfalcon),	old
Spanish	for	the	falcon	of	that	name.	A	gerfalcon	is	also	a	small	culverin	(in
Spanish,	a	grifalto);	this	meaning	also	appears	to	be	involved.

XXVI	(page	217)

chariot	Aurigan	is	the	noun	auriga	(chariot)	turned	into	a	verb.

sinamayera	A	female	vendor	of	Philippine	sinamay,	a	textile	woven	of	abaca
fiber.

sures	Southerly	winds	on	the	coasts	of	Chile	and	Peru.

XXVIII	(page	223)

Viandry	An	archaic	word	that	refers	to	food.	It	is	also	a	medieval	term	for	the	tax
or	provisions	given	to	a	monarch	by	a	town,	as	he	and	his	entourage	pass
through.	I	emphasize	this	second	(or	perhaps	initially	primary)	meaning	in	LXX:
Los	soles	andan	sin	yantar?	(Do	suns	move	without	purveyance?),	since	in	this



case	the	sun	in	its	daily	course	seems	to	be	compared	to	a	monarch	in
pilgrimage.	As	a	verb,	yantar	used	to	be	a	common	word	meaning	"to	eat."
While	it	would	be	out	of	common	usage	for	most	Spanish	speakers	today,	it	may
still	be	in	use	in	remote	sierra	areas	of	Peru.

degllusion	Vallejo	alters	deglucidn	(deglutition,	swallowing),	evoking	ilusidn
(illusion)	to	form	deglusidn.

XXX	(page	227)

vagurant	The	Spanish	vagoroso	is	a	neologism	fusing	vago	(vague)	with
vagaroso	(vagurant).

ensweetened	Vallejo	has	added	his	own	suffix	to	dulzor	(sweetness)	to	form
dulzorada.	While	ensweetened	does	exist	in	English,	it	is	obsolete.	Although
sweetnessed	would	also	be	possible,	in	this	line	it	sounds	awkward	to	me.

XXXI	(page	229)

cotton	coddled	Literally,	entre	algodones	means	"between	cottons"	or	"cotton
pads/wads."	The	phrase	appears,	however,	to	make	use	of	the	expression	criado
entre	algodones	(mollycoddled,	or	pampered).

XXXII	(page	231)

Roombbb	...	Hulllablll	llust	...	ster	While	the	sounds	(Rumbbb	...	Trrraprrrr	rrach
...	chaz)	may	be	read	as	street	noise,	the	fact	that	the	words	trapa,	racha,	and
cachaza	(which	appears	as	such	in	line	9)	seem	to	be	involved	invites	me	to
reconstruct	the	line	making	use	of	English	equivalents.	With	poetry,	the
challenge	is	always	to	translate	everything.

Serpenteenic	e	of	the	sweet	roll	vendor	The	"u"	(in	boldface)	of	the	bizcochero's
cry-	"bis-	cochouus"-unwinds	in	the	air	like	a	serpentin	(a	roll	of	color	paper	that
is	cast	forth	so	as	to	unroll,	as	at	a	carnival).	I	change	the	"u"	to	an	"e"	to	pick	up
the	sound	of	"ee"	in	"serpen	teenic,"	as	well	as	the	"ee"	in	"sweet"	(which	is
echoed	in	line	13,	along	with	the	long	"o"	in	"rolls"-	Weeeeeetrozzz).

engyrafted	The	Spanish	engirafada	is	a	neologism	fusing	jirafa	(giraffe)	with
girar	(gyrate),	and	the	prefix	en.



XXXIII	(page	233)

incordant	The	Spanish	incordes	is	a	neologism	based	on	discorde	(discordant,
dissonant).

XXXVI	(page	239)

hell-bent	on	winning	A	las	ganadas	is	a	northern	Peruvianism.

ammoniafies	The	Spanish	amoniacase	is	amoniaco	(ammoniac,	ammonia)	turned
into	a	verb.	While	we	have	a	verb	in	English	(ammonify),	I	do	not	use	it,	since
none	exists	in	Spanish.

neverthelessez	The	Spanish	todaviiza	is	the	adverb	todavia	(yet,	still,
nevertheless,-and,	in	old	Spanish,	always)	extended/warped	into	a	verb.	A	few
lines	later,	another	adverb,	aunes	(evens),	is	treated	as	a	plural	noun.

XXXVII	(page	241)

marinera	A	gallant	coastal	Peruvian	folk	dance.

XXXIX	(page	245)

I	rock	The	verb	mesarse	is	conventionally	accompanied	by	an	object,	e.g.,
mesarse	el	pelo	(to	tear	out	one's	hair).	Here	the	verb	also	appears	to	evoke
mecer	(to	swing	or	rock),	since	a	columpio	(on	a	swing)	appears	in	the	next	line.

transcendentary	Vallejo	alters	trascendente	(transcendental)	to	evoke	diente
(tooth)	in	the	neologism	trascendiente.	Since	the	word	dental	is	part	of	the
standard	transcendental	in	English,	I	have	coined	transcendentary,	since	dentary
means	"pertaining	to	or	bearing	teeth."

XL	(page	247)

Mondayescent	The	Spanish	tunesentes	is	a	neologism	that	appears	to	juxtapose
tunes	(Monday)	with	the	suffix	-escentes	(-escent,	denoting	beginning,	or
beginning	to	be).	While	tunescentes	also	evokes	tuna	(moon,	from	which
Monday	derives),	given	the	stanza's	context	of	"Sunday"	and	"six	elbows"	(the
other	days	of	the	week?),	Monday	appears	to	be	the	neologism's	primary



significance.

XLI	(page	249)

slap	for	swap	A	tas	is	a	small	anvil	used	by	silversmiths,	called	a	"stake"	in
English.	Given	the	context	of	beating/striking	(and	the	evocation	of	masturbating
in	jail	in	the	first	stanza),	this	meaning	of	tas	appears	to	be	involved.	However,
taz	a	taz	(tit	for	tat)	and	taz	con	taz	(even,	equal,	as	in	a	score	tied	7	to	7),	are
perhaps	equally	strong	candidates	for	the	phrase	on	which	Vallejo's	variation	is
based.	And	since	we	know	that	he	often	slightly	deformed	words,	changing
visual	appearance	with	the	sound	more	or	less	intact,	tas	con	tas	could	be	a
visual	modification	of	taz	con	taz.	While	it	is	always	possible	in	such	a	situation
to	pick	the	most	likely	meaning	and	to	translate	it	literally,	it	is	more
adventuresome	(and	more	in	keeping	with	the	maverick	spirit	of	Trilce)	to	create
a	phrase	in	English	that	while	involving	the	implications	of	the	original	is	as
unusual	as	Vallejo's	variation.

XLVI	(page	2-59)

An	earlier	version	of	this	poem	(a	sonnet	called	"La	tarde"	-"The	Evening,"	to	be
found	on	PP-	344-45	in	the	RGV	edition)	contains	Otilia's	name.	Espejo	recalls:

For	a	reference	to	a	racing	form,	see	XXXV.

XLVII	(page	261)

you	deisland	The	word	isla	(island)	is	turned	into	a	"negative"	verb	with	the
addition	of	the	prefix	des(de-),	forming	to	desislas.	Possibly	based	on	such
standard	verbs	in	Spanish	as	desterrar	(to	banish,	or	exile;	literally	"to	de-earth")
and	desaislarse	(to	come	out	of	seclusion	or	isolation;	to	de-isolate).	The	sense



here	is	that	the	archipelago	disintegrates	into	the	depths	of	the	sea.

mice	The	word	pericotes	is	a	Peruvianism.

XLIX	(page	265)

irisizes	The	Spanish	iridice	is	a	neologism	fusing	iride	(the	stinking	iris,	or
gladden)	with	iridiscente	(iridescent)	to	form	a	verb.

mashed	causes	The	word	causas	means	"causes"	in	English,	too,	but	la	causa	is	a
puree	of	boiled	potatoes	mashed	with	oil	and	lemon.	Given	the	food	associations
in	the	last	three	lines	of	this	poem,	the	compound	phrase	in	English	seems
appropriate.

L	(page	267)

This	corvine	one	Julio	Ortega	believes	that	corvino	here	is	the	masculine	for
corvine,	a	common	Peruvian	fish	(known	in	English,	too,	as	corvine	and	related
to	the	weakfish	or	grouper)	used	in	such	dishes	as	ceviche.	He	bases	his	opinion
on	another	conjecture,	that	in	the	second	stanza	mojarilla	also	refers	to	a	fish	(the
mojarra,	the	same	as	in	English).	In	Peru,	he	comments,	street-smart	boys	are
sometimes	referred	to	as	corvinos	or	mojarillas.	The	other	possibilities:	all
dictionaries	offer	"crowlike,	corvine"	as	definitions	of	corvine,	and	I	suspect	that
the	Cerberean	warden	in	the	poem	is	more	crowlike	than	fishlike,	and	that	he
may	evoke	for	the	jailed	Vallejo	Poe's	raven,	as	a	figure	of	"nevermore."	Also,
all	dictionaries	list	mojarilla	as	"a	gay	or	jolly	person,"	with	no	mention	of	the
fish	(it	being	listed	solely	as	mojarra).	Since	we	have	just	been	told	(in	line	8)
that	the	warden	"jokes	with	the	prisoners,"	it	is	possible	that	Vallejo	intends	to
deepen	his	cynicism	in	the	following	line	by	referring	to	him	as	"jolly."	Given
the	lack	of	definite	evidence	for	either	position,	I	have	gone	with	the	reading	that
the	poem	itself	seems	to	back	up	most	cogently.

LV	(page	2-77)

Espejo	was	hospitalized	in	early	192o.	He	writes	that	when	Vallejo	composed
this	poem	he	was	inspired	by	his	daily	visits	to	his	friend	in	the	hospital	(87).

Samain	would	say	Vallejo	quotes	from	the	first	two	lines	of	"L'automne,"	by
Albert	Samain	(1856-igoo),	which,	translated	by	Juan	Ramon	Jimenez,	was



included	in	La	poesia	francesa	moderna	(1913),	edited	by	Diez-Canedo	and
Fortun.	This	is	the	book	that	introduced	Vallejo	to	French	Symbolist	poetry.
Among	the	poets	included	were	Nerval,	Baudelaire,	Gautier,	Corbiere,	Laforgue,
Rimbaud,	Verlaine,	Mallarme,	Jammes,	Maeterlinck,	and	Claudel.	Samain's
poetry,	written	in	a	Symbolist	vein,	was	distinguished	by	its	melancholy	tone	and
musical	qualities.	Jean	Franco	calls	the	quoted	poem	"a	nostalgic	evocation	of
human	alienation	healed	by	the	essential	harmony	of	nature"	(109).	Trilce
explicitly	demonstrates	a	rupture	with	this	kind	of	Symbolism.	Here	is	the
Samain	poem:

At	one	point	Espejo	dates	LV	in	1919,	but	after	mentioning	his	hospitalization	in
1920,	he	changes	the	date	to	that	year.	It	occurs	to	me	that	after	105	days	in	jail,
Vallejo	would	have	been	extremely	sensitive	to	a	description	of	the	air	in	a
prison	yard	as	"calm,"	especially	if	he	associated	this	place	with	being	shouted	at
while	using	outdoor	latrines	(see	commentary	on	the	first	poem	in	Trilce).	Thus	a
case	might	be	made	for	LV	having	been	composed	in	1921,	after	Vallejo's	release
from	jail.

La	Prensa	Daily	Lima	newspaper	(1903-1984).

empatrolled	The	Spanish	empatrullado	is	a	neologism	based	on	patrullado
(patrolled).

LVIII	(page	283)



stripshredding	The	Spanish	se	harapan	is	a	neologism	based	on	harapo	(rag)	and
possibly	arroparse	(to	clothe	oneself,	wrap	up).	Since	the	desnudos	(nudes)	in	the
line	above	are	probably	pinups	the	prisoners	have	tacked	to	the	wall,	I	attempt	to
create	a	word	that	inverts	arroparse	so	as	to	evoke	"stripping"	by	turning	one's
clothes	into	rags.

LIX	(page	287)

"tender	trap"	Literally	a	small	pen	or	poultry	yard,	but,	in	context,	corralito	is	the
"tender	trap"	of	marriage.

LX	(page	289)

vegetold	The	word	vejetal	is	Vallejo's	misspelling	of	vegetal	(vegetal),
suggesting	a	play	on	vejez	(old	age).

LXI	(page	291)

Espejo	writes	that	this	poem	was	inspired	by	a	journey	back	to	Santiago	de
Chuco	made	by	Vallejo	and	some	friends	after	the	poet	had	been	away	for
several	years.	He	recalls:

bubblish	The	Spanish	bullosas	is	a	neologism,	possibly	based	on	bullir	(to	boil,
bubble)	and/or	bullicioso	(bustling,	boisterous).

LXIII	(page	295)

oxident	The	Spanish	oxidente	is	a	neologism,	first	used	in	Los	heraldos	negros,
fusing	occi-	dente	(Occident)	and	dxido	(oxide).

LXV	(page	299)

tori	Round	moldings	(torus,	in	the	singular),	not	to	be	confused	with	Shinto



temple	gateways!	In	the	same	line	as	tondos,	repulgos	could	be	translated	as
architectural	"borders"	or	as	"pie	edgings."	I	opted	for	the	latter.

axling	Ejando	is	eje	(axle)	turned	into	a	verb.

reveilles	champing	This	mysterious	phrase,	tascar	dianas,	might	also	be
translated	as	"dianas	scotching"	or	even	more	dramatically,	"bull's-eyes
crunching."	It	appears,	however,	to	play	off	tocar	dianas	(to	sound	reveille),
which	would	eliminate	the	other	two	denotations	of	"Diana."	Tascar	means	"to
scotch	or	swingle	flax,"	as	well	as	"to	nibble,	browse,	or	champ"	(as	in	"to
champ	against	the	bit")	-see	IV,	where	it	is	also	rendered	as	champ.	Perhaps	the
sensation	here	is	that	of	trumpet	blasts	trying	to	break	the	constraints	of	reveille
and	reach	the	dead	mother	(to	awake	the	dead).

humblest	According	to	Meo	Zilio	(and	to	Anterior	Orrego	before	him),	with
humilddse	Vallejo	has	taken	an	archaic	verb,	humildarse,	and	substituted	it	for
the	current	humillarse.	Meo	Zilio	quotes	Orrego:	"When	he	says	humildarse
instead	of	humillarse	reviving	an	archaism	in	the	language,	the	habitual	semantic
cap	has	been	broken	and	the	word	has	been	transformed,	now	signifying
tenderness	and	loving	reverence.	The	father	does	not	lower	and	humiliate
himself	before	his	wife	[see	stanza	41,	he	exalts	his	love	and	gives	it	a	tender
reverence	humbling	himself	`until	less	than	half	a	man,	/until	being	the	youngest
child	that	you	had."'	I	am	not	aware	of	such	a	distinction	in	English,	though	the
difference	between	to	humble	and	to	humiliate	may	be	close	(the	former
implying	self-abasement	without	the	loss	of	respect,	the	latter	always	implying
ignominy).	The	translation	problem	is	that	to	render	humilddse	as	humble	does
not,	as	such,	sound	a	difference	with	humiliate.

LXVI	(page	301)

Neale-Silva	(whose	interpretations	sometimes	strike	me	as	far-fetched)	suggests
that	behind	this	poem	commemorating	All	Souls	Day	are	the	deaths	of	Vallejo's
first	sweetheart	in	Trujillo,	Maria	Rosa	Sandoval	(February	io,	1918),	and	of	his
mother,	Maria	de	los	Santos	Gurrionero	(August	8,	1918).	Since	Vallejo
unconventionally	capitalizes	Noviembre	and	Julio,	in	LXVIII,	I	capitalize	the
full	dates,	as	in	Fourteenth	of	July,	and	so	on.

LXVIII	(page	305)



atfulmasT	The	horizontal	part	of	the	last	stanza	looks	like	a	flag	flying	from	the
pole	made	by	the	vertical	formation	atodastA,	a	compression	of	a	toda	asta
(based	on	the	expression	a	media	asta,	"at	half-mast").

LXX	(page	309)

Barrancos	Barranco	is	a	lima	beach	resort	(now	a	part	of	the	city)	that	Vallejo
used	to	frequent.	Between	pages	368	and	369,	Gonzalez	Vigil	reproduces	a
photo	of	Vallejo	at	Barranco	in	igi9,	in	profile,	standing	in	front	of	the	surf,	pants
rolled	up	to	his	knees.

horizonifying	Vallejo	coined	horizontizante	by	fusing	horizonte	(horizon)	with
izante	(as	in	electrizante,	electrifying).	Note	that	in	Spanish,	the	izon	and	izant
sounds	play	against	escaleras	and	escaladas	in	the	same	sentence.

LXXI	(page	311)

fitted	out	with	demilune/spurs	The	Spanish	ennavajados	is	a	neologism	based	on
navaja	(razor),	to	which	a	prefix	and	past-participle	suffix	have	been	added.
Larrea	comments	that	the	phrase	refers	to	the	attaching	of	demilune	razors	to	the
spurs	of	the	gamecocks.	Literally,	"enrazored	with	cupolas."

LXXIV	(page	317)

we	hardly	let/fly	The	Spanish	enflechamos	is	a	neologism	based	on	flecha
(arrow)	and	enflechado	(loaded,	with	arrow	ready,	said	of	a	bow).

the	hanky-panky	hinges	The	Spanish	gozna	is	a	neologism,	based	on	gozne
(hinge)	and	engoznar	(to	hinge).	By	dropping	the	prefix,	Vallejo	evokes	goznar
(to	enjoy	oneself,	even	in	a	sexual	way),	suggesting	that	the	travesura	(mischief)
involved	sexual	games.	Unable	to	pick	up	this	aspect	of	the	phrase	in	the	verb,	I
attempt	to	suggest	it	in	my	choice	of	noun.

LXXV	(page	319)

Espejo	writes	that



As	Ferrari	points	out,	the	poem	clearly	transcends	such	an	incident-yet	at	the
same	time,	it	is	interesting	to	know	its	setting.	In	Cesar	Vallejo:	The	Dialectics	of
Poetry	and	Silence,	Jean	Franco	quotes	a	convincing	paragraph	by	the	painter
Macedonio	de	la	Torre	on	the	earlytwentieth-century	tedium	of	Trujillo	(7).

Trilce	was	published	in	October	1922,	and	the	following	June	Vallejo	sailed
from	Peru	for	Europe,	never	to	return	to	Peru.	In	the	fall	of	1923,	a	poem	called
"Trilce"	appeared	in	the	Spanish	magazine	Alfar	(the	name	curiously	evokes	the
opening	line	of	XXV).	This	poem	is	now	part	of	the	various	editions	of	Vallejo's
Obra	poetica	completa;	however,	it	is	impossible	to	link	it	directly	to	Trilce	or	to
the	post-Peruvian	prose	poems	or	poetry.	Espejo	reports	that	this	poem	was
written	in	Peru	when	the	Trilce	manuscript	was	complete	but	was	still	being
called	"	Craneos	de	bronce."	Clearly	this	story	conflicts	with	the	one	about
discovering	the	book's	title	at	the	last	minute	via	wordplay.	The	fact	that	this
poem	was	not	included	in	the	second	Madrid	edition	of	Trilce	(1930)	indicates
that	Vallejo	did	not	want	it	to	be	part	of	the	book.	The	poem	treats	"Trilce"	as	an
ineffable	location	in	the	mind	that	is	right	here	and	unreachable.	It	seems	to	me
now	to	be	the	kind	of	piece	Vallejo	might	have	written	after	Trilce	was	titled	and
complete,	an	attempt	to	make	locational	sense	out	of	a	title	that	he	knew	would
appear	abstract	to	nearly	all	readers.	I	think	that	the	poem	was	definitely	written
and	sent	out	before	he	left	Peru,	given	the	fact	that	he	left	in	June	and	the	poem
appeared	in	a	Spanish	magazine	less	than	six	months	later.	Perhaps	it	is	the	last
poem	he	wrote	before	leaving,	and	if	so,	then	it	is	especially	appropriate	to
present	a	translation	of	it	here,	at	the	end	of	this	commentary	on	Trilce.

TRILCE



HUMAN	POEMS

The	poems	in	Human	Poems	were	written	in	Europe,	for	the	most	part	in	Paris,
between	1923	and	1938.	They	were	first	published	by	Vallejo's	widow,	Georgette



de	Vallejo,	in	1939	as	Poemas	humanos.	The	1939	edition	contained	eighty-nine
poems.	Since	then,	ten	more	have	been	added,	six	by	Georgette,	two	by	Ricardo
Gonzalez	Vigil,	and	two	by	the	editor	of	a	Cuban	edition,	bringing	the	book	now
to	ninety-nine	poems.

The	title	of	these	poems,	at	least	in	terms	of	the	author's	intentions,	has	never
been	definitively	determined.	For	years,	it	was	thought	that	Georgette	either	had
invented	the	title	herself	or	had	played	a	variation	on	the	title	of	a	Gerardo	Diego
book,	Versos	humanos.	In	the	1970s,	Vallejo's	old	friend	the	poet	Juan	Larrea,
who	for	decades	had	been	deeply	involved	in	Vallejo	research,	established	a
rational	ordering	of	the	undated	European	poems	(which	had	appeared	in	various
arbitrary	orders	over	the	years	in	editions	of	Poemas	humanos),	by	coordinating
them	with	dated	letters	from	the	six	typewriters	Vallejo	had	used	while	in
Europe.	While	Poemas	humanos	does	appear	to	fall	into	two	basic	groupings	of
undated	poems	(written	for	the	most	part	between	1924	and	the	early	to	mid-
1930s)	and	dated	ones	(September	4-December	8,	1937),	Larrea	took	what	could
be	two	sections	of	the	same	collection	as	two	separate	books,	proposing	that	in
1936	Vallejo	took	all	the	poetry	and	prose	poetry	he	had	written	since	coming	to
Europe	and	called	it	Ndmina	de	huesos	(Roster	of	Bones),	based	on	the	title	of
what	Larrea	considered	to	be	the	first	poem	in	the	manuscript.	Larrea's
conjecture	here	was	based	on	the	fact	that	the	title	poem	of	Vallejo's	first	book,
Los	heraldos	negros,	is	the	first	in	that	book.

As	for	the	dated	poems,	since	no	title	could	be	found,	Larrea	made	a	plausible,	if
not	convincing,	case	for	Sermon	de	la	barbarie	(Sermon	on	Barbarism),	arguing
that	it	is	the	key	phrase	in	the	last	dated	poem,	"Sermon	sobre	la	muerte,"	and
suggests	that	"la	barbarie"	was	a	metaphor	for	"Babel,"	the	Word	(bab-ilu),	the
"Gate	of	God,"	which	Vallejo	engaged	in	the	central	book	of	his	career.	My	co-
translator	at	the	time,	Jose	Rubia	Barcia,	was	himself	an	old	friend	of	Larrea,
and	based	on	the	latter's	impressive	credentials,	he	proposed	that	we	accept
Larrea's	findings	and	retitle	Human	Poems	as	The	Complete	Posthumous	Poetry,
including	under	this	general	title	the	two	books	making	up	the	old	Human	Poems
along	with	the	short	collection	of	Spanish	Civil	War	poems,	Spain,	Take	This
Cup	from	Me.

In	the	i99i	RGV	edition	of	Vallejo's	complete	poetry,	the	editor	notes	that	in
1929	it	appears	that	the	poet	did	conceive	of,	along	with	other	potential	books,	"a
Book	of	human	poems."	He	reproduces	the	contents	from	one	of	Vallejo's



notebook	pages	dated	September	2o,	1929	(made	available	by	Georgette	in
1978).	While	there	is	still	no	evidence	that	Vallejo	directly	linked	his	European
poetry	with	such	a	title,	which	can	be	thought	of	as	descriptive	of	poems,	as	well
as	a	title	per	se,	the	only	possible	candidate	for	such	a	title	at	this	point	is	all	the
European	poetry,	aside	from	the	Spanish	Civil	War	poems	(the	title	of	which	has
never	been	disputed).

Human	Poems	is	also	a	title	that	for	over	sixty	years	has	often	been	attached	to,
and	associated	with,	this	period	of	Vallejo's	poetry.	The	word	humanos	occurs
six	times,	in	crucial	placements,	in	this	writing.	Vallejo's	poetry	from	1923	to
1938	is	a	magisterial	meditation	on	the	sympathies,	passions,	compassions,	and
failings	of	humankind.	It	"humanizes"	a	common	nonracial	trunk	in	which	the
animal	is	not	separated	out	of	the	human,	and	in	this	way	reengages	an
extremely	ancient	matrix	underlying	the	divisions	that	have	resulted	in	body	and
soul,	culture	and	wilderness.

For	all	these	reasons	I	have	restored	Human	Poems	as	the	title	of	these	now
ninety-nine	poems,	including	four	new	prose	poems	that	Barcia	and	I	were	not
aware	of	when	we	worked	together	in	the	1970s.

Besides	Larrea's	scholarship,	our	work	was	also	greatly	facilitated	by	the
Francisco	Moncloa	Obra	poetica	completa	(1968),	with	its	facsimile
reproductions	of	the	hand-corrected	typescripts	for	all	but	a	few	of	the
posthumously	published	European	poems.	Not	only	did	such	reproductions
enable	us	to	avoid	the	error-riddled	(often	pirated)	editions	that	I	had	worked
from	in	the	i96os,	but	they	also	offered	us	the	thousands	of	handwritten	changes
that	Vallejo	made	on	the	typescript.	We	therefore	constructed	a	section	of	notes
in	which	we	translated	what	in	our	opinion	was	the	most	interesting	of	the
legible	crossed-out	material.	I	have	included	most	of	this	information	in	what
follows	here,	as	well	as	making	a	few	additions,	and	I	have	continued	to	present
it	as	work	by	us	both,	to	honor	Barcia's	role	in	its	essential	formation.

The	RGV	edition	lists,	as	part	of	the	annotations	to	the	undated	poems,
Georgette	de	Vallejo's	conjectures	about	dates	and	in	a	few	cases,	dates	of
publication	(that	is,	while	such	manuscripts	do	not	bear	a	completion	date	stated
by	Vallejo	himself,	they	were	published	in	magazines	in	a	particular	year).	I	have
chronologically	ordered	these	poems	according	to	conjectures	and	publication
dates,	putting	the	conjectural	dates	in	brackets,	while	leaving	brackets	off	the



publication	dates.	In	regard	to	the	poems	dated	by	Vallejo	himself,	I	have
included	such	dates	also	without	brackets.	As	mentioned	before,	the	fact	that	the
dated	poems	appear	to	have	been	completed	in	a	short,	intense	work	period	of
several	months	sets	them	apart	from	the	others,	which	may	have	been	written
over	some	eleven	or	twelve	years.	To	respect	this	chronology,	I	have	divided	the
current	Human	Poems	into	parts	i	and	2.

Good	Sense	(page	327)

through	consummated	pacts	At	the	beginning	of	the	paragraph	following	this
line,	Vallejo	had	originally	written:

My	mother	is	successive	of	beings	and	an	alternative	of	hours.

she	would	become	sad	Following	this	line,	there	is	a	crossed-out	paragraph:

What	is	there,	then,	about	me,	that	my	father	lacks	and	since	my	returning	home,
leaves	my	mother	so	pensive?	My	father	is	now	losing	his	authority	and	home
oscillates	around	me,	with	sleeves,	fillet,	galloon,	and	lapels.

There	resides	the	candor	There	area	number	of	corrections	from	this	point	on,	so
we	have	translated	Vallejo's	original	version:

There	resides	her	woman's	illusion	and	the	most	sacred	candor	that	becomes	a
brilliant	melancholy	in	the	depth	of	her	face.	In	order	to	support	her	illusion	and
her	candor,	I	say	to	her	filially:

-There	is,	mother,	in	the	world	a	place	called	Paris.	A	very	big	place	and	very	far
off,	where	there	are	more	men	than	women,	more	grown-ups	than	children.
Thick	beam!	Cilicious	stone!

My	mother,	on	hearing	me,	eats	her	lunch	and	shows	in	her	mortal	eyes	the	order
in	my	personal	life.

Violence	of	the	Hours	(page	331)

TITLE	According	to	Larrea,	this	poem	was	written	before	Vallejo's	father's	death
on	March	24,	1924.	Larrea	assumes	that	the	father	would	have	been	mentioned



in	the	poem	had	it	been	written	after	his	death.

interior	corridors	In	response	to	our	query,	Larrea	wrote	Barcia	that	Vallejo's
home	in	Santiago	de	Chuco	had	two	floors,	with	interior	corridors	encircling	a
small	inner	patio.	We	have	thus	translated	corredores	in	this	poem	as	"interior
corridors,"	or	in	"Languidly	Her	Liquor"	as	"interior	corridor."

there	is	no	one	in	my	experience	After	this	line,	a	five-line	paragraph	has	been
crossed	out:

My	horse	Macach6n	died,	no	longer	with	us	but	with	others.	My	father	was
informed	of	his	death,	one	night,	a	long	time	ago,	by	the	alfalfa	farmer	Manuel
Benites,	the	peasant	who	shook	the	hair	from	his	shoulders	with	the	bristles	of
his	climates.

"The	windows	shuddered	.	.	.	"	(page	333)

TITLE	The	following	title	has	been	crossed	out:	"Complement	of	Time	in	the
Boyer	Hospital"	("Complemento	de	tiempo	del	Hospital	de	Boyer").	Vallejo
wrote	to	the	poet	Pablo	Abril	that	he	was	in	the	Boyer	Hospital	in	October	1924,
to	be	operated	on	for	an	intestinal	hemorrhage,	with	twenty	horrible	days	of
physical	pain	and	incredible	spiritual	depression.	He	tells	Abril	that	an	infantile
ability	to	cry	has	left	him	saturated	with	an	immense	piety	for	all	things.

After	this	crossed-out	title,	the	following	lines	are	also	crossed	out:

The	bedsheets	still	stink	of	expedience	because	of	the	death	of	a	man.	The
mattress	has	been	turned,	according	to	regulations.	Thus	the	stench	of	the	last
agony	will	not	hit	you	in	the	face.	As	for	the	one	now	arriving,	it	would	be	better
if	they	looked	at	him,	if	they	put	him	to	bed,	if	they	asked	him	lots	of	questions,
for	if	they	leave	him	alert,	he	will	handle	the	perilous	density	of	his	importance
by	himself.	But	he	understands	very	well	that	there	are	other	men	crying	here
and	that	no	one	will	know	how	to	answer	them,	if	his	mouth	looks	at	the	mouth
of	the	others,	of	us,	the	sick	ones.

Ay	The	word	ay	often	appears	in	Vallejo's	poetry,	and	I	have	usually	resisted
converting	it	literally	into	alas,	which	for	me	has	a	different	tenor	and	a	less
poignant	edge.	I	have	tried	to	pick	up	the	emotional	sense	of	the	word	in	each



context	in	which	I	encountered	it,	at	times	spelling	it	differently	or	putting	an
exclamation	mark	after	it	to	render	it	more	acutely.

forgive	us	our	chests	Larrea	suggests	that	nos	perdonan	pecho	might	mean	"they
forgive	us	the	sin	of	having	chests	(and	allow	us,	as	a	consequence,	to	breathe)."
The	word	pecho,	depending	on	the	context,	can	mean	"chest,"	"breast,"	"heart,"
or	even	"courage."	Larrea's	interpretation	is	strengthened	by	the	probability	that
the	mosca	(fly)	in	the	following	line	seems	to	be	a	religious	person,	e.g.,	a	nun.
Since	Vallejo	uses	pecho	often	(especially	in	Spain,	Take	This	Cup	from	Me),
and	gives	it	a	feeling	of	his	own,	we	have	decided	to	stick	with	its	literal
meaning	in	English.

Blood	runs	wild	This	single	line	was	originally	the	following	three-line
paragraph:

Blood	runs	wild	in	the	thermometers	...	The	order	of	numbers	reared	up	on	ii,
and	the	following	numbers	exclaim:	head	office!	head	office!	head	office!

The	Low	Point	in	Life	(page	339)

TITLE	The	original	title	was	"Concerning	the	Correctness	of	Actions"	("Acerca
de	la	correc-	ci6n	de	los	actos").

Roster	of	Bones	(page	341)

TITLE	"List	of	Bones"	("Lista	de	huesos")	was	crossed	out	in	favor	of	the	final
title.

I	Am	Going	to	Speak	of	Hope	(page	343)

After	the	second	paragraph,	the	following	paragraph	has	been	crossed	out:

It	is	necessary	to	differentiate	my	present	pain,	from	that	pain	which	derives
from	not	having	a	cause	to	feel	pain.	Today	I	suffer	a	pain	that	did	not	have	a
cause	nor	did	it	lack	one.	There	are	pains	like	this	in	the	bottomless	kingdom,
without	history	or	future,	of	the	heart	of	man.	I	suffer,	then,	without	conditions
or	consequences.	Suspended	in	the	air,	I	do	not	know	if	fragile	or	resistant,	my
pain	has	now	such	sufficiency	and	a	courage	so	much	its	own,	that	before	it	men
feel	a	respect	almost	religious	and	almost	joyous.	Because	oh	miracle	of	the



maximum	circles!	this	pain	is	not	conditioned	to	come	or	to	leave.

After	the	last	paragraph,	the	following	paragraph	was	crossed	out:

And	in	this	heart,	which	has	neither	had	a	cause	nor	the	lack	of	one;	in	this	heart,
without	back	or	chest,	without	state	or	name,	without	source	or	use,	there	is	no
room	for	hope	or	for	memory	and	what	is	even	sadder	ah	tremendous	fall
upward!	how	I	now	make	my	pain	feel	pain.

Discovery	of	Life	(page	345)

Before	the	first	paragraph,	the	following	paragraph	has	been	crossed	out:

When	was	it	that	I	savored	for	the	first	time	the	taste	of	life?	When	was	it	that	I
tested	this	impression	of	nature,	that	makes	me	ecstatic	at	this	moment?	Have	I
savored	on	another	occasion	the	taste	of	life?	Have	I	already	tested	at	another
time	my	impression	of	nature?	I	am	completely	convinced	of	not	having	tested
it,	of	never	having	savored	it,	except	now.	This	is	extraordinary!	Today	is	the
first	time	that	I	savor	the	taste	of	life;	today	is	the	first	time	that	the	effect	of
nature	has	made	me	ecstatic.	This	is	extraordinary!	This	astonishes	me	and
makes	me	brim	with	tears	and	with	happiness.

aknown	The	word	inconocido	appears	to	be	a	play	on	desconocido	(unknown),
and	I	have	translated	it	accordingly.

After	the	fourth	paragraph,	the	following	paragraph	has	been	crossed	out:

I	am	possessed	by	the	emotion	of	this	discovery.	A	discovery	of	the	unexpected
and	a	discovery	of	goodness.	How	much	has	this	happiness	cost	me?	How	long
have	I	awaited	it?	NEITHER	expectation	nor	price.	Do	you	know	the
unexpected	happiness?	Do	you	know	the	unpaid	happiness?	This	is	my
happiness	today.	That	which	makes	me	ecstatic	and	clothes	me	with	an	air	so
unused,	that	people	will	take	me	for	a	foreigner	on	earth.	Yes.	I	neither	know
anyone	nor	does	anyone	know	me.

After	the	last	line,	the	following	two	sentences	have	been	crossed	out:

And	I	am	now	at	the	point	of	dying,	before	being	at	the	point	of	growing	old.	I
will	die	of	life	and	not	of	time.



"Behold	that	today	I	salute	..."	(page	359)

sprouts	a	distAnce	It	appears	that	Vallejo	put	the	capital	"A'	in	the	word
distanciA	to	make	fun	of	the	rhyme	and	musicality	of	the	whole	quatrain	up	to
that	point.	By	capitalizing	the	single	"a"	in	distance,	I	intend	to	throw	the	accent
onto	that	syllable,	creating	a	similar	effect.

ssssuch	regular	codes	An	attempt	to	pick	up	the	ttttales	codigos	regulates	of	the
original.	A	few	lines	later,	the	Spanish	un	(a)	is	written	as	hun.	Since	the	"h"	is
not	pronounced,	the	distortion	cannot	be	sounded	but	only	viewed.	This	sort	of
visual	distortion	occasionally	occurs	throughout	all	Vallejo's	books.

Height	and	Hair	(page	361)

An	earlier	version	of	this	poem,	entitled	"Lofty	Attitude"	("Actitud	de
excelencia")	exists	and	might	be	translated	as	follows:

"Four	consciousnesses	..."	(page	367)

This	poem	and	the	following	six	are	from	the	book	Contra	el	secreto
professional,	which	according	to	Georgette	was	written	for	the	most	part
between	1927	and	1928	(but	not	published	until	1973,	edited	by	Georgette,	in
Lima,	by	Mosca	Azul	Editores).	This	poem	and	the	following	two	were
apparently	written	out	as	prose	poems	and	then	rewritten	by	Vallejo	as	poems.



"Between	pain	and	pleasure..."	(page	369)

To	the	instantaneous	meaning	of	eternity	The	third	stanza	of	this	poem,	as
originally	written	out	in	prose,	appears	to	have	read:

To	the	instantaneous	meaning	of	eternity	corresponds	this	absurdity	that
identifies	us	today.	But	to	your	volume	of	temporal	good-bye,	solely	corresponds
the	inexorable	arrival.

Languidly	Her	Liquor	(page	373)

a	priestess	of	love	The	Spanish	cura	de	amor,	on	which	our	English	phrase	is
based,	could	also	be	translated	"as	a	cure	for	love,"	modifying	el	yantar	de
oracion	instead	of	mama.	A	few	lines	later,	mi	madre	iba	sentada	(my	mother
went	sitting)	is	another	typical	construction	in	this	piece,	coherent	and	at	the
same	time	irrationally	dense.	We	translate	literally	when	a	phrase	is	not
idiomatic	and	appears	to	have	been	invented,	as	a	neologism,	by	Vallejo.

playing	her	entrails	with	infinite	frets	In	Spanish	tocar	means	"to	knock,"	"to
touch,"	and	"to	play"	and	when	connected	to	trastos	(originally	written	as
trastes),	suggests	the	playing	of	a	stringed	instrument,	with	entrails	taking	the
place	of	heart	or	feeling.	By	altering	one	letter,	Vallejo	changed	trastes	(stops,
frets)	to	trastos	(junk,	implements),	and	we	have	had	to	translate	the	word	as	if	it
were	trastes,	since	to	render	the	latter	word	would	eliminate	the	musical	image.

Miguel	has	made	me	blush.	With	his	bLush	(me	ha	echado	Miguel	al	pavo.	A	su
paVO)	A	Peruvian	idiomatic	expression	the	meaning	of	which	is	not	clear,
although	we	feel	it	is	probably	connected	with	subirsele	a	uno	el	pavo	(to	blush).
A	literal	translation	would	be:	"Miguel	has	thrown	me	to	the	turkey.	To	his
turKEY."

the	hen	was	the	widow	of	her	children	From	this	line	on,	the	original	version
varies	considerably	from	the	final	one:

the	hen	was	the	widow	of	her	children,	the	hen	is	the	eternal	bride	of	the
mammalian.	All	the	eggs	were	found	empty.	The	brooder	afterward	had	the	word
and,	in	an	elegant	construction,	past,	present	and	chirping.

One	story,	two	stories,	three	stories.



No	one	frightened	her.	And	in	case	she	was	frightened,	no	one	allowed	himself
to	be	lulled	by	her	clucking	nor	by	her	viviparous	chill.

-Where	are	the	old	hen's	children?

-Where	are	the	old	hen's	chicks?

Afterward	botanical	works	were	scarce	in	the	hamlet.

One	little	eye,	two	little	eyes,	three	little	eyes.

One	story,	two	stories,	three	stories.

The	Footfalls	of	a	Great	Criminal	(page	377)

This	prose	poem,	along	with	the	next,	are	not	to	be	found	in	the	RGV	edition.
Gonzalez	Vigil	considers	them	lyric-narratives,	closer	to	stories	than	to	poems.	I
disagree	and	so	have	included	them.	They	come	from	Cesar	Vallejo,	Poesia
complete,	edited	by	Raul	Hernandez	Novas	(Havana:	Editorial	Arte	y	Literatura,
1988).

Black	Stone	on	a	White	Stone	(page	381)

TITLE	According	to	Carlos	del	Rio	Leon	(in	Caretas	[April	1966]),	the	title	of
this	poem	is	based	on	the	fact	that	one	day	in	Paris,	Vallejo	was	very	depressed
and,	while	wearing	a	black	overcoat,	sat	down	on	a	white	stone.	The	stone
evoked	a	white	sepulcher	and	his	own	appearance	a	black	stone.	Antenor	Orrego
recounts	another	more	compelling	version	of	the	source	of	this	poem,	which	is
summarized	by	Stephen	M.	Hart	on	p.	692	below.

and	I	don't	budge	The	Spanish	verb	correr	(to	run)	acquires	a	different	meaning
when	used	reflexively,	mainly	"to	move"	(forward	to	the	left	or	the	right).	The
implication	here	appears	to	be	that	he	will	remain	in	Paris,	in	spite	of	his
intuition	that	death	awaits	him	there.

forced	on	The	Spanish	a	la	mala	could	also	be	translated	here	as	"unwillingly"
(the	phrase	occurs	in	line	51	of	"Battles"	in	Spain,	Take	This	Cup	from	Me,	and
there	I	have	translated	it	as	"unwillingly").	In	this	sonnet,	Vallejo	uses	the	phrase



idiomatically	and	idiosyncratically,	and	its	specific	meaning	remains	mysterious.

`And	don't	say	another	word	to	me	..."	(page	385)

The	following	title,	"The	Greatness	of	Common	Works"	("Grandeza	de	los
trabojos	vul-	gares"),	has	been	crossed	out.

"It	was	Sunday	in	the	clear	ears	of	my	jackass	..."	(page	387)

Voltaire	pulls	his	cape	to	and	looks	at	the	square	In	1974	I	discovered	a	postcard
in	Paris	with	exactly	this	scene	on	it.	Voltaire	is	on	a	high	pedestal,	with	his
hands	crossed	before	him,	looking	off	to	the	right	across	the	square.

"Today	I	like	life	much	less	..."	(page	389)

but,	of	course	Before	being	partially	crossed	out,	this	line	was	corrected	by	hand
to	read:

but	entering	five	abreast,	of	course,

and	always,	much	always,	always	always!	This	line	originally	read:

and	always,	much	always,	always	in	line	under	bastinados.

and	then	was	changed	to	the	following	line	before	it	was	corrected	to	the	final
version:

and	always,	much	always,	always	lying	down	outside	my	body.

Glebe	(page	391)

TrrLE	Originally	the	Spanish	word	gleba	meant	"clod"	(in	modern	Spanish,
tenon)	or	"soil"	(in	modern	Spanish,	suelo	or	tierra),	but	today	the	word	persists
only	in	the	old	expression	siervos	de	la	gleba	(serfs,	or	slaves,	of	the	soil)	and	is
always	associated	with	the	idea	of	the	worst	kind	of	serfdom	or	human	slavery.

within	fog	range	In	Spanish	the	phrase	a	tiro	de	neblina	is	unusual	and	appears	to
derive	from	such	common	expressions	as	a	tiro	de	escopeta	(within	shotgun
range),	or	a	tiro	de	canon	(within	cannon	range).



"reginas	of	the	valley"	According	to	Larrea,	these	"reginas"	are	a	kind	of	snake.
Regina	is	the	Latin	word	for	"queen."

Luis	Taboada	The	name	of	a	famous	Spanish	humorist	(1848-1906).	It	is	not
entirely	certain	whether	Vallejo	had	him	in	mind	when	he	used	the	name.

"But	before	all	this..."	(page	393)

phalanhes	The	Spanishfalanjas	appears	to	be	a	neologism	based	onfalanges
(phalanges).

Whistling	at	your	death	The	first	four	lines	of	the	fourth	stanza	were	originally
five	and	read:

hat	rakishly	tilted	In	Spanish	pedrada	means	"a	blow	with	a	stone,"	but	in	this
case	sombrero	a	la	pedrada	is	a	Peruvian	idiom	and	refers	to	a	hat	either	adorned
with	a	ribbon	or	tilted	at	a	rakish	slant.	In	his	book	Vallejo	y	su	tierra,	Francisco
Izquierdo	Rios	wrote	about	Vallejo's	home	town,	Santiago	de	Chuco:	"The
horse-breakers	with	fine	ponchos	and	`sombreros	a	la	pedrada'	made	the	horses
caracole."

target	In	Spanish	blanco	can	mean	"white,"	target,"	and	"blank,"	and	Vallejo	may
very	well	have	had	all	three	meanings	in	mind	when	he	used	the	word	here.	In
the	1967	Seghers	edition	of	Vallejo's	poetry	translated	by	Georgette	de	Vallejo,
and	supervised	by	Americo	Ferrari,	the	French	word	chosen	here	is	cible
(target).

Epistle	to	the	Passersby	(page	395)

my	night	of	an	elephant	in	repose	After	this	line,	Vallejo	had	originally	written
the	following	three	lines:

just	in	case	my	brute	calls	out	in	great	fables	and	the	sky	becomes	a	sky	of



humanized	earth,	a	sky	at	full	speed,	mounted	slowly	on	a	sword.

cullions	In	Spanish	companones	is	an	archaic	word	meaning	"testicles."	I
attempt	to	match	it	in	English	with	an	obsolete	word	for	testicles.

navehall	Vallejo	misspells	ombligo	(navel)	as	hombligo	(playing	off	hombre-
man).	There	is	a	temptation	to	mistranslate	the	English	as	"humbilicus	cord,"	but
I	have	resisted	this,	since	the	speaker	would	have	lost	his	umbilicus	cord	long
ago.

Meanwhile,	convulsively,	harshly	The	last	stanza	originally	read:

Tuberous	Spring	(page	397)

vulture	beakax	Here	picotdn	de	buitre	appears	to	involve	an	unusual
augmentative	of	pico	(beak,	pick)	and	in	Vallejo's	mind	may	have	been
connected	with	azadon	(mattock).	However,	it	is	actually	a	Peruvian	expression
meaning	"to	strike	hard,"	and	in	this	context	suggests	that	the	vulture	is	using	its
beak	as	an	ax	while	eating.

degllusion	Vallejo	has	again	misspelled	deglucion	as	deglusion,	this	time	with
the	"s"	underlined	and	a	question	mark	penciled	in	the	left	margin	of	the
facsimile.

"Finally,	without	that	good	continuous	aroma..."	(page	401)

tombsadness	The	neologism	tristumbre	appears	to	contain	triste	(sad)	and
possibly	the	latter	part	of	pesadumbre	(sorrow).	It	also	contains	the	tumb	of
tumba	(tomb).	I	have	attempted	to	approximate	this	neologism	with	one	of	my
own.



The	Hungry	Man's	Rack	(page	403)

calcarid	The	Spanish	calcarida	appears	to	be	a	neologism	based	on	calcareo
(calcareous)	and	arida	(arid).

"Considering	coldly..."	(page	405)

that	I	hate	him	with	affection	This	entire	line	originally	read:

and	he	knows	how	to	mend	himself	with	tears	and	songs	...

"Idle	on	a	stone	..."	(page	407)

a	paperscrap	This	entire	line	originally	ended	with:

his	betrayed	dice	...

who	today	sweats	from	outside	in	his	secretion	of	rejected	blood	After	this	line,
the	following	two	were	crossed	out:

This	is	the	one	who	bled	through	his	side,	who	today	drowns	in	his	rejected
blood!

and	the	bread	getting	into	the	wrong	saliva	This	entire	line	originally	read:

and	the	nourishing	bread	that	they	don't	need

how	lightning	nails	This	and	the	following	line	originally	read	as	one	line:

how	it	nails	its	headless	nail	into	your	clavicles!

stallion	louse	As	an	adjective	padre	(father)	is	a	common	augmentative	for
almost	everything,	e.g.,	una	vida	padre	(a	great	life),	un	automdvil	padre	(a	great
car).	Here	we	have	tried	to	translate	the	act	of	the	lowest	parasite	being	ironically
elevated	to	a	role	of	seminal	importance.

"Life,	this	life	.	.	.	"	(page	411)

their	thirteen	bones	...	the	old	screw	These	two	lines,	before	corrections,	read:



their	sacred	bones	slant	ner	the	sewers,	over	an	old	screw,	proclivitous,
misfortunate.

ner	Vallejo	misspelled	cabe	(near)	as	cave,	and	we	attempt	to	match	the	slight
sound	change	with	ner	in	English.

the	poorotten	The	Spanish	pdbridas	is	a	neologism	derived	from	pobres	(poor
ones)	and	perhaps	podrida	(rotten).

if	they	fell	then	bluely	This	phrase	originally	read:

if	their	magnets	then	fell.

emitted	dense	smoke	This	line	and	the	three	following	it	originally	read:

emitted	dense	smoke	of	thoughtful	madmen,	attacked	by	physics,	and	from	a
half-deaf	pain.	Doves	hopping	up	from	the	depths,	doves	fragrant	to	the	insult	of
that	day.

`And	if	after	so	many	words..."	(page	415)

for	them	to	blow	it	all	The	phrase	que	se	to	coman	todo	literally	means	"for	them
to	eat	all	of	it,"	but	we	feel	that	Vallejo	used	it	in	its	common	idiomatic	meaning
of	"to	blow	something,"	e.g.,	to	blow	a	fortune.

"Sweetness	through	heartsown	sweetness..."	(page	417)

heartsown	The	Spanish	corazona	is	an	arbitrary	feminine,	probably	of	the
masculine	noun	corazdn	(heart),	although	it	could	also	be	the	third-person
singular	of	a	made-up	verb	based	on	corazdn,	such	as	corazonar.	On	the	basis	of
the	second	possibility,	the	line	could	be	rendered:	"Sweetness	through	sweetness
heartens!"	However,	since	hearten	is	an	accepted	English	word,	such	a	rendering
does	not	translate	the	uniqueness	of	corazona.	So	I	have	translated	it	as	a	noun,
hoping	to	expose	"heart's	own,"	"heart	sown,"	and	"heart	zone"	in	my	rendering.

teatnacity	The	Spanish	tezdn	appears	to	be	a	neologism,	linking	tesdn	(tenacity)
with	pezdn	(nipple,	teat).	See	line	io	of	"The	Narrow	Theater	Box"	in	The	Black
Heralds.



foreverish	The	Spanish	perduroso	appears	to	be	a	neologism	based	on	perdurar
(to	last	long),	with	a	suffix	such	as	one	finds	in	presuroso	(hasty),	for	which	the
verb	would	be	apresurar	(to	hasten).

quand	on	a	la	vie	...	deja	tellement!	The	two	lines	of	French	read	"When	one	has
life	and	youth/that's	already	so	much!"

you	well	kiss	me	Here	haz	is	an	intentional	misspelling	of	has	(second-person
singular,	present	tense,	of	haber-to	have-used	as	an	auxiliary	verb).	If	Vallejo	had
written	has	de	besarme,	we	would	have	translated	it	as	"you	will	kiss	me."	Haz
by	itself	could	also	mean	"bundle"	or	"face."

Old	Asses	Thinking	(page	421)

TrrLE	There	is	some	evidence	that	this	poem	was	inspired	by	the	death	of
Vallejo's	close	friend	from	his	first	days	in	Paris,	Alfonso	Silva	(1903	-1937),	a
Peruvian	composer	and	writer	who	returned	to	Peru	and	died	in	Lima	on	May
7,1937.	Vallejo	wrote	another	poem,	"Alfonso:	you	keep	looking	at	me,	I	see,"
which	was	a	clear	and	direct	response	to	Silva's	death.

boldo	A	genus	of	Chilean	evergreen	shrubs,	with	a	sweet,	edible	fruit;	the	dried-
out	leaves	are	a	hypnotic	and	a	diuretic.

now	never	After	this	line	the	one	following	is	crossed	out:

I	will	call	him	at	the	margin	of	his	incased	river's	name!

(After	completing	work	on	The	Complete	Posthumous	Poetry,	in	1977,	I	took
this	erased	line,	retranslating	part	of	it	as	"The	Name	Encanyoned	River,"	as	the
title	for	a	poem	celebrating	the	dimension	of	my	relationship	with	Vallejo;	this
title	subsequently	was	used	as	the	title	for	The	Name	Encanyoned	River:
Selected	Poems	ig6o-1985,	published	by	Black	Sparrow	Press	in	1978.)

what	a	never	of	the	nevers	his	never	In	Spanish,	the	wordjamases	(the	plural	of
an	adverb	meaning	"never")	is	grammatically	impossible-but	it	does	exist	in
popular	speech.

Telluric	and	Magnetic	(page	423)



TITLE	The	original	title,	"Agricultural	Meditation"	("Meditacion	agricola")	was
crossed	out.	The	poem	was	originally	much	more	modest	in	scope,	with	the
typescript	ending	with	line	27.	The	rest	of	the	poem	was	written	out	by	hand.

Sincere	and	utterly	Peruvian	mechanics	The	first	four	lines	were	originally	three
and	read:

reddened	hill	In	the	book	on	Vallejo	by	Izquierdo	Rios	noted	above,	one	reads:
"In	Santiago	de	Chuco	there	exists	a	Reddened	Hill."

Oh	human	fields	The	poem	originally	ended	with	a	shortened	version	of	this
stanza	and	read:

(From	this	point	on	the	poem	is	handwritten.)

pepper	tree	A	molle	is	a	genus	of	tropical	American	trees	of	the	sumac	family,
known	as	the	pepper	tree.	It	was	the	sacred	tree	of	the	Incas,	and	the	fruit	is	used
to	make	an	alcoholic	beverage	similar	to	chicha.

Barret	See	note	on	Trilce	VIII.

cavy	The	cuy	is	a	short-tailed,	rough-haired	South	American	rodent	(guinea	pigs
are	from	the	same	species).	A	cuya	(cavess,	in	our	approximation)	would	be	a
female	cuy.



bird	pepper	A	rocoto	is	a	pepper,	known	as	"bird	pepper."	The	red	fruit	are	small,
oblong,	and	very	pungent.	The	Spanish	word	probably	derives	from	the
Quechuan	rucuta.	In	the	same	line,	temples	refers	to	valleys	with	temples	in	the
Peruvian	sierra.

Screw	the	condors!	Mefriegan	los	cdndores!	could	also	be	rendered	as	"Those
condors	make	me	sick!"	It	is	true	that	the	verb	fregar	is	softer	in	Peru	than	in
Mexico,	where	it	is	a	strong	vulgar	word;	however,	we	feel	that	the	fact	that
Vallejo	used	the	word	in	the	1930s,	when	it	was	much	more	objectionable	than	it
is	today,	justifies	our	translation.	See	also	the	note	on	the	last	line	of	this	poem:
the	same	Mexican	friend	who	apparently	stimulated	Vallejo	to	use	me	las	pelan,
may	also	have	inspired	his	use	of	friegan.

Auchenia	The	Spanish	auquenidos	is	derived	from	auchenia,	the	Latin	for	certain
South	American	animals	of	the	Camelidae	family,	such	as	llamas,	vicunas,
alpacas,	and	guanacosall	of	which	have	big,	sad	eyes.

quena	See	note	on	"Autochthonous	Tercet,	I"	in	The	Black	Heralds.

they	can	jerk	me	off!	In	answer	to	our	query	about	me	las	pelanl	Larrea	wrote	to
Barcia:	"In	our	Hispanomerican	group	in	Montparnasse	in	1926,	we	often	sang	a
kind	of	ballad,	thanks	to	a	good	Mexican	friend,	which	had	a	refrain	which	went:
`Pelame	la	pinga'	(peel	my	foreskin	down).	I	would	say	that	this	is	the	origin	of
that	line	of	Vallejo's.	That	he	puts	it	in	the	plural	surprises	me-perhaps	he	does
that	out	of	modesty!	It	would	translate	something	like	`me	la	menean'	(they	jack
me	off)."

"The	miners	came	out	of	the	mine..."	(page	427)

The	first	three	stanzas	of	the	poem	originally	read:



(In	the	tenth	line	of	the	above	stanzas,	"head	to	head"	was	crossed	out	and	"from
saliva	to	saliva"	penciled	in,	which	was	then	rejected	too.)

aerent	The	Spanish	airente	appears	to	be	a	neologism	based	on	aire	(air),	to
which	an	-ente	suffix	has	been	attached,	a	common	suffix	but	not	one	normally
attached	to	the	word	aire.	In	the	same	line,	amarillura	derives	from	amarillo
(yellow)	but	is	not	of	normal	or	frequent	usage.	Near	the	end	of	the	same	line,
tristidos,	based	on	triste	(sad),	appears	to	be	a	neologism;	-idos	is	normally	not
attached	to	that	word.	Last,	tristes	could	either	be	a	plural	noun	of	the	adjective
triste	or	the	word	for	a	sad	song	(which	would	have	no	translation).	We	interpret
it	as	the	former.

eyes	of	physical	weeping	After	this	line	the	following	one	was	crossed	out:

miners	of	the	timbre	of	the	voice	of	man;

"From	disturbance	to	disturbance	..."	(page	431)

when	you	suffer	in	short	from	kangaroo	The	line	is	odd	without	a	comma,	but
since	there	is	none	in	the	Spanish-cuando	sufras	en	suma	de	kanguro-we	leave	it
out	in	the	translation	too.

man	with	shoe	heel	Taco	is	a	South	American	word	for	tacdn	(shoe	heel).	From
this	line	on	the	poem	is	handwritten,	suggesting,	as	in	the	case	of"Telluric	and
Magnetic,"	a	later	addition.	"Today	I	would	like	to	be	happy	willingly..."	(page
435)

why	they	hit	me	like	this	so	much	in	my	soul	This	line	was	originally	different,



and	was	then	followed	by	two	lines	that	were	crossed	out	after	some	rewriting.
The	original	reads:

at	what	hour,	then,	will	they	come	with	my	portrait?	This	line	originally	read:

at	what	hour,	then,	would	I	desire	that	they	love	me?

At	the	misericordias,	comrade	The	final	stanza	originally	read:

"Heat,	tired	Igo	with	my	gold..."	(page	437)

C'est	Septembre	attiedi	The	four	lines	of	French	in	the	poem	(the	third	line	of
each	of	the	first	four	stanzas)	reads	as	follows:

Paris,	and	4,	and	5	The	poem	was	written	on	September	4,	5937.	Vallejo	was
forty-five	years	old	at	the	time.	Lines	5	and	6	originally	read:

"One	pillar	supporting	solace	..."	(page	439)

pillarous	The	Spanish	pilaroso	appears	to	be	a	neologism,	based	on	pilar	(pillar),
to	which	an	-oso	suffix	has	been	added.	It	acts	as	an	intensifier,	leading	us	to	my
pillarous.



I'm	going	to	close	my	baptismal	font	This	line	and	the	following	three	originally
read:

hearterially	The	Spanish	corazdnmente	is	a	neologism	based	on	corazdn	(heart),
with	a	-mente	suffix,	generally	translated	as	"-ly"	in	English.	The	richness	of	the
neologism	(including	mente-mind-next	to	heart)	calls	for	an	approximate
equivalent	in	English.

"Upon	meditating	on	life..."	(page	441)

The	first	version	of	this	poem,	significantly	different	than	the	final	version,
reads:



Such	is	death,	with	ram	and	all.

"The	tip	of	man	..."	(page	447)

stirrut	In	"Village	Scene"	(in	The	Black	Heralds),	the	bell	and	voice	context	led
me	to	a	translation	of	dondoneo	as	"dronedongs."	Here	in	a	situation	that	is	both
abstract	and	erotic,	a	different	version	seems	called	for.	The	neologism	here
strongly	evokes	a	play	on	contoneo	(strut);	so	by	adding	an	"ir"	to	strut,	(drawing
forth	stir	and	rut),	I	hope	to	match	the	strangeness	of	the	original.

"Oh	bottle	without	wine!..."	(page	449)

frolicful	The	Spanish	jugarino	appears	to	be	an	adjectival	neologism	based	on
jugar	(to	play),	with	the	suffix	-ino.	The	normal	Spanish	adjective	would	have
been	juguetdn	(frolicsome).	The	ino	gives	the	word	an	Italian	flavor	and	also	a
kind	of	playfulness.

"He	goes	running,	walking..."	(page	451)

at	a	cassock	pace	The	line	originally	read:

at	an	inkwell	pace,	flees

"My	chest	wants	and	does	not	want	..."	(page	455)

big-browed	The	Spanish	cejon	appears	to	be	a	neologism	based	on	ceja
(eyebrow).	Vallejo	uses	this	term	in	somewhat	the	same	way	that	cabezdn
(headstrong)	augments	cabeza	(head).

with	all	my	zipper	This	line	originally	read

anguish,	yes,	with	all	the	nipple



(nipple	here	being	tetilla,	a	male	nipple).

"This	..."	(page	457)

This	The	poem	originally	began	without	this	one-word	line,	and	its	first	two
lines	read:

It	happened	between	two	flowers	or	two	eyelids;	I	trembled	in	my	sheath,	with
alkali,	with	anger,

of	the	sky	Originally	this	phrase	began	a	new	line	that,	along	with	another	one,
completed	the	stanza:

of	the	sky.	(I	would	have	dealt	with	other	themes,	but	I	write	them	unsung,
without	my	mouth)

arpoons	Vallejo	has	added	an	"h"	to	arpons,	leading	us	to	eliminate	it	from	the
English	word.

in	my	sheeth	This	line	originally	began	with	"from	fear	of	death."	Vaina	(sheath)
appears	to	be	intentionally	misspelled	as	vayna.

with	sighs	one	builds	This	line	and	the	one	following	it	read:

(It	is	said	that	sighs	hold	then	regressions	that	do	not	want	to	go	away;

I	revise	my	semesters	The	line	originally	read:

the	semesters	revise	me	in	their	album

"I	stayed	on	to	warm	up	the	ink	in	which	I	drown	.	.	.	"	(page	459)

I	stayed	on	to	warm	up	This	line	originally	read:

I	stayed	on	to	listen	to	my	elbow,

And	still,	this	very	day,	at	dusk	This	line	and	the	next	one	originally	read:

And	yet,	this	very	day	I	digest	extremely	sacred	tenths,



my	happy	and	doctoral	bacillus	This	line	was	originally:

my	Gregorian	bugles,

male	earth,	sun	and	male	moon	Vallejo	changes	the	normal	endings	of	the	words
tierra	(earth)	and	tuna	(moon)	to	make	them	unusual	masculine	nouns.	The	word
sot	is	already	a	masculine	noun	in	Spanish.

tombal	years,	infinitary	liters	The	last	two	lines	went	through	several	changes.
Vallejo	at	first	wrote:

port	years,	infinitary	liters,	ink,	pen,	and	pens

He	then	crossed	out	"pens,"	and	wrote	"adobes";	then	he	crossed	out	"adobes,"
and	wrote	"bricks	and	spectacles,"	to	finally	cross	out	"spectacles"	and	write
"forgiveness."

"The	peace,	the	wausp,	the	shoe	heel,	the	slopes	..."	(page	461)

wausp	The	Spanish	word	avispa	(wasp)	appears	to	have	been	intentionally
misspelled	as	abispa,	once	again	a	distortion	that	registers	visually	but	not	as
sound.	The	point	of	this	may	be,	in	Vallejo's	mind,	to	point	up	the	arbitrariness	of
spelling	in	writing	what	is	heard-and	too,	perhaps,	to	reinforce	a	feeling	that
language	itself	is	highly	unstable,	especially	in	charged	meditation,	and	may,	like
Dali's	melting	watches,	give	way	at	any	moment.

"Racked,	Solomonic,	decent	..."	(page	463)

decent	Instead	of	decente,	Vallejo	originally	wrote	impelente	(impelling).

"Well?	Does	the	pallid	metalloid	heal	you?"	(page	465)

your	soul	bends	passionately	to	see	you	This	line	and	the	following	one	were
originally:

your	soul	bends	passionately	to	the	bone	of	iron	on	which	your	temple	marks
time.

"From	sheer	heat	I	am	cold.	.	.	"	(page	467)



and	the	voice	plays	its	caterpillar	This	line	originally	read:

inexistent,	with	its	soul,

"Confidence	in	glasses,	not	in	the	eye	..."	(page	469)

not	Vallejo	puts	an	accent	mark	over	the	"o"	in	no	in	lines	i,	3,	and	5.	We	have
italicized	the	corresponding	words	in	English.

"Speaking	of	kindling..."	(page	471)

TITLE	In	many	editions	of	Vallejo's	poetry,	this	poem	is	entitled	"Terremoto"
(Earthquake).	On	the	facsimile	page	of	the	Moncloa	edition,	however,
"Terremoto"	is	handwritten	a	couple	of	lines	below	the	poem	and	underlined.
The	RGV	edition	reproduces	this	presentation.

Hermeregildo	Hermeregildo	might	be	a	misspelling	of	the	Visigoth	Saint
Hermenegildo	(A.D.	564-	586),	and	Atanacios	a	misspelling	of	the	Father	of	the
Church	Saint	Atanasio	(A.D.	295-373)•	Given	the	presence	of	the	words	crown
and	kingdom	in	the	poem,	Luis	and	Isabel	may	be	monarchs.	There	is	more
conjecture	about	these	figures	in	the	RGV	edition,	pp.	621-22.

"Mocked,	acclimated	to	goodness..."	(page	473)

hurent	the	Spanish	urente	appears	to	be	intentionally	misspelled	as	hurente.
Vallejo	used	the	word,	spelled	conventionally,	in	Trilce	XVII.

to	groan	with	the	whole	ax	This	phrase	originally	read:

or	to	delouse	oneself

leap	from	the	flank	This	line	and	the	following	one	originally	read:

leap	from	the	margin,	from	the	daily	margin	of	my	mule	that	walks;

`Alfonso:	you	are	looking	at	me	..."	(page	475)

your	last	act's	turn	on	the	wire	The	entire	line	originally	read:

and	on	the	wire	your	last	act	to	dawn,



du	vin,	du	lait,	comptant	les	sous	"wine,	milk,	counting	the	pennies."

Alfonso	Alfonso	de	Silva	was	a	Peruvian	musician	whom	Vallejo	met	in	Paris	in
1923.	Along	with	this	extraordinary	elegy,	Vallejo	appears	to	have	written	a
second	poem	referring	to	the	death	of	Silva,	"Piensan	los	viejos	asnos"	(Old
Asses	Thinking).

beloved	being	The	Spanish	amado	ser	(beloved	being)	and	amado	estar	(beloved
to	be)	cannot	be	fully	translated	(without	interpretation,	which	would	distort	the
meaning	of	the	original),	since	ser	("to	be,"	as	a	verb)	is	not	the	same	thing	as
estar	("to	be,"	as	a	verb).	If	the	two	verbs	are	matched,	the	meaning	distinction	in
English	is	more	or	less	"to	be"	versus	"to	exist,"	since	ser	is	less	time-bound	and
temporary	than	estar.	However,	Vallejo	has	turned	ser	into	a	noun	by	placing	an
accent	over	the	"e,"	and	in	doing	so	seems	to	be	stressing	that	which	is	or	is
idealized	to	always	be,	versus	that	which	has	potential	to	be.	To	translate	estar
here	as	"existence"	would	be	to	lose	the	noun-verb	relationship	clearly
established	in	Vallejo's	handling	of	the	Spanish.	Notice	that	the	"double	tomb"
referred	to	in	line	34	is	merely	a	"tomb"	with	Silva's	"being,"	but	a	"mahogany
one"	with	his	"to	be,"	which	emphasizes	the	abstractness	associated	with	ser	and
the	materiality	associated	with	estar.

boite	de	nuit	French	for	"cabaret"	here.

in	the	opening	of	the	double	tomb	This	line	originally	read:

in	the	opening	of	that	horrible	tomb	without	a	corpse,

Stumble	between	Two	Stars	(page	479)

the	one	who	clothes	a	door	Vallejo	apparently	intentionally	misspelled	coge
(closes)	as	coje.

Farewell	Remembering	a	Good-bye	(page	483)

and,	a	last	glass	of	smoke	This	line	and	the	following	one	originally	read:

and,	a	last	glass	of	blood,	on	its	dramatic	role,	there	is,	and	until	the	end,	the
practical	dream	of	the	soul



"Chances	are,	I'm	another	..."	(page	485)

But	somebody	else's	sweat	This	line	originally	read:

But	somebody	else's	sweat,	but	my	metaphysical	serum

Wedding	March	(page	489)

Trri.E	This	sonnet	was	originally	called	"	Batallon	de	dioses"	(Battalion	of
Gods).	A	second	title,	handwritten,	was	also	rejected:	"Sequito	y	epitalamio"
(Retinue	and	Epithalamion).

I	will	ignite,	my	ant	will	ignite	The	last	two	tercets	originally	read:

I	will	ignite,	my	ant	will	ignite,	my	key	will	ignite,	my	scrape	in	which	the
uneven	cry	won	its	cause.

Then,	making	from	the	atom	a	wheat	spike,	I	will	ignite	my	sickles	at	her	base
and	the	battalion	will	say:	Go	on!	Let	him	go	on!

Intensity	and	Height	(page	495)

coughv	The	Spanish	toz	appears	to	be	a	neologism,	combining	tos	(cough)	with
voz	(voice).

Guitar	(page	497)

and	the	mendacious	eighth	This	line	and	the	one	following	it	(crossed	out	and
not	reworked)	originally	read:

and	the	mendacious	eighth,	suffers	from	an	algebra	more	mendacious,	more
base,	more	metal.

Added	by	hand	to	this	crossed-out	seventh	line	(and	then	also	crossed	out)	was:

rope,	cobra	and	boa.

and	to	be	here	This	entire	line	originally	read:

and	to	be	here,	between	two	treacherous	days?



pintle	We	have	been	unable	to	find	the	word	pona	in	any	Spanish	dictionary.
According	to	Barcia,	the	word	exists	in	the	Spanish	Galician	language	and	was
perhaps	used	as	a	euphemism	by	Vallejo's	grandfathers.	Its	equivalence	in
Spanish	is	pona,	which	literally	means	a	"strong	stick'	but	figuratively,	and	when
spoken	as	an	exclamation,	is	a	polite	euphemism	for	polla	(cock,	slang	for
penis).	Mala	pona	also	suggests	a	parallelism	with	common	Spanish	expressions
like	mala	rona	(awful	mange)	and	mala	sang	(terrible	hatred).	For	the	1978
edition	of	The	Complete	Posthumous	Poetry,	Barcia	and	I	decided	on	"boner"	as
a	translation,	but	today	this	strikes	me	as	too	direct	and	not	obscure	enough.	So	I
have	chosen	pintle,	literally,	a	"pivot	pin,"	which	is	also	obsolete	and	vulgar
slang	for	penis.	The	speaker	in	this	stanza	seems	to	have	been	responding	to
sexual	frustration	with	considerable	ambivalence,	so	I	hope	that	the	play	on
"hard	left"	(zurdazo)-to	be	left	with	an	erection	as	well	as	to	be	hit	with	a	left-
handed	blow-in	the	following	line	will	help	reinforce	Vallejo's	meaning	in
English.

crying	the	days	and	singing	the	months	after	this	line,	the	last	one	in	the	poem,
Vallejo	originally	wrote:

and	added	to	the	females	of	the	dead.

"Hear	your	mass,	your	comet	.	.	.	"	(page	499)

Hear	your	mass	The	first	two	lines	originally	read:

Hear	your	finger,	listen	to	it:	don't	moan	through	your	hand;

in	the	double-quick	step	of	a	skeleton	This	line	originally	read:

carmine	being,	a	being	in	the	double-quick	step	of	a	skeleton.

"What's	got	into	me	..."	(page	501)

sob	earth	and	hang	the	horizon	This	line	and	the	rest	of	the	poem	originally	read:

sob	earth	and	excel	in	Physics?	What's	gotten	into	me,	that	I	cry	and	do	not	cry,
that	I	laugh	and	do	not	laugh?	Pity	for	me!	pity	for	you!	pity	for	him!

Anniversary	(page	503)



one	Refers	to	the	number	here,	not	a	person.

and	what	a	gathering	of	silly	friends	This	line	and	the	following	one	originally
read:

and	what	a	Great	Charmer	and	what	a	nest	of	tigers	in	the	lamp!

Two	Yearning	Children	(page	509)

No.	Their	ankles	have	no	size	Vallejo's	original	first	stanza	read:

No.	The	cock's	aggressive	jaw	has	no	size	nor	is	it	sharpened	on	its	ankle;	it	is
not	its	toothed	spur,	that	jabs	their	two	cheeks.	It's	just	life,	with	robe	and	yoke.

No.	Their	guffaw	has	no	plural	This	line	originally	read:

No.	Their	erectile	exodus	has	no	plural,

I	know	it,	I	intuit	it	This	entire	line	and	the	two	following	it	originally	read:

I	know	it,	I	intuit	it	a	Cartesian,	moribund,	alive,	in	short,	magnificent.	Nothing
is	over	the	capote	of	the	inkwell,

a	hell	of	a	tough	thing	A	Peruvianism,	based	on	cosa	bravisima	(literally,	"a	very
wild	thing").	abstract	reach,	fortunate,	in	fact	This	entire	line	and	the	two
following	it	originally	read:

abstract	reach,	fortunate	and	anatomical,	nevertheless,	glacial	and	snatched
away,	from	the	flame;	motor	of	the	depth,	restrainer	of	form.

The	Nine	Monsters	(page	513)

AND	The	Spanish	I	with	which	the	poem	opens,	appears	to	be	an	intentional
misspelling	of	Y	(And).	The	two	letters	are	pronounced	the	same	way	in
Spanish.	After	this	line,	Vallejo	originally	wrote	the	following	line,	then	crossed
it	out:

I	have	already	said	this	to	Dona	Genoveva,

its	own	mud	and	its	own	solid	cloud	The	typewritten	version	ends	here	and	is



dated	"3	Nov.	1937."	The	rest	of	the	poem	is	handwritten	and	was	added	after
this	date	(which	was	then	crossed	out).

and	this	ear	sounds	nine	strokes	Beginning	with	this	line,	the	number	nine	is
repeated	six	times	in	this	and	the	next	five	lines.	Originally,	Vallejo	used	seven
in	each	place.

arduent	The	Spanish	ardio	appears	to	be	a	metaplasm	derived	from	ardiente
(ardent)	and	arduo	(arduous).	It	is	possible	that	the	word	ardido	(intrepid,	angry)
also	figures	into	the	construction.	It	is	also	possible	that	Vallejo	meant	arido
(arid).

'A	man	walks	by	with	a	baguette..."	(page	517)

Am	I	going	to	write,	after	that,	about	my	double?	This	line	originally	read:

Am	I	going	to	write,	after	that,	of	the	deep	Self?

Will	it	ever	be	possible	to	allude	to	the	deep	Self?	This	line	originally	read:

Will	it	ever	be	possible	to	allude	to	the	durable	Self?

the	non-self	It	would	be	possible	to	translate	Vallejo's	Yo	(line	io)	and	yd	(in	this
line)	as	"Ego"	and	"ego."	Since	Vallejo	criticizes	psychoanalysis	in	line	4,	I	have
not	chosen	to	use	these	terms.

"Today	a	splinter	has	gotten	into	her	..."	(page	519)

afflixion	An	intentional	misspelling	of	afliccion	(affliction),	possibly	to	evoke
crucifixion.	This	misspelling	is	repeated	in	line	32.

the	smoke	of	her	dogma	Instead	of	humareda	(a	great	deal	of	smoke),	Vallejo
wrote	humillo	(a	thin	smoke	or	vapor)	in	the	original	version.	To	avoid	having	to
write	"a	great	deal	of	smoke"	in	English,	we	have	translated	humareda	as
"smoke"	and	salid	(came	out)	as	"poured	out."

Immensity	pursues	her	This	line	originally	read:

Immensity	pillages	her



"There	are	days,	there	comes	to	me	..."	(page	521)

to	wash	the	cripple's	foot	After	this	line,	the	following	one	has	been	crossed	out:

the	foot	that	he	lacks,

to	help	whoever	smiles	laugh	After	this	line,	the	following	one	has	been	crossed
out:

to	help	the	elderly	ones	chew,

Clapping	and	Guitar	(page	525)

teneblearic	See	note	on	Trilce	XI.

The	Soul	That	Suffered	from	Being	Its	Body	(page	529)

diaphanous	The	word	diafano	replaced	carbon	in	the	line.

miserable	ape	After	this	line,	the	following	two	originally	read:

barefoot,	ashen	cock;	Darwin's	little	man,	bailiff	who	urinates	on	me,	most
atrocious	microbe.

you	question	your	navel	This	line	was	originally	a	little	different	from	the	final
version	and	was	followed	by	two	lines	later	crossed	out:

and	you	question	your	navel	valiantly:	where?	how?	and	your	penis;	with
impetuosity:	for	how	long?

"He	who	will	come	has	just	passed	.	.	.	"	(page	535)

afixion	The	Spanish	aflixidn	is	an	intentional	misspelling	of	afliccion
(affliction),	possibly	to	evoke	the	word	crucifixion.

Has	just	passed	without	having	come	After	this	last	line	in	the	final	version,
Vallejo	had	originally	written	two	more	lines,	which	were	crossed	out:

he	will	not	forget	me,	in	the	past,	when	he	returns,	to	remember	me,	in	the
future,	when	he	parts.



"Were	the	evil	one	to	come	.	.	.	"	(page	537)

Were	snow	to	be	in	excess	This	line	originally	read:

Were	the	notion	of	fire	to	lack	snow,

Were	dung	to	lack	an	excavation	nearby	This	line	originally	read:

Were	two	to	lack	eleven	for	thirteen,

and	the	sky	an	atmosphere	This	line	originally	read:

and	the	difficult	an	easy,	and	iron	gold	...

with	what	to	be	poor	The	original	version	of	this	line	was	corrected	and	the	one
following	it	crossed	out:

with	what	to	be	poor,	if	I	have	nothing?	and	furthermore,	with	whom?

I	have	no	mouth	After	this	line,	the	last	one	in	the	final	version,	the	poem
originally	ended	with:

I'm	not	exaggerating.

"Let	the	millionaire	walk	naked	..."	(page	539)

stark	naked	In	Spanish	en	pelo	(bareback)	is	normally	used	to	describe	riding	a
horse	bareback.	In	Peru,	when	used	in	reference	to	a	person,	it	suggests	stark
nakedness.

deepage	The	Spanish	hondor	is	a	neologism,	based	on	hondo	(deep)	or	hondura
(depth).	The	'r'	appears	to	have	been	added	in	the	same	spirit	that	negro	(black)
has	been	transformed	into	negror	(blackness).	Since	the	addition	of	-ness	to	deep
would	not	result	in	a	neologism,	I	have	taken	a	different	route.

"Contrary	to	the	mountain	birds	..."	(page	543)

metalous	The	Spanish	metaloso	appears	to	be	a	neologism,	constructed	in	the
same	way	that	pilar/pilaroso	is.



by	sheer	humbleness	the	Great	was	born	This	line	originally	read:

half	humble	all	of	the	Great	was	born;

what	is	taking	place	in	our	epoch	After	this	line	to	the	end	of	the	stanza,	the
original	typewritten	version	reads:

in	my	male	belly	strangely	After	this	line,	the	following	one	was	crossed	out:

Sad	is	the	cause;	the	end,	even	happier.

"Something	identifies	you	with	the	one	..."	(page	551)

The	whole	social	mechanism	After	this	sentence,	the	following	one	was	crossed
out:

That	is	why	I	lock	myself,	at	times,	in	my	hotel,	to	kill	my	corpse	and	to	hold	a
wake	over	it.

The	date	of	this	poem	is	in	brackets,	since	no	date	is	typed	on	the	worksheet.	On
the	basis	of	typewriter	comparisons,	Larrea	dates	it	in	the	later	part	of	1937.	The
November	24,	1937,	date	appeared	in	the	first	edition	of	Poemas	humanos.

"In	short,	I	have	nothing	with	which	to	express	..."	(page	553)

my	life,	except	my	death	After	this	line,	the	following	second	line	was	crossed
out:

In	short,	I	cure	death	with	the	sores	of	life.

A	little	more	calm	..."	(page	555)

Gonzalez	Vigil	conjectures	that	this	poem	is	addressed	to	militant	communists.



how	to	contain	your	volume	without	running	This	line	originally	read:

how	to	contain	your	mental	volume	without	grieving.

Sermon	on	Death	(page	563)

my	potato	and	my	flesh	This	line	originally	read:

And	my	potato	and	my	flesh	and	my	contradiction	worthy	of	opprobrium?

wolvum	The	Spanish	love	(which	plays	off	loco,	"crazy")	appears	to	be	an
intentional	misspelling	of	lobo	(wolf),	a	usage	that	Gonzalez	Vigil	understands
as	a	way	to	link	the	word	to	ovo	(egg,	or	ovum).	I	agree	and	have	tried	to
approximate	this	construction	in	English.

cognitive,	auriferous	In	place	of	aurifero	(auriferous)	Vallejo	had	originally
written	eliptico	(elliptical).	In	the	same	line,	brazudo	(thick-armed),	deriving
from	brazo	(arm),	is	given	an	-udo	suffix,	an	augmentative,	suggesting	big	or
strong	arms.

SPAIN,	TAKE	THIS	CUP	FROM	ME

The	first	edition	of	Poemas	humanos	(privately	published	by	Georgette	de
Vallejo	and	coedited	with	her	friend	the	historian	Raul	Porras	Barrenechea	in
1939,	in	Paris)	seemed	to	be	without	any	conscious	order	except	for	the	last
fifteen	poems	entitled	Espana,	aparta	de	mi	este	caliz.	It	is	now	known	that
although	Vallejo	worked	feverishly	on	his	poetry	during	the	last	months	of	his
life,	the	only	final	draft	he	was	able	to	complete	was	the	full	text	of	Espana,
aparta	de	mi	este	caliz,	a	copy	of	which	was	sent	to	Spain	for	publication.	The
edition	was	to	be	under	the	care	of	the	Spanish	poet	Emilio	Prados	and	published
by	a	cultural	unit	attached	to	the	Loyalist	army	at	the	Aragon	front.	The	book
was	printed	in	September	1938	but	could	not	be	bound	and	distributed,	and	only
a	single	copy	survived	the	defeat	of	the	Spanish	Republic	a	few	months	later.	On
February	9,	1940,	Espana,	aparta	de	mi	este	caliz	was	published	in	Mexico,	by
Editorial	Seneca,	under	the	care	of	the	same	Emilio	Prados,	with	some
preliminary	words	by	Juan	Larrea	entitled	"Profecia	de	America"	and	a	portrait
in	ink	of	Vallejo	by	Picasso.

As	with	Human	Poems,	the	translation	of	Spain,	Take	This	Cup	from	Me	is	a



significantly	revised	version	of	what	Jose	Rubia	Barcia	and	I	presented	in	the
1978	Complete	Posthumous	Poetry.

In	Espana,	two	poems	seemed	more	impressive	before	Vallejo's	handwritten
corrections	were	made;	I	present	these	pieces	in	a	translation	based	on	the
uncorrected	typescript	in	the	notes	that	follow.	Also	in	regard	to	Espana,	I	have
translated,	as	an	appendix	to	these	notes,	one	sequence	of	eight	Roman-
numeraled	poems	(I	-	VIII)	that	were	finally	distributed	throughout	the
manuscript	in	a	different	order,	with	some	of	the	best	writing	elimi	nated	(section
II	was	completely	suppressed,	as	was	nearly	half	of	III,	and	a	half-dozen	lines	of
IV,	V,	and	VII).	I	feel	that	the	essence	of	this	book	is	in	these	eight	sections.

I/	Hymn	to	the	Volunteers	for	the	Republic	(page	569)

civilian-fighter	The	Spanish	miliciano	literally	means	"militiaman."	Because	of
current	American	connotations	of	this	word,	we	have	decided	that	"civilian-
fighter"	conveys	more	accurately	the	meaning	that	miliciano	acquired	during	the
Spanish	Civil	War.

since	your	long	ecstatic	moment	...	double-edged	speed	Here	Vallejo	fully	opens
himself	to	the	conflict,	and	thus	to	death,	envisioning	this	act	as	a	torero	working
against	a	bull's	"double-edged	speed."	His	"costumed	in	greatness"	evokes	the
bullfighter's	garb,	the	traje	de	laces.	The	last	of	these	three	lines	originally	read:

my	tininess	in	the	form	of	smoke	from	a	fire.

biennial	The	biennial	referred	to	here	is	the	period	1934-1936,	called	el	bienio
negro	(the	black	biennial),	that	preceded	the	war.

Calderon	Pedro	Calderon	de	la	Barca	(16oo-1681),	famous	Spanish	playwright,
author	of	La	vida	es	sueno	(Life	Is	a	Dream).	Lines	42	through	52	are	an
extraordinary	weave	of	great	Spanish	figures	of	the	past	and	contemporary	war
heroes	and	heroines.

Coll	Antonio	Coll,	a	popular	hero	during	the	war.	He	appears	to	have	been	the
first,	on	foot,	to	knock	out	Italian	tanks	with	homemade	hand	grenades.



Quevedo	Francisco	de	Quevedo	(1580-1645),	famous	satirist,	perhaps	the
Spanish	poet	most	admired	by	Vallejo.

Cajal	Santiago	Ramon	y	Cajal	(1852-1934),	famous	histologist	who	shared	the
Nobel	Prize	for	medicine	in	19o6.	He	specialized	in	the	microscopic	study	of
cells	in	the	nervous	system.

Teresa	Teresa	de	Jesus	(1515-1582),	famous	writer	and	mystic,	to	whom	is
attributed	the	sonnet	that	begins:	"I	die	because	I	am	not	dying."

Lina	Odena	Popular	heroine	who	died	fighting	Fascism	on	the	southern	front.

Abyssinian	lion	An	allusion	to	the	Abyssinian	"negus,"	or	"Lion	of	Judea,"
exiled	by	Mussolini's	invading	forces.	The	Italians	fought	on	both	sides	during
the	Spanish	Civil	War.

ferule	The	word	ferula,	like	pecho,	seems	to	have	had	a	special	significance	for
Vallejo.	Unlike	rod,	it	is	not	commonly	used,	so	once	again	we	have	not
interpreted	it.	The	word	comes	from	the	giant	fennel	stalks	traditionally	used	for
punishing	schoolboys.	Vallejo	uses	the	word	several	times	in	Spain,	Take	This
Cup	from	Me.

II	/	Battles	(page	579)

TrrLE	The	original	title	was	"Batallas	de	Espana"	("Battles	in	Spain"),	followed
by	the	Roman	numeral	I.	Later	sections	of	this	poem	have	additional	crossed-out
Roman	numerals,	and	several	later	poems	in	the	final	Spain	sequence	also	have
crossed-out	Roman	numerals,	which	have	been	changed	by	hand.	It	appears	that
Vallejo	originally	intended	an	eightsection	poem	called	"Battles	in	Spain,"	some
of	which	was	crossed	out	and	all	of	which	was	reorganized	in	the	construction	of
the	final	version.	The	original	"Battles	in	Spain"	can	be	reconstructed	from	the
facsimile,	and	since	it	is	an	excellent	poem	in	itself,	and	contains	con	siderable
first-rate	crossed-out	material,	we	have	translated	it	and,	as	mentioned	above,
will	present	it	at	the	end	of	these	notes.

Estremadura	The	names	Extremadura	and	Extremei	o	are	misspelled	in	Spanish
throughout	the	poem,	written	as	Estremadura	and	Estremei	o.	Extremadura,	the
western	region	of	Spain,	is	known	for	its	poverty	and	absentee	landowners.	The



first	important	battle	of	the	war	took	place	there.	The	region	was	finally	overrun
by	colonial	Moorish	troops	brought	to	Spain	to	fight	with	the	Fascist	rebels.

under	your	foot	I	hear	the	smoke	of	the	wolf	The	line	originally	read:

I	hear	under	your	foot	the	smoke	of	the	human	wolf,

the	smoke	of	the	species	The	line	originally	read:

the	smoke	of	the	evolution	of	the	species,

and	dead	blood	from	living	blood	The	line	originally	read:

and	living	blood	from	dead	blood!

This	line	was	followed	by	two	later	omitted	lines,	which	read:

for	whom	life	killed	you	and	death	gave	birth	to	you	The	line	originally	read:

for	whom	death	killed	you	and	life	gave	birth	to	you

how	you	keep	plowing	our	chests!	The	line	originally	read:

how	you	keep	plowing	with	your	cross	in	our	chests!

Estremanian	bent	on	elbow	After	this	line,	the	following	one	was	crossed	out:

to	listen	to	the	dying	die

and	the	very	sky	itself	After	this	line,	the	following	three	lines	were	crossed	out:

The	part	of	the	poem	originally	under	Roman	numeral	I	ended	here.	The
following	thirtytwo	lines	made	up	what	was	originally	Section	II	of	"Battles	in
Spain":



Terrestrial	and	oceanic,	infinite	Iron!

The	part	of	the	poem	originally	under	Roman	numeral	II	ended	here.	Ir	tn,	a
Basque	town	very	close	to	the	French-Spanish	border,	was	occupied	by	Fascist
troops	on	September	5,	1936,	after	being	ferociously	attacked	by	land,	sea,	and



air.	The	Bidasoa	is	a	river	in	Basque	country,	a	part	of	the	French-Spanish
border.	The	following	six	lines	made	up	what	was	originally	the	beginning	of
Section	III	of	"Battles	in	Spain":

Retreating	from	Talavera

This	last	line,	with	the	addition	of	an	initial	"Then,"	became	the	first	line	of	what
is	now	the	fourth	stanza	of	"Battles,"	or	line	43

Talavera	Talavera	de	la	Reina,	a	town	in	the	province	of	Toledo,	taken	by	Fascist
troops	on	their	way	to	Madrid	on	September	5,	1936.

their	loss	in	their	backs	This	line	originally	read:

dying,	their	kneecaps	on	their	shoulders	and	their	loss	in	their	backs

loving	unwillingly	This	line	originally	read:

loving	unwillingly,	they	forced	Toledo	to	commit	suicide,

in	a	Spanish	way	Originally,	this	line	ended	with	a	period	and	the	next	two	lines,
later	crossed	out,	followed:

where	to	plant	their	pocket-size	olive	tree	After	this	line,	the	following	ten	lines
were	crossed	out:



(In	the	sixth	line	of	this	deleted	material,	"Toledo"	was	substituted	for	"Spain"	at
one	point.)	But	from	here	This	line	and	the	two	following	it	originally	read:

Guernica	Immortalized	by	Picasso's	famous	painting,	the	town	of	Guernica	was
sacred	to	the	Basque	people.	German	bombers,	authorized	by	Franco,	destroyed
it	completely	on	April	26,	1937,	even	though	it	had	no	military	value.

Tacit	defenders	of	Guernica	In	place	of	this	line	and	the	three	following	it,	the
end	of	this	stanza	originally	read:

the	cemeteries	were	bombed	This	line	and	the	six	following	it	originally	were
eight	and	read:



simple,	just,	collective	This	line	was	originally	different	and	was	followed	by
five	lines	later	crossed	out:

simple	and	one,	collective	and	one!

Composition	and	strength	of	the	fistful	of	nothingness,	as	they	say,	the	whole
living	death	defended	life,

Malaga	without	father	or	mother	This	long	stanza,	a	poem	in	its	own	right,	was
originally	not	part	of	"Battles	in	Spain";	it	appears	to	have	been	added	later	when
Vallejo	was	organizing	Spain,	Take	This	Cup	from	Me.	Malaga	was	taken	by	the
Italian	General	Roatta's	troops	on	February	8,1937.	Thousands	of	the	city's
inhabitants	fled	along	the	coast	toward	Almeria	and	were	slaughtered	in	great
numbers	by	German	naval	fire	and	German	and	Italian	bombers.	Literal	and
malaguenan	Malaga	This	line	originally	read:

Literal	Malaga,	separation	of	posthumous	grains	of	sand,

Given	Malaga's	proximity	to	the	shore	(and	the	references	to	sea	and	foam	in	the
poem),	there	is	probably,	in	the	word	literal,	a	pun	on	literal	(littoral).

III	/	"He	used	to	write	with	his	big	finger	..."	(page	587)

This	poem	was	originally	VI	in	"Battles	in	Spain."	It	was	later	taken	out	of	that
sequence	and	turned	into	III	in	Spain,	Take	This	Cup	from	Me.

Pedro	Rojas	Appears	to	be	a	fictitious	character,	a	symbol	of	the	humblest	and



most	oppressed	human	beings.	He	has	just	learned	to	write	a	little,	and	hearing
vivan	as	viban	and	avisa	as	abisa,	misspells	the	words.	We	pickup	the
misspellings	by	using	"combanions"	in	place	of	"companions."

he	was	killed	at	the	base	of	his	big	finger!	This	line	originally	was	two	lines:

and	fought	with	his	cells	Originally	this	and	the	next	line	read:

and	when	he	was	already	close	to	everything	After	this	line,	the	three	following
it	were	crossed	out:

(This	third	line	was	later	added	at	the	end	of	the	final	version.)

IV	/	"The	beggars	fight	for	Spain..."	(page	591)

This	poem	was	originally	section	VII	of	"Battles	in	Spain."

The	mendicants	fight	satanically	This	line	and	the	two	following	it	were
originally	four	lines:

at	the	foot	of	the	individual	This	line	originally	read:

at	the	foot	of	the	individual,	on	the	mountain	at	the	heart's	peak

killing	by	merely	being	beggars	This	line	was	originally	followed	by	a	crossed-
out	line	that	read:



The	beggars	fight	for	the	poor!

Pleas	of	the	infantry	This	line	originally	read:

Troops	of	pleas	on	foot,

crumb	under	belt	This	line	was	originally	followed	by	a	crossed-out	line	that
read:

functional	attack	behind	their	chests

V	/	"There	she	goes!	..."	(page	593)

At	the	end	of	this	poem,	a	few	spaces	below	it,	Imagen	espanola	de	la	muerte
(Spanish	image	of	death)	is	written	in	by	hand.	Because	of	specific	revisions	and
additions	to	it,	we	suspect	that	this	poem	was	written	earlier	than	most	of	the
Spanish	Civil	War	poems	and/or	at	one	point	intended	for	inclusion	in	Poemas
humanos.	In	its	original	typed	version,	the	poem	is	not	connected	to	the	war
itself	and,	in	our	opinion,	is	a	stronger	piece	than	it	finally	became	as	Vallejo
worked	it	into	the	fabric	of	the	present	book.	Instead	of	indicating	changes	line
by	line,	in	this	case	we	would	like	to	present	a	translation	of	the	poem	based	on
the	original	version:



In	the	above	version,	there	are	a	few	textual	variations:

with	her	carbonic	acid	declivity	this	phrase	was	crossed	out	in	favor	of	"with	her
ink	and	inkwell,"	which	was	crossed	out	in	favor	of	"through	Teruel,"	which	led



to	the	final	"through	Iritn."

the	glans	penis	The	way	in	which	this	phrase	was	added,	by	hand,	to	the	line
indicates	that	perhaps	it	was	originally	not	a	correction	for	"my	meatus,"	but
rather	an	extension	of	it.

VI	/	Cortege	after	the	Capture	of	Bilbao	(page	597)

Trr1E	Bilbao,	the	greatest	industrial	city	in	northern	Basque	Spain,	fell	into
Fascist	hands	on	June	18,	1937.

Loyalist	To	translate	republicana	here	as	"Republican"	would	be	misleading.
"Loyalist"	conveys	the	idea	of	one	loyal	to	the	existing	government,	the	Spanish
Republic.

VII	/	"For	several	days	the	air,	companions	..."	(page	599)

Gijon	An	industrial	town	in	the	northern	province	of	Asturias,	which	withstood
Fascist	attack	for	a	long	time	before	being	evacuated	on	October	21,	1937.

for	very	many	Spains	ay!	Gijon	This	line	was	originally	followed	by	two	lines,
which	were	later	crossed	out:

VIII	/	"Back	here	..."	(page	6oi)

Back	here	The	first	stanza	originally	read:

Ramon	Collar	Pronounced	Co-yar,	probably	a	fictitious	name,	symbolizing	a
peasantsoldier	in	the	defense	of	Madrid.



Ramon	of	sorrow	This	line	originally	read:

Ramon	of	sorrow	and	with	a	Collar	of	abuses

Back	here,	Ramon	Collar	Originally	this	line	and	the	last	one	were	three	and
read:

IX	/	Short	Prayer	for	a	Loyalist	Hero	(page	605)

a	book	was	sprouting	This	line	was	originally	followed	by	a	line	that	was	later
crossed	out:

a	book	with	the	quality	of	deep	fiber	or	filament.

The	hero	was	carried	off	This	line	originally	read:

The	hero	was	carried	off,	knees	extended	over	his	name

navehalls	As	it	did	in	"Epistle	to	the	Passersby,"	hombligo	appears	to	be	an
intentional	misspelling	of	ombligo	(navel).

Poetry	of	the	royal	purple	cheekbone	This	third	stanza	originally	read:

X1	Winter	during	the	Battle	for	Teruel	(page	607)

TrrLE	The	original	title,	"After	the	Battle"	("Despues	de	la	batalla"),	was
changed	by	hand	to	its	final	state.	Previous	to	the	addition	of	"Teruel,"	"Madrid"



was	written	in	and	then	crossed	out	in	favor	of	"Teruel."	The	battle	for	Teruel
took	place	in	terrible	weather	(the	temperature	dropped	below	minus-2o	degrees
at	times)	from	December	15,	1937,	to	February	a2,	1938.	It	was	perhaps	the
most	ferocious	battle	of	the	war.

the	serene	branch	of	Chemistry	Following	this	line,	there	appears,	crossed	out:

with	the	swift	precision	of	a	verdict

you	see	it,	for	you	touched	your	testicles	Originally	this	line	ended	with	a
comma	and	was	followed	by:

while	eating	a	moaning	oyster.

XII	/	Mass	(page	611)

After	the	second	repetition	of	the	refrain	line	("But	the	corpse,	alas!	kept	on
dying"),	at	the	end	of	the	second	stanza,	the	following	three	lines	were	crossed
out:

XIII	/	Funereal	Drumroll	for	the	Ruins	of	Durango	(page	613)

TITLE	Durango,	a	town	in	the	Basque	province	of	Viscaya,	was	destroyed	by
repeated	German	air	raids,	at	almost	the	same	time	that	Guernica	was,	on	April
26,1937-	In	the	title,	the	word	drumroll	was	originally	hymn.	Since	the	original
version	of	this	poem	is	quite	different	from	the	final	one	(and	in	our	opinion	is	a
stronger	poem),	we	have	decided	to	print	the	original	in	its	entirety:



(In	revising	this	poem,	Vallejo	crossed	out	stanzas	three	and	eight	and
completely	altered	the	lines	and	order	of	the	others.)

XIV	/	"Beware,	Spain,	of	your	own	Spain..."	(page	615)	In	the	facsimiles,	this



poem	appears	to	have	originally	been	section	VIII,	the	final	section	of	"Battles	in
Spain."	The	number	VIII	was	then	crossed	out	and	XIV	written	in	by	hand.

XV/	Spain,	Take	This	Cup	from	Me	(page	617)

TITLE	Taken	from	the	words	spoken	by	Jesus	at	Gethsemane:	"My	Father,	if	it
be	possible,	let	this	cup	pass	away	from	me:	nevertheless,	not	as	I	will,	but	as
thou	wilt"	(Matthew	26:	39).	We	have	not	felt	bound	to	copy	the	bibilical	version
of	the	phrase	but	have	rendered	it	more	actively.	In	the	facsimile,	a	handwritten
XIII	is	crossed	out	in	favor	of	a	handwritten	XV.

children,	what	an	age	of	concave	temples	As	in	line	41,	seines	(temples)	refers
only	to	the	human	head.	After	this	line,	the	following	one	was	crossed	out:

what	a	wheat	spike	on	the	agricultural	thumb!

if	the	sky	fits	between	two	terrestrial	limbos	this	line	originally	read:

if	the	sky	fits	between	terrestrial	plates,
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For	nearly	fifty	years,	I	have	been	translating	the	poetry	of	Cesar	Vallejo.	His
writing	has	become	the	keelson	in	the	ship	of	poetry	I	have	attempted	to
construct.	Here	I	would	like	to	offer	an	overview	of	my	lifelong	evolving
relationship	with	Vallejo	and	with	translation,	and	to	evoke	some	of	the
experiences	that	have	come	out	of	it.	Finally,	I	would	like	to	say	what	this
companionship	has	meant	to	me,	as	a	poet	and	as	a	human	being.

While	I	was	a	student	at	Indiana	University	in	1957,	a	painter	friend,	Bill	Paden,
gave	me	a	copy	of	the	New	Directions	1944	Latin	American	Poetry	anthology.	I
was	particularly	impressed	with	the	poetry	of	Pablo	Neruda	and	Cesar	Vallejo.
While	I	was	able	to	make	sense	of	Neruda's	Latin	American	Surrealism	by
comparing	it	to	its	French	prototypes,	Vallejo	was	something	else:	he	had	a
unique	imagination	and	a	highly	complicated	style,	and	his	images	seemed	to
work	on	several	levels.	He	wrote	bitterly	about	Peruvian	provincial	life	and
passionately	about	the	Spanish	Civil	War.	I	decided	at	that	time	to	read	Neruda
first	and,	other	than	a	few	poems	from	his	first	book,	hold	off	on	Vallejo	until
later.

I	then	discovered	that	Angel	Flores	had	translated	all	of	Neruda's	Residencia	en
la	tierra,	and	on	comparing	his	versions	with	those	of	H.	R.	Hays	and	Dudley
Fitts	in	the	anthology,	I	was	intrigued	by	the	differences.	Without	knowing	any
Spanish,	I	began	to	tinker	with	the	versions.	Doing	so	got	me	to	thinking	about
going	to	Mexico	City,	which	was	then	featured	in	the	literary	news	as	a	mecca
for	the	Beats	and	their	followers.	At	the	beginning	of	the	summer	of	1959,	with	a
pocket	SpanishEnglish	dictionary	and	two	hundred	dollars,	I	hitchhiked	to
Mexico.	The	following	summer,	in	order	to	improve	my	Spanish,	I	returned	to
Mexico,	rented	a	room	in	the	back	of	a	butcher's	home	in	Chapala,	and	spent	the
summer	reading	Neruda's	poetry,	as	well	as	writing	most	of	the	poems	that	were
to	appear	in	my	first	book,	Mexico	k	North,	in	1962.

In	1960	I	edited	three	issues	of	the	English	Department-sponsored	literary
triquarterly,	Folio,	where	I	printed	some	Neruda	translations	I	had	done	with
friends	in	Mexico	City,	and	four	Vallejo	versions,	co-translated	with	another
graduate	student,	Maureen	Lahey.	Discovering	the	poetry	of	Neruda	and	Vallejo
made	me	realize	that	poetry	was	an	international	phenomenon	and	that	North



American	poetry	was	but	one	part	of	it.	As	a	young	aspiring	poet,	I	had	a	hunch
that	I	would	learn	something	about	poetry	by	translating	it	that	I	would	not	learn
solely	from	reading	poetry	written	in	English.

I	finished	a	master's	degree	in	1961	and	took	a	job	with	the	University	of
Maryland's	Far	Eastern	Division,	teaching	literature	to	military	personnel
stationed	in	Japan,	Taiwan,	and	Korea.	Before	leaving,	almost	as	an	afterthought,
I	packed	the	copy	of	Poesia	de	America	#5,	Homenaje	a	Cesar	Vallejo	that	I	had
found	in	a	Mexico	City	bookstore.

The	following	year,	my	first	wife,	Barbara,	and	I	moved	to	Kyoto	on	the	advice
of	the	poet	Gary	Snyder,	who	was	studying	Zen	Buddhism	there.	For	the	next
two	years	I	studied	and	wrote,	making	a	living	by	teaching	English	as	a	second
language	at	various	Japanese	companies.	In	1962,	having	completed	a	small
collection	of	Neruda	translations	(published	in	San	Francisco	by	George
Hitchcock's	Amber	House	Press	as	Residence	on	Earth),	I	decided	to	investigate
the	Vallejo	poems	in	the	Mexican	journal.

The	first	poem	I	tried	to	read,	from	Poemas	humanos,	was	"Me	viene,	hay	dias,
una	gana	uberrima,	politica	..."	It	was	as	if	a	hand	of	wet	sand	had	come	out	of
the	original	and	"quicked"	me	in-I	was	quicksanded,	in	over	my	head.	Or	was	it
a	spar	Vallejo	threw	me?	In	this	poem,	Vallejo	was	claiming	that	he	desired	to
love,	and	that	his	desire	for	desire	led	him	to	imagine	all	sorts	of	"interhuman"
acts,	like	kissing	a	singer's	muffler,	or	kissing	a	deaf	man	on	his	cranial	murmur.
He	wanted	to	help	everyone	achieve	his	goal,	no	matter	what	it	was,	even	to	help
the	killer	killand	he	wanted	to	be	good	to	himself	in	everything.	These	were
thoughts	that,	had	I	had	them	myself,	I	would	either	have	dismissed	or	so
immediately	repressed	that	they	would	have	evaporated.	But	now	I	realized	that
there	was	a	whole	wailing	cathedral	of	desires,	half-desires,	mad-desires,
antidesires,	all	of	which,	in	the	Vallejo	poem,	seemed	caught	on	the	edge	of	no-
desire.	And	if	so,	what	brought	about	these	bizarre	desires?	The	need	to	flee	his
body?	His	inability	to	act	on	desire?	A	terrible	need	to	intercede	in	everyone's
acts?	I	did	not	know,	but	trying	to	read	him	made	me	feel	that	I	was	in	the
presence	of	a	mile-thick	spirit.	So	I	kept	at	it.

Soon	I	decided	that	I	should	not	just	read	the	eighty-nine	poems	in	Poemas
humanos,	but	I	should	also	try	to	translate	them.	To	do	that	meant	an	awesome
commitment	of	psyche	as	well	as	time.	In	committing	myself	to	such	a	project,



was	I	evading	the	hard	work	of	trying	to	find	my	way	in	poetry	of	my	own?	Or
could	I	think	of	working	on	Vallejo	as	a	way	of	working	on	myself?	Possibly.
But	much	of	what	he	wrote	seemed	obscure	to	me.	Did	that	mean	my	Spanish
was	so	inadequate	that	I	simply	could	not	make	sense	of	Vallejo's	language?	Or
was	it	a	combination	of	those	things,	plus	my	having	tapped	into	something	that
was	coherent,	and	instructive,	but	at	a	level	I	had	yet	to	plumb?

In	the	afternoon	I	would	ride	my	motorcycle	downtown	and	work	on	translations
in	the	Yorunomado	coffeeshop.	I	would	always	sit	by	the	carp	pond	on	the	patio.
There	I	discovered	the	following	words	of	Vallejo:	"And	where	is	the	other	flank
of	this	cry	of	pain	if,	to	estimate	it	as	a	whole,	it	breaks	now	from	the	bed	of	a
man?"	In	that	line	I	saw	Vallejo	in	a	birth	bed,	not	knowing	how	to	give	birth,	an
impression	that	led	me	to	a	whole	other	realization:	that	artistic	bearing	and
fruition	were	physical	as	well	as	mental,	a	matter	of	one's	total	energy.	Both	in
translating	and	in	working	on	my	own	poems,	I	felt	a	terrific	resistance,	as	if
every	attempt	I	made	to	advance	was	met	by	a	force	that	pushed	me	back.	It	was
as	if	through	Vallejo	I	had	made	contact	with	a	negative	impaction	in	my	being,
a	nebulous	depth	charge	that	I	had	been	carrying	around	with	me	for	many	years.
For	most	of	1963	and	the	first	half	of	1964,	everything	I	saw	and	felt	clustered
around	this	feeling;	it	seemed	to	dwell	in	a	phrase	from	the	I	Ching,	"the
darkening	of	the	light,"	as	well	as	in	the	Kyoto	sky,	gray	and	overcast,	yet
mysteriously	luminous.

I	also	began	to	have	violent	and	morbid	fantasies	that	seemed	provoked	by	the
combination	of	translating	and	writing.	More	and	more	I	felt	that	I	was
struggling	with	a	man	as	well	as	a	text,	and	that	this	struggle	was	a	matter	of	my
becoming	or	failing	to	become	a	poet.	The	man	I	was	struggling	with	did	not
want	his	words	changed	from	one	language	to	another.	I	also	realized	that	in
working	on	Vallejo's	Poemas	humanos	I	had	ceased	to	be	what	I	was	before
coming	to	Kyoto,	that	I	now	had	a	glimpse	of	another	life,	a	life	I	was	to	create
for	myself,	and	that	this	other	man	I	was	struggling	with	was	also	the	old
Clayton	who	was	resisting	change.	The	old	Clayton	wanted	to	continue	living	in
his	white	Presbyterian	world	of	"light"where	man	is	associated	with
day/clarity/good	and	woman	with	night/opaqueness/bad.	The	darkness	that	was
beginning	to	spread	through	my	sensibility	could	be	viewed	as	the	breaking	up
of	the	belief	in	male	supremacy	that	had	generated	much	of	that	"light."

In	the	last	half	of	"The	Book	of	Yorunomado,"	the	only	poem	of	my	own	I



completed	to	any	satisfaction	while	living	in	Japan,	I	envisioned	myself	as	a	kind
of	angel-less	Jacob	wrestling	with	a	figure	who	possessed	a	language	the
meaning	of	which	I	was	attempting	to	wrest	away.	I	lose	the	struggle	and	find
myself	on	a	seppuku	platform	in	medieval	Japan,	being	condemned	by	Vallejo
(now	playing	the	role	of	a	karo,	or	overlord)	to	disembowel	myself.	I	do	so,
cutting	my	ties	to	the	"given	life"	and	releasing	a	visionary	figure	of	the
imagination,	named	Yorunomado	(in	honor	of	my	working	place),	who	had	till
that	point	been	chained	to	an	altar	in	my	solar	plexus.	In	early	1964,	the	fruit	of
my	struggle	with	Vallejo	was	not	a	successful	linguistic	translation	but	an
imaginative	advance	in	which	a	third	figure	had	emerged	from	my	intercourse
with	the	text.	Yorunomado	then	became	another	guide	in	the	ten-year	process	of
developing	a	"creative	life,"	recorded	in	my	booklength	poem,	Coils	(1973).

I	was	close	to	completing	a	first	draft	of	Human	Poems	in	March	1963	when	I
had	a	very	strange	experience.	After	translating	all	afternoon	in	the	Yorunomado
coffeeshop,	I	motorcycled	over	to	the	pottery	manufacturer	where	I	taught
English	conversation	once	a	week.	Whenever	I	had	things	to	carry	on	the	cycle,	I
would	strap	them	with	a	bungee	cord	to	the	platform	behind	the	seat.	That
evening	when	I	left	the	company,	I	strapped	on	the	poem-filled	notebook,	my
dictionary,	and	a	copy	of	the	Spanish	book.	It	was	now	dark,	and	the	alley	was
poorly	lit.	I	had	gone	a	half-block	when	I	heard	a	voice	cry	in	Japanese:	"Hey,
you	dropped	something!"	I	stopped	and	swerved	around	to	find	the	platform
empty-even	the	bungee	cord	was	gone!	I	retraced	my	path	on	foot-nothing.	I
looked	for	the	person	who	had	called	out.	No	one	was	there.	While	I	was
walking	around	in	the	dark,	a	large	skinny	dog	began	to	follow	me.	I	was
reminded	of	the	Mexican	pariah	dogs,	and	that	association	gave	an	eerie	identity
to	this	dog.	Was	it	Peruvian?	Was	itVallejo?	I	went	back	the	next	morning	to
search	in	daylight,	and	of	course	there	was	no	trace	of	the	notebook.	So	I	had	to
start	all	over	again.

If	I	had	turned	Vallejo	into	a	challenging	mentor	from	the	past,	I	had	also	found
a	living	mentor,	as	complicated	in	his	own	way	as	Vallejo	himself:	he	was	Cid
Corman,	a	poet,	editor	(of	origin	magazine	and	books),	and	translator	who	had
taken	up	residence	in	Kyoto.	I	began	to	visit	him	weekly,	in	the	evening,	at	the
Muse	coffeeshop	downtown.	Corman,	who	was	eleven	years	my	senior,	seemed
to	like	me,	but	he	did	not	like	the	kind	of	self-involved	poetry	that	I	was	trying	to
write.	Since,	especially	in	origin,	he	presented	an	impressive	vision	of	what



poetry	could	be	on	an	international	scale,	I	found	myself	in	the	impossible
situation	of	wanting	to	address	the	forces	erupting	in	me	and	also	wanting	to
write	poems	that	might	make	their	way	into	his	magazine.	Thus	while	testing
myself	against	Vallejo's	Spanish,	I	was	also	working	with	a	Corman	raven	on	my
shoulder	staring	critically	at	what	I	was	struggling	to	articulate.	At	times	the
tension	between	Vallejo	and	Corman	was	almost	unbearable.	These	figures	who
were	offering	me	their	vision	of	the	creative	also	seemed	to	be	dragging	me
under.	I	was	hearing	things,	having	terrifying	nightmares,	and	suffering
unexplainable	headaches.

In	the	following	year	I	completed	three	more	drafts	of	Human	Poems.	Cid	went
over	the	second	and	third	drafts,	and	to	him	I	owe	a	special	debt,	not	only	for	the
time	he	put	in	on	the	manuscript	but	for	what	I	learned	from	him	about	the	art	of
translation.

Before	talking	with	Cid	about	translation,	I	had	thought	that	the	goal	of	a
translating	project	was	to	take	a	literal	draft	and	interpret	everything	that	was	not
acceptable	English.	By	interpret	I	mean:	to	monkey	with	words,	phrases,
punctuation,	line	breaks,	even	stanza	breaks,	turning	the	literal	into	something
that	was	not	an	original	poem	in	English	but-and	here	is	the	rub-something	that
because	of	the	liberties	taken	was	also	not	faithful	to	the	original	itself.	Ben
Belitt's	Neruda	translations	or	Robert	Lowell's	Imitations	come	to	mind	as
interpretative	translations.	Corman	taught	me	to	respect	the	original	at	every
point,	to	check	everything	(including	words	I	thought	I	knew),	to	research	arcane
and	archaic	words,	and	to	invent	English	words	for	coined	words-in	other	words,
to	aim	for	a	translation	that	was	absolutely	accurate	and	up	to	the	performance
level	of	the	original	(at	times,	quite	incompatible	goals).	I	learned	to	keep	a
notebook	of	my	thoughts	and	variations	on	what	I	was	translating	so	that	I	could
keep	this	material	separate,	for	every	translator	has	impulses	to	fill	in,	pad	out,
and	make	something	"strong"	that	in	a	more	literal	mode	would	fall	flat-in	short,
to	pump	up	or	explain	a	word	instead	of	translating	it.	By	reinterpreting,	the
translator	implies	that	he	knows	more	than	the	original	text	does,	that,	in	effect,
his	mind	is	superior	to	its	mind.	The	"native	text"	becomes	raw	material	for	the
colonizer-translator	to	educate	and	reform.

During	these	years	of	undergoing	a	double	apprenticeship-to	poetry	and	to
translation-I	was	so	psychically	opened	up	by	Vallejo	that	I	had	to	find	ways	to
keep	my	fantasies	out	of	the	translation.	One	way	was	to	redirect	them	into	my



poetry,	as	I	did	with	"The	Book	of	Yorunomado."	While	in	Paris	in	1973,	I
visited	Vallejo's	tomb	in	the	Montparnasse	cemetery	and	imagined	my
relationship	to	him	and	to	his	work	in	a	poem,	"At	the	Tomb	of	Vallejo."	And	on
completing	the	revision	of	a	translation	of	Poemas	humanos	in	1977,	I	developed
a	culminative	fantasia	on	my	years	with	this	poet	called	"The	Name	Encanyoned
River,"	a	title	based	on	a	line	that	Vallejo	had	crossed	out	in	one	of	these	poems.
Finally,	beginning	with	the	1977	revision,	I	added	detailed	notes	to	my	Vallejo
collections,	commenting	on	crossed-out	material	as	well	as	arcane	and	coined
words.	Thus,	I	was	able	to	excavate	and	employ	the	psychic	turmoil	of	my
Kyoto	life,	all	the	while	keeping	the	translation	of	a	body	of	work	contoured
with	its	own	unadulterated	chasms.

Poemas	humanos	is	made	up	of	poems	left	by	Vallejo	at	the	time	of	his	death,	in
April	1938,	in	a	heavily	hand-corrected	typescript.	When	his	widow,	Georgette,
published	them	in	1939	there	were	many	errors,	and	the	poems	were	presented
out	of	chronological	order.	These	errors	were	repeated	and	amplified	in
subsequent	editions,	many	of	which	were	pirated	because	Georgette	would	not
cooperate	with	publishers.	By	the	spring	of	1965,	now	back	in	Bloomington,	I
was	working	from	four	textually	differing	editions	of	Poemas	humanos,	having
seen	neither	the	first	edition	nor	the	worksheets.

Instead	of	shaping	up	as	I	worked	along,	the	whole	project	was	becoming	a
nightmare.	Now	I	was	having	dreams	in	which	Vallejo's	corpse,	wearing	muddy
shoes,	was	laid	out	in	bed	between	Barbara	and	me.	By	this	time	I	had	gotten	in
touch	with	Georgette	Vallejo	and	explained	that	I	did	not	see	how	I	could
complete	the	translation	effectively	unless	I	came	to	Peru	and	examined	the
worksheets.	I	hired	a	lawyer	to	draw	up	a	contract	and	mailed	it	to	her,	along
with	samples	from	my	fourth	draft.	I	received	one	reply	from	her	in	which	she
did	not	respond	to	any	of	my	requests.	But	I	was	determined	to	go,	and	with
Barbara	several	months	pregnant,	we	left	in	August	1965,	with	just	a	few
hundred	dollars.

Once	in	Lima,	we	moved	into	a	small	apartment	next	to	a	grade	school
playground	on	Domingo	Orue	in	Miraflores,	the	district	where	Georgette	Vallejo
also	lived.	Georgette	was	a	small,	wiry,	middle-class	French	woman	in	her	late
fifties.	Supported	by	the	Peruvian	government,	she	lived	rather	spartanly,	yet	not
uncomfortably,	in	an	apartment	appointed	with	pre-Incan	pottery	and	weavings.	I
was	in	a	very	delicate	position	with	her,	because	I	not	only	needed	to	see	the	first



edition	and	the	worksheets,	but	I	also	needed	her	permission	before	I	could	get	a
publishing	contract.	I	had	not	been	in	her	apartment	for	fifteen	minutes	when	she
told	me	that	my	translations	were	full	of	"howlers,"	that	Vallejo	was
untranslatable	(she	was	at	that	time	working	on	a	French	translation	of	his
poetry),	and	that	neither	the	first	edition	nor	the	worksheets	were	available	to	be
studied.

The	months	that	followed	were	stressful	and	cheerless.	I	had	been	hired	as	editor
of	a	new	bilingual	literary	magazine,	to	be	called	Quena,	at	the	Peruvian	North
American	Cultural	Institute.	Because	I	was	working	for	the	Institute	(which
turned	out	to	be	an	annex	of	the	American	Embassy	in	Lima),	most	of	the
Peruvian	writers	and	critics	I	met	thought	I	was	an	American	spy.	Only	when	I
turned	in	the	three-hundred-page	manuscript	for	the	first	issue	of	Quena	did	I
realize	what	the	Institute	represented.	My	boss	told	me	that	the	translations	I	had
included	of	Javier	Heraud	could	not	be	published	in	the	magazine	because,
although	the	poems	themselves	were	not	political,	their	author,	after	visiting
Cuba,	had	joined	a	guerrilla	movement	in	the	Peruvian	jungle	and	had	been
killed	by	the	army.	Since	his	name	was	linked	with	Cuba	and	revolution,	my
boss	told	me,	the	Institute	did	not	want	to	be	involved.	I	refused	to	take	the
translations	out	of	the	manuscript	and	was	fired.

At	the	end	of	1965	I	met	Maureen	Ahern,	an	American	with	a	PhD	from	San
Marcos	University,	who	was	then	married	and	living	with	her	family	on	a
chicken	farm	in	Cieneguilla,	about	twenty	miles	outside	Lima.	Maureen	agreed
to	read	through	the	sixth	and	seventh	drafts	of	my	Vallejo	manuscript	with	me
(and	she	would	later	facilitate	the	manuscript's	first	publication	after	I	had	left
Peru).	Her	husband,	Johnny,	worked	in	Lima,	and	once	a	week	he	would	give	me
a	ride	to	their	place	as	he	drove	home	from	work.	Maureen	and	I	would	work
together	all	of	the	following	day,	and	I	would	ride	back	to	Lima	with	Johnny	the
next	morning.	This	arrangement	was	ideal,	but	it	remains	indissociable	in	my
mind	from	a	near	tragedy	that	marked	my	year	in	Peru.	On	one	of	the	evenings
that	I	would	normally	have	gone	to	Maureen's,	her	husband	was	unavailable	and
I	stayed	home.	That	night-it	was	the	week	after	my	son,	Matthew,	was	born-
Barbara	began	to	hemorrhage.	After	attempting	to	staunch	the	flow	I	realized
that	if	I	did	not	get	her	to	a	hospital	immediately	she	was	going	to	bleed	to	death.
I	raced	out	of	our	apartment	and	ran	through	the	halls	of	the	building	across	the
street,	screaming	for	help.	A	door	opened,	a	doctor	came	out,	we	bundled	her



into	the	back	of	his	Volkswagen	and	sped	to	the	nearest	clinic.	We	saved	her	life,
barely-but	I	shudder	to	think	what	might	have	happened	had	I	gone	to
Cieneguilla	as	planned.

One	afternoon	someone	knocked	on	our	door,	and	I	opened	it	to	be	told	by	a
stranger	that	Georgette	Vallejo	wanted	to	see	me	in	her	apartment	that	evening.
When	I	arrived,	I	found	there	a	small	group	of	Peruvian	writers	and	intellectuals,
such	as	Javier	Sologuren,	Carlos	German	Belli,	and	Emilio	Adolfo	Westphalen.
Georgette	explained	that	she	had	assembled	everyone	to	try	to	determine	what
poems	I	could	be	given	permission	to	translate.	This	turned	out	to	be	a	ridiculous
and	impossible	task,	with	these	luminaries	arguing	for	hours	over	why	X	poem
could	be	translated	and	Y	poem	could	not.	At	one	point,	when	they	all	agreed
that	a	particular	poem	could	absolutely	not	be	translated,	Georgette	cried	out,
"But	I	just	translated	that	poem	into	French!"	Nothing	was	resolved,	and	after
the	writers	left,	I	found	myself	despondently	sitting	with	Georgette.	She	asked
me	if	I	would	like	a	pisco	and	brought	out	a	bottle.	We	began	drinking,	and	I
recalled	that	the	editor	of	Peru	Nuevo,	a	press	that	had	published	a	pirated
edition	of	Poemas	humanos,	had	told	me	that	Georgette	and	Cesar	had	never
been	formally	married,	and	because	of	this	Georgette	had	no	legal	control	over
the	estate.	I	think	I	blurted	out,	"Well,	I	really	don't	need	your	permission	it	turns
out,	as	Gustavo	Valcarcel	told	me	you	and	Vallejo	were	never	actually	married!"
At	that	point	she	jumped	up,	ran	to	the	bedroom,	and	began	bringing	out
shoeboxes	of	memorabilia,	looking	for	the	marriage	certificate.	She	couldn't	find
it.	But	the	next	morning,	of	course,	she	was	furious	over	my	confrontation.	I
never	saw	her	again.

When	Barbara	and	I	returned	to	the	States	in	the	spring	of	1966	and	moved	to
New	York	City,	Grove	Press	expressed	interest	in	the	translation.	I	prepared	a
seventh	draft,	and	after	having	it	checked	by	readers,	Dick	Seaver,	then	the
senior	editor	at	Grove,	offered	me	a	contract-contingent	on	Mme.	Vallejo's
signature.	I	wrote	to	Maureen	and	asked	her	if	there	was	anything	she	could	do.
She	offered	to	go	meet	Georgette.	Over	the	next	six	months,	Maureen	must	have
seen	Georgette	almost	weekly,	and	she	did	this	while	taking	care	of	her	kids,
teaching	full-time,	battling	illness,	and	trying	to	save	a	floundering	marriage.

Seaver	was	also	working	on	Georgette,	sending	letter	after	letter	to	convince	her
that	the	translation	Grove	wished	to	publish	was	not	the	one	I	had	sent	her	from
Bloomington	in	1964.	Maureen	and	Johnny	were	inviting	her	out	to	the	farm	for



holiday	weekends	and	sending	her	back	home	with	chickens	and	eggs.	Since
Seaver	was	getting	nowhere,	Maureen	eventually	had	to	mention	that	she	was	a
friend	of	mine	and	that	she	had	worked	on	the	translation.	Georgette	protested
that	she	had	been	betrayed,	and	once	again	it	looked	as	if	it	was	all	off.

But	Maureen	kept	after	her,	and	one	day	Americo	Ferrari,	a	Peruvian	scholar
who	had	written	on	Vallejo	(and	worked	with	Georgette	on	her	French	edition	of
Vallejo's	poetry),	appeared	in	the	Grove	offices	and	told	Seaver	that	Mme.
Vallejo	had	asked	him	to	check	the	translation.	Apparently	he	wrote	her	that	it
was	publishable,	because	a	week	or	so	later,	she	wrote	Seaver	that	she	would
sign	a	contract	if	Grove	would	include	the	following	clause:	when	and	if	she
found	a	better	translation,	Grove	would	have	to	destroy	mine	and	publish	the
other.	Seaver	told	me	he'd	had	it	with	her.

I	wrote	again	to	Maureen,	telling	her	that	unless	a	signed	contract	were	sent	to
Grove	within	a	month,	the	whole	project	would	be	off.	Maureen	continued	to
plead	with	Georgette,	who	finally	said	that	if	Johnny	would	type	up	the	contract
she	wanted,	she	would	sign	it.	He	did,	she	signed	it,	and	a	few	weeks	later
Seaver	called	to	tell	me	that	while	it	was	not	their	contract,	Grove	found	it
acceptable	and	their	lawyer	had	determined	it	was	legal.	He	wrote	Mme.	Vallejo,
enclosing	her	part	of	the	advance.	Subsequently,	Maureen	wrote	that	Georgette
called	to	complain	that	she	had	never	intended	to	sign	a	legal	contract;	she
considered	the	contract	Johnny	had	typed	up	"only	a	gesture"	that	she	accepted
so	that	Maureen	would	not	be	"upset."	Grove	went	ahead	anyway,	and	Human
Poems	was	published	in	the	spring	of	1968.

I	ended	my	introduction	to	the	Grove	edition	of	Human	Poems	with	the	words
"My	work	is	done."	I	must	have	forgotten	that	I	had	begun	several	drafts	of	a
translation	of	Vallejo's	sheaf	of	poems	on	the	Spanish	Civil	War,	Espana,	aparta
de	mi	este	caliz,	with	Octavio	Corvalan,	a	professor	in	the	Spanish	Department
at	Indiana	University,	when	I	was	living	in	Bloomington	in	1965.	By	starting	this
new	translation	project	and	leaving	it	unfinished,	I	had	unconsciously	prolonged
my	relationship	with	Vallejo.

In	1970	I	took	a	job	at	the	new	California	Institute	of	the	Arts	outside	Los
Angeles,	and	my	present	wife,	Caryl,	and	I	moved	to	the	San	Fernando	Valley.
There	I	returned	to	Espana,	made	a	new	draft,	and	once	again	found	myself
looking	for	someone	to	check	it	with.	I	was	introduced	to	Jose	Rubia	Barcia,	a



Spanish	poet	and	essayist	in	exile	since	the	Spanish	Civil	War,	who	had	been
teaching	at	UCLA	for	years.	While	going	over	the	draft	with	Barcia,	I	was	so
impressed	with	his	honesty,	scrupulousness,	and	literary	intelligence	that	I
suggested	we	work	together	as	co-translators.

Grove	Press	published	our	completed	translation	of	Spain,	Take	This	Cup	from
Me	in	1974.	While	Jose	and	I	were	working	on	these	poems,	I	showed	him	the
1968	translation	of	Human	Poems,	which	he	carefully	went	over,	penciling	in	the
margins	around	two	thousand	queries	and	suggestions	for	changes.	He	felt	that
what	I	had	accomplished	was	meaningful	but	that	we	could	do	a	better	job
working	together.	We	worked	from	roughly	1972	to	1977.	The	University	of
California	Press	brought	out	Cesar	Vallejo:	The	Complete	Posthumous	Poetry	in
1978,	including	what	had	previously	been	called	Human	Poems	along	with
Spain,	Take	This	Cup	from	Me.

Over	the	years,	initially	stimulated	by	Vallejo,	I	had	developed	an	affinity	for	a
poetry	that	went	for	the	whole,	a	poetry	that	attempted	to	become	responsible	for
all	the	poet	knows	about	himself	and	his	world.	I	saw	Vallejo,	Arthur	Rimbaud,
Antonin	Artaud,	Aime	Cesaire,	and	Vladimir	Holan	as	examples	of	these
poetics.	All	inducted	and	ordered	materials	from	the	subconscious	as	well	as
from	those	untoward	regions	of	human	experience	that	defy	rational	explanation.
Instead	of	conducting	the	orchestra	of	the	living,	they	were	conducting	the
orchestra's	pit.

In	1988	I	arranged	with	Paragon	House	in	New	York	City	to	bring	out	a	selec
tion	of	my	translations	and	co-translations	of	these	poets,	to	be	called
Conductors	of	the	Pit.	While	making	the	Vallejo	selection,	I	got	involved,	once
again,	in	revising	previous	versions,	this	time	the	ones	that	I	had	done	with	Jose.
Some	of	these	changes	today	strike	me	as	less	effective	than	the
Eshleman/Barcia	translations	they	were	based	on,	and	I	have	again,	and	now
clearly	for	the	last	time,	revised	this	work.	But	I	do	understand	my	dilemma:
given	the	contextual	density	of	Vallejo's	European	poetry,	there	are	often
multiple	denotative	word	choices,	and	no	matter	how	closely	I	have	tried	to
adhere	to	what	I	thought	Vallejo	had	written,	I	have	found,	over	the	years,	that
my	own	imagination	has	played	tricks	on	me.	At	the	same	time,	I	have	often	had
to	invent	words	and	phrases	in	an	attempt	to	match	Vallejo's	originality,	and
these	back-and-forth	movements,	between	adherence	to	standard	Spanish	and	the
matching	of	the	coined	and	arcane,	have	occasionally	become	confused.	And	in



continuing	to	read	Vallejo	scholarship	over	the	years,	from	time	to	time	I	have
picked	up	an	interpretation	of	a	particular	word	that	has	made	me	rethink	my
own	translation	of	it.

Up	until	the	late	198os,	all	my	translational	attention	to	Vallejo	had	been
confined	to	the	European	poetry,	written	between	1923	and	1938.	However,	I
had	been	circling	around	his	second	book,	Trilce	(1922),	for	many	years,
realizing	in	the	196os	and	'70s	that	since	it	was	a	much	more	difficult	book	to
translate	than	Poemas	humanos,	I	should	leave	it	alone.	In	1988	I	decided	that	if
I	could	work	with	a	Peruvian,	a	translation	of	Trilce	could	be	attempted.	I
teamed	up	with	Julio	Ortega	(one	of	the	few	Peruvian	writers	in	Lima	in	the
196os	who	did	not	think	I	was	a	spy!),	and	we	decided	to	do	it	together.	We
worked	out	a	first	draft	of	the	book	in	the	fall	of	1989.	Caryl	and	I	moved	to
Boston	for	a	month,	and	every	morning	I	took	a	bus	into	Providence	and	climbed
the	hill	to	Julio's	office	at	Brown	University,	where	we	would	work	for	several
hours.	Once	back	in	Michigan,	I	went	over	our	work	and	realized	that	I	often	had
questions	about	several	words	in	a	single	line.	While	Julio	would	occasionally
respond	to	my	queries,	it	was	clear	by	the	end	of	1990	that	he	had	decided	I
should	finish	Trilce	on	my	own.	And	by	then	I	needed	his,	or	someone's	help,
even	more	than	I	did	in	the	beginning.	There	are	still	many	words	in	this	book
that	have	gone	uncommented	on	in	Vallejo	scholarship	(or	have	been	wildly
guessed	at),	and	while	critics	can	generalize	and	address	Vallejo	in	terms	of
themes	and	preoccupations,	a	translator	must	go	at	him	word	by	word,	revealing
all	his	choices	in	English	without	being	able	to	dodge	a	single	one.	This	process
is	especially	tricky	in	the	case	of	Trilce,	with	its	intentionally	misspelled	words
(often	revealing	secondary	puns),	neologisms,	and	arcane	and	archaic	words.

At	this	point	I	contacted	Americo	Ferrari,	who	had	inspected	my	manuscript	at
Grove	Press	in	the	late	z96os	and	who	was	now	teaching	translation	at	a
university	in	Geneva.	Ferrari	had	brought	out	an	edition	of	Vallejo's	Obra	poetica
completa	in	1988,	and	I	figured	he	knew	more	about	Vallejo's	poetry	than
anyone.	He	agreed	to	respond	to	my	questions;	I	would	write	in	English	and	he
in	Spanish.	Ferrari	was	willing	to	go	to	the	library	and	research	words	he	thought
he	was	familiar	with	but	that	my	questions	led	him	to	doubt.	We	had	a	wonderful
exchange,	and	about	two	years	later,	after	translating	up	to	thirty	versions	of	the
most	complex	poems,	I	had	something	that	I	thought	was	publishable.	Marsilio
Publishers	brought	out	a	bilingual	edition	of	Trilce,	with	an	introduction	by



Ferrari,	in	1992.	When	it	went	out	of	print,	Wesleyan	University	Press	brought
out	a	second	edition,	with	around	one	hundred	word	changes,	in	2000.

Once	more	I	felt	that	my	involvement	with	Vallejo	had	come	to	an	end.	The	only
poetry	of	his	that	I	had	not	translated	was	Los	heraldos	negros	(i9i8),	his	first
book,	which	had	always	struck	me	as	more	conventional	by	far	than	TrUce	or
the	European	poetry.	Much	of	it	is	rhymed	verse,	which	presents,	in	translation,
its	own	problems:	a	sonnet	is	a	little	engine	of	sound	and	sense,	and	if	you
rhyme	it	in	translation,	you	inevitably	have	to	change	some	or	much	of	its
meaning.	If	you	translate	it	for	meaning	alone,	there	is	a	chance	you	will	end	up
with	atonal	free	verse.

But	as	Michael	Corleone	says	midway	through	Godfather	III,	"just	when	you
think	you're	out,	they	pull	you	back	in!"	In	2003	I	began	to	realize	that	all	the
years	I	had	spent	on	this	body	of	work	had	brought	me	very	close	to	a	"Complete
Poetry	of	Cesar	Vallejo,"	and	that	it	would	be	appropriate	to	review	all	my
previous	translations	and	add	to	them	a	version	of	Los	heraldos	negros.	Once	I
began	to	work	on	The	Black	Heralds,	I	found	the	poems	in	it	more	interesting
than	I	had	originally	thought,	and	since	they	were	relatively	easy	to	render,	I
took	some	pleasure	in	what	could	be	thought	of	as	strolling	on	a	level	playing
field	rather	than	climbing	a	vertical	wall.	When	I	could	rhyme	certain	words	in	a
sonnet	and	not	change	the	meaning,	I	did	so,	and	I	constantly	made	myself	aware
of	sound	possibilities,	attempting	to	make	the	translations	sound	as	rich	in
English	as	I	could	without	distorting	Vallejo's	intentions.	Efrain	Kristal,	a	Latin
American	scholar	at	UCLA	who	has	recently	edited	a	Spanish	edition	of	Los
heraldos	negros,	went	over	my	third	draft	and	made	some	very	useful
suggestions.	Jose	Cerna-Bazan,	a	Vallejo	scholar	from	northern	Peru	now	at
Carleton	College	in	Minnesota,	has	inspected	my	Trilce	version	word	for	word
and	proposed	around	a	hundred	changes,	many	of	which	I	have	accepted.
Assuming	that	Vallejo	is	not	writing	poems	in	his	Montparnasse	tomb,	I	now
should	be	able	to	stick	to	my	statement	that	my	work	is	done.

With	an	overview	in	mind,	it	is	worth	noting	that	Vallejo's	poetic	development	is
quite	unusual.	Coming	from	the	conventional,	if	well-written	and	passionate,
rhymed	verse	in	Los	heraldos	negros,	the	reader	is	completely	unprepared	for
Trilce,	which	is	still	the	most	dense,	abstract,	and	transgression-driven	collection
of	poetry	in	the	Spanish	language.	For	Vallejo	to	have	gone	beyond	Trilce,	in	the
experimental	sense,	would	have	involved	his	own	version	of	the	made-up



language	that	one	finds	at	the	end	of	Huidobro's	Altazor.	On	one	level,	then,
Vallejo	took	a	step	back	from	Trilce	in	his	European	poetry,	but	not	as	far	back
as	the	writing	of	Los	heraldos	negros.	In	moving	from	Lima	to	Paris,	the	poet	hit
the	aesthetic	honey	head	of	the	European	colonial	world	just	as	it	was	being
rocked	by	political	revolution	in	Russia.	Given	the	non-sequitur	shifts	in	Trilce's
composition,	it	is	possible	to	imagine	Vallejo	forming	some	sort	of	relationship
with	French	Surrealism	(the	first	Manifesto	having	appeared	a	year	after	he
arrived).	However,	Vallejo	had	nothing	but	contempt	for	Surrealism,	which	he
seems	to	have	regarded	pretty	much	as	Artaud	did:	as	an	amusing	parlor-game,
more	concerned	with	pleasure	and	freedom	than	with	suffering	and	moral
struggle.

Vallejo's	development	in	his	post-Peruvian	poetry	involves	taking	on	an
ontological	abyss,	which	might	be	briefly	described	as	follows:	Man	is	a
sadness-exuding	mammal,	self-contradictory,	perpetually	immature,	equally
deserving	of	hatred,	affection,	and	indifference,	whose	anger	breaks	any
wholeness	into	warring	fragments.	This	anger's	only	redeeming	quality	is	that	it
is,	paradoxically,	a	weapon	of	the	poor,	nearly	always	impotent	against	the
military	resources	of	the	rich.	Man	is	in	flight	from	himself:	what	once	was	an
expulsion	from	paradise	has	become	a	flight	from	self,	as	the	worlds	of	colonial
culture	and	colonized	oppressiveness	intersect.	At	the	core	of	life's	fullness	is
death,	the	"never"	we	fail	to	penetrate,	"always"	and	"never"	being	the	infinite
extensions	of	"yes"	and	"no."	Sorrow	is	the	defining	tone	of	human	existence.
Poetry	thus	becomes	the	imaginative	expression	of	the	inability	to	resolve	the
contradictions	of	man	as	an	animal,	divorced	from	nature	as	well	as	from	any
sustaining	faith	and	caught	up	in	the	trivia	of	socialized	life.

I	have	thought	more	about	poetry	while	translating	Vallejo	than	while	reading
anyone	else.	Influence	through	translation	is	different	from	influence	through
reading	the	masters	in	one's	own	tongue.	I	am	creating	an	American	version	out
of	a	Spanish	text,	and	if	Vallejo	is	to	enter	my	own	poetry,	he	must	do	so	through
what	I	have	already,	as	a	translator,	turned	him	into.	This	is,	in	the	long	run,	very
close	to	being	influenced	by	myself,	or	better,	by	a	self	I	have	created	to	mine.	In
this	way,	I	do	not	feel	that	my	poetry	reflects	Vallejo's.	He	taught	me	that
ambivalence	and	contradiction	are	facets	of	metaphoric	probing,	and	he	gave	me
permission	to	try	anything	in	my	quest	for	an	authentic	alternative	world	in
poetry.



Human	Poems	redefines	the	"political"	poem.	With	one	or	two	exceptions,	the
poems	in	this	collection	have	no	political	position	or	agenda	in	the	traditional
sense.	Yet	they	are	directly	sympathetic,	in	a	way	that	does	not	remind	us	of
other	poetries,	with	the	human	situation	I	have	briefly	described	above.	In	fact,
they	are	so	permeated	by	Vallejo's	own	suffering	as	it	is	wedded	to	that	of	other
people,	that	it	is	as	if	the	dualisms	of	colonial	and	colonized,	rich	and	poor,
become	fused	at	a	level	where	the	human	animal,	aware	of	his	fate,	is	embraced
in	all	his	absurd	fallibility.	Whitman's	adhesive	bond	with	others	comes	to	mind,
but	Whitman	used	his	"democratic	vista"	to	express	an	idealism	that	is	foreign	to
the	world	Vallejo	saw	around	him	while	growing	up	in	Peru	and	to	the	even
darker	world	he	encountered	as	a	poor	man	in	Paris,	where	his	already	marginal
existence	imploded	before	the	horrors	of	the	Spanish	Civil	War.

I	think	the	key	lesson	Vallejo	holds	today	may	be	that	of	a	poet	learning	how	to
become	imprisoned,	as	it	were,	in	global	life	as	a	whole,	and	in	each	moment	in
particular.	All	his	poetry,	including	the	blistering	Eros	that	opens	up	a	breach	in
the	wall	separating	mother	and	lover	in	Trilce,	urges	the	poet	to	confront	his	own
destiny	and	to	stew	in	what	is	happening	to	him-and	also	to	believe	that	his
bewildering	situation	is	significant.	To	be	bound	to,	or	imprisoned	in,	the
present,	includes	confronting	not	only	life	as	it	really	is	but	also	psyche	as	it
really	is	notweighing	all	affirmation	against,	in	an	American's	case,	our	imperial
obsessions	and	our	own	intrinsic	dark.

YPSILANTI,	MARCH-AUGUST	2005

	





Screw	yourself,	Vallejo,	your	fate	is	to	screw	yourself.!

FERNANDO	IBANFZ

1892	On	March	16,	Cesar	Abraham	Vallejo	is	born	at	96	Calle	Colon	(now	Calle
Cesar	Vallejo)	in	Santiago	de	Chuco,	a	small	Andean	town	in	northern	Peru,	in
the	Libertad	district,	the	eleventh	child	of	Francisco	de	Paula	Vallejo	Benites
(1840-1924)	and	Maria	de	los	Santos	Mendoza	Gurrionero	(1850-1918).
Although	the	date	is	based	on	Andre	Coyne's	original	supposition,'	it	appears
reasonable,	despite	the	recent	claim	that	Vallejo	was	born	on	March	7,	1892.2	He
is	baptized	at	the	local	church	in	Santiago	de	Chuco	on	May	19.3

1900-1905	Vallejo	attends	primary	school	in	Santiago	de	Chuco.	As	the	shulca,
or	youngest,	of	the	family,	Vallejo	is	a	cosseted	child;	when	returning	home	from
school,	his	mother	sucks	his	toes	to	warm	him	up	.4

1905-1908	Vallejo	attends	secondary	school	at	the	Colegio	Nacional	de	San
Nicolas	in	Huamachuco,	a	small	town	in	the	Libertad	region.	He	is	given	the
nickname	machetdn	because	his	nose	looks	like	a	machete.5	Vallejo	creates	a
scandal	in	the	village	by	disturbing	the	peace	during	a	funeral	wake,	for	which
he	is	severely	reprimanded.'

1910	On	April	2,	Vallejo	enrolls	in	the	Faculty	of	Humanities	at	La	Libertad
University	in	Trujillo	but	does	not	complete	the	year.	He	works	for	a	while	in	the
mines	of	Quiruvilca,	an	experience	he	will	later	use	as	a	basis	for	his	proletarian
novel,	El	Tungsteno.7

1911	On	April	ii,	Vallejo	enrolls	in	the	Faculty	of	Sciences	at	the	Universidad
Nacional	Mayor	de	San	Marcos	in	Lima,	but	he	is	unable	to	continue	his	studies
for	financial	reasons.	From	May	to	December	he	is	employed	as	a	private	tutor
for	the	children	of	the	wealthy	mine	owner	Domingo	Sotil.	He	stays	on	the
Acobamba	estate,	where	he	meets	Americo	Espana,	the	Italian	anarchist	who
may	have	kindled	the	revolutionary	flame	that	would	burn	brightly	in	years	to
come	.8

His	first	poem,	"Soneto,"	dated	November	iii,	is	published	in	the	newspaper	El



Minero	Ilustrado	(Cerro	de	Pasco),	no.	782	(6	December	igii).9	Rather	similar	in
tone	and	imagery	to	the	section	"Nostalgias	imperiales"	in	Los	heraldos	negros,
this	sonnet	contains	early	evidence	of	Vallejo's	verbal	ingenuity;	line	7	concludes
with	the	neologism	soledumbre.

1912	Vallejo	works	as	an	assistant	cashier	on	the	sugar	plantation	Roma,	near
Trujillo,	owned	by	the	Larco	Herreras,	one	of	the	two	big	families	(the	other
being	the	Gildemeisters)	who	had	come	to	monopolize	the	sugar	industry	in	Peru
after	the	War	of	the	Pacific.	The	sight	of	hundreds	of	peons	arriving	at	the	sugar
estate	at	the	crack	of	dawn	and	working	until	nightfall	in	the	fields,	with	only	a
fistful	of	rice	to	live	on,	made	a	lasting	impression	on	Vallejo.

1913	In	March,	Vallejo	reenrolls	in	the	Faculty	of	Humanities	at	La	Libertad
University	in	Trujillo.	He	supports	himself	with	a	teaching	job	at	the	Centro
Escolar	de	Varones	in	Trujillo.

1914	Vallejo	enrolls	for	his	second	year	at	La	Libertad	and	continues	his	job	at
the	Centro	Escolar.

1914-1916	Vallejo	begins	to	publish	poems	in	local	newspapers,	which	he	would
subsequently	use	as	drafts	for	Los	heraldos	negros.10

1915	Vallejo	enrolls	for	his	third	year	at	La	Libertad	and	also	takes	courses	in
law.	He	subsequently	gets	a	post	as	teacher	at	the	Colegio	Nacional	de	San	Juan
and,	while	there,	teaches	Ciro	Alegria,	who	would	one	day	publish	the	novel	El
mundo	es	ancho	y	ajeno	(1941).	Alegria	later	said	that	he	felt	there	was
something	profoundly	"torn"	in	Vallejo's	being:	"From	his	whole	being	there
flowed	a	deep	sadness."11

On	August	22,	Vallejo's	brother,	Miguel,	dies	in	Santiago	de	Chuco.	Vallejo
writes	an	elegy	for	him,	"A	mi	hermano	muerto	..."	(Cultura	Infantil,	no.	33
[August	19171:	5),	subsequently	revised	as	"A	mi	hermano	Miguel,"	the	third
poem	of	the	"Canciones	de	hogar"	section	of	Los	heraldos	negros.

On	September	22,	Vallejo	is	awarded	a	Bachelor	of	Arts	in	Philosophy	and
Letters	at	La	Libertad	University	with	a	thesis	titled	"El	Romanticismo	en	la
poesia	castellana,"	which	is	later	published	(Trujillo:	Tipografia	Olaya,	1915)-



1915-1916	A	number	of	Vallejo's	poems,	early	drafts	of	Los	heraldos	negros,
appear	in	local	magazines.

1916	Vallejo	continues	studying	law	in	Trujillo,	supporting	his	studies	by
teaching	at	the	Colegio	Nacional.	He	begins	a	love	affair	with	Maria	Rosa
Sandoval,	who	inspires	a	number	of	the	early	love	poems;	she	dies	tragically
young	(Espejo,	44-45)	of	tuberculosis.	12

During	this	time	Vallejo	adopts	the	appearance	of	a	literary	dandy,	wearing	a
smart	suit	and	gloves	and	carrying	a	silver-capped	cane	(Izquierdo	Rios,	107,
150).	His	cousin	catches	him	lying	under	a	tree	in	the	countryside	surrounding
Santiago	de	Chuco,	banging	his	head	and	muttering:	"I	want	to	write....	I	want	to
write"	(Izquierdo	Rios,	50).

1917	Vallejo	begins	his	third	year	of	a	law	degree	and	continues	to	support
himself	by	teaching.	He	reads	foreign	and	local	literary	journals	such	as
Cervantes,	Colonida,	La	Esfera,	and	Espana,	which	would	later	inspire	him	to
write	avant-garde	poetry.13

At	a	soiree	organized	for	the	painter	Macedonio	de	la	Torre	on	June	io,	Vallejo
recites	"Los	heraldos	negros,"	which	would	be	the	eponymous	poem	of	his	first
collection.

From	July	to	December	he	has	a	passionate	love	affair	with	Zoila	Rosa	Cuadra
(whom	he	nicknames	"Mirtho"),	a	fifteen-year-old	girl;	Espejo	Asturrizaga
believes	that	"Setiembre,"	"Heces,"	"Yeso,"	"El	talamo	eterno,"	and	"El	poeta	a
su	amada"	were	inspired	by	this	relationship	(Espejo,	54-57)•	When	the
relationship	deteriorates,	Vallejo	attempts	suicide	by	shooting	himself;	the	gun
has	only	one	bullet	in	the	barrel,	and	he	survives	(Espejo,	56-57).

On	September	22	the	Lima	magazine	Variedades	publishes	an	ironic	review	of
"El	poeta	a	su	amada,"	saying	the	poem	would	be	best	accompanied	by	an
accordion,	and	advising	those	living	in	Trujillo	to	tie	the	author	of	the	poem	to	a
railway	track;	the	article	is	accompanied	by	a	graphic	cartoon.14

1918	In	January,	Vallejo	begins	postgraduate	study	in	the	Humanities
Department	at	Universidad	Nacional	Mayor	de	San	Marcos	in	Lima.



In	February	he	strikes	up	a	friendship	with	Abraham	Valdelomar	and	as	a	result
gradually	begins	to	make	a	name	for	himself	in	lima's	literary	circles.	Later
Valdelomar	offers	to	write	a	foreword	to	Vallejo's	collection	of	poems,	but	he
falls	ill	and	dies	(on	November	3,	1919)	before	he	can	follow	through;	Vallejo	is
moved	by	Valdelomar's	premature	death	(Espejo,	84).

Vallejo	is	offered	a	teaching	position	at	the	prestigious	Colegio	Barrels	in	Lima
in	May.	He	takes	over	as	head	of	the	school	on	September	12,	following	the
unexpected	death	of	its	director.

On	August	8,	Vallejo's	mother	dies	of	angina	in	Santiago	de	Chuco,	an	event	that
will	inspire	some	of	his	most	famous	poems	(Trilce	XVIII,	XXIII,	XXVIII,	LII,
LVIII,	LXV).

In	October	Vallejo	begins	a	passionate	affair	with	Otilia;	Espejo	Asturrizaga
refuses	to	give	her	surname	but	states	that	she	was	the	sister-in-law	of	a
colleague	at	the	Colegio	Barrels.	Espejo	also	surmises	that	the	majority	of	the
love	poems	in	Trilce	are	based	on	that	tempestuous	affair	(116-21),	which	would
go	on	until	August	192o.	Espejo	further	speculatesbased	on	lines	17-18	of	Trilce
X	("Y	los	tres	meses	de	ausencia.	Y	los	nueve	de	gestacion")-	that	Otilia	was
pregnant	when	she	left	for	San	Mateo	de	Surco	but	that	Vallejo	would	never
know	the	truth	(Espejo,	76).

1919	Vallejo	is	thrown	out	of	the	Colegio	Barros	in	May	because	of	his
scandalous	affair	with	Otilia;	he	refuses	to	marry	her	(see	Trilce	XXVII)	and	as	a
result	comes	to	blows	with	Otilia's	brother-in-law	(Espejo,	75).	Vallejo	now	has
no	job	and	no	money-an	early	indication	of	Vallejo's	impetuous	nature,	his
tendency	to	sacrifice	security	on	the	altar	of	personal	desire.

On	July	23,	Vallejo's	Los	heraldos	negros	(Lima:	Souza	Ferreira,	1918)	is
released	and	becomes	available	in	Lima's	bookshops.	The	delay	in	distribution,
caused	by	Valdelomar's	dilatoriness	in	providing	a	foreword,	allows	Vallejo	to
introduce	some	later	poems,	such	as	"Enereida"	and	"Los	pasos	lejanos."ls

In	December	Vallejo	is	invited,	through	an	intermediary,	to	meet	a	young	woman
in	a	dark	room	who	makes	passionate	love	to	him,	but	whose	identity	Vallejo
never	discovers	(Espejo,	85).



r92o	On	July	io	Vallejo	gives	a	poetry	reading	at	his	old	school,	the	Colegio
Nacional	in	Huamachuco.	Because	nobody	claps	afterward,	Vallejo	is	said	to
have	stated-with	amazing	egoism	for	the	time-"Why	don't	you	applaud	me?	I
will	be	greater	than	Ruben	Dario	and	one	day	will	be	proud	to	see	America	lying
at	my	feet"	(Espejo,	92).	On	July	18	Vallejo	returns	to	Santiago	de	Chuco	for	the
local	celebrations	of	the	patron	of	the	village,	Santiago	(July	23	-	August	2,
1920).

On	August	i	the	commercial	premises	of	Carlos	Santa	Maria	in	Santiago	de
Chuco	are	burned	to	the	ground.	A	bystander	is	shot	by	the	police,	and	two
policemen	are	killed	by	the	crowd	in	retaliation.16	The	Santa	Maria	family
indicts	Hector	M.	Vasquez,	Pedro	Lozada,	Cesar	Vallejo,	and	fifteen	others.
Legal	accounts	show	that-despite	an	adroit	campaign	mounted	by	the	Trujillo
intelligentsia	in	defense	of	the	poet-Vallejo	was	directly	involved	in	the	events
leading	up	to	the	destruction	of	the	Santa	Maria	premises.17

Vallejo	flees	to	Antenor	Orrego's	house	in	Mansiche,	just	outside	Trujillo.	While
in	hiding	he	has	a	waking	dream	in	which	he	witnesses	his	own	death	in	Paris,
surrounded	by	people	he	doesn't	recognize	(Espejo,	97-98).	Obviously	brought
on	by	the	stress	of	being	hunted	down	by	the	police,	this	dream	is	remarkable
because	some	of	the	details	would	be	borne	out	by	his	death	in	Paris	eighteen
years	later.	The	experience	inspired	what	is	arguably	his	most	famous	poem,
"Black	Stone	on	a	White	Stone."

On	November	6	Vallejo	is	captured	by	the	police	and	imprisoned	in	Trujillo
Central	Jail.	While	there	he	continues	to	write,	composing	some	of	the	poems
that	would	be	collected	in	Trilce	(I,	II,	XVIII,	XX,	XL,	L,	LVIII,	LXI),	as	well	as
the	short	stories	of	Escalas.

On	December	24	Vallejo's	poem	"Fabla	de	gesta"	wins	second	prize	(fifty	libras)
in	the	Poesia	del	Concurso.	The	first	prize	is	later	declared	void.

1921	On	February	26,	thanks	to	a	publicity	campaign	orchestrated	by	the
University	of	Trujillo	and	influential	figures	such	as	the	poet	Percy	Gibson,
Vallejo	is	released	on	bail.

He	moves	from	Trujillo	to	Lima	on	March	3o;	six	months	later	he	is	appointed	to
a	teaching	post	at	the	Colegio	Nacional	de	Nuestra	Senora	de	Guadalupe	in



Lima.

On	November	15	Vallejo's	short	story	"Mas	ally	de	la	vida	y	la	muerte"	wins
first	prize	(twenty	libras)	in	the	competition	organized	by	the	book	club	"Entre
Nous."

1922	Variedades	publishes	"Mas	ally	de	la	vida	y	la	muerte"	on	June	17-

In	October	Trilce	is	published	by	the	Talleres	Tipograficos	de	la	Penitenciaria	in
lima,	with	a	foreword	by	Vallejo's	literary	mentor,	Antenor	Orrego.	The	book
title	is	inserted	in	proofs	to	replace	the	title	Craneos	de	bronce.	The	collection
elicits	no	reaction	from	local	readership.

1923	On	March	15	a	collection	of	short	stories,	Escalas,	is	published	by	the
Talleres	Tipograficos	de	la	Penitenciaria.

On	May	16	Vallejo's	novel	Fabla	salvaje	is	published	by	Coleccion	de	la	Novela
Peruana.

On	June	17,	with	the	lawsuit	against	him	reopened	in	Trujillo,	Vallejo	embarks
with	Julio	Galvez	(Antenor	Orrego's	nephew)	on	the	steamboat	Oroya	en	route
to	Paris.

On	July	13	Vallejo	and	Galvez	arrive	in	Paris,	where,	with	the	exception	of	a
year	or	so	in	Spain,	Vallejo	would	live	until	his	death.	His	first	three	years	in
Paris	are	plagued	by	poverty:	he	sometimes	sleeps	on	park	benches	and	cannot
afford	to	buy	new	clothes.18

On	July	28	Vallejo	meets	Alfonso	de	Silva	in	the	Legaci6n	Peruana;	they
become	friends,	and	Vallejo	accompanies	Alfonso	to	various	restaurants,	where
Alfonso	plays	violin	for	a	few	sous	to	pay	for	their	meal.	Silva	would	return	to
Lima	in	1930;	on	hearing	of	his	death	years	later	(Silva	died	on	May	7,	1937),
Vallejo	wrote	his	famous	poem	"Alfonso,	estas	mirandome,	lo	veo......	19

On	October	26	Vallejo	publishes	his	first	article	in	the	Trujillo	newspaper	El
Norte.	Between	1923	and	1930,	he	would	write	thirty-seven	articles	for	this
newspaper.20	As	the	articles	show,	Vallejo	becomes	gradually	more	immersed	in
the	cultural	scene	in	Paris,	attending	art	exhibitions	and	concerts;	conversing
about	art	in	cafes	such	as	La	Rotonde,	Dome,	Coupole,	Select,	and	La	Regence;



and	visiting	Versailles	and	Fontainebleau.21

1923-1929	Vallejo	writes	the	poems	that	Georgette	would	later	group	under	the
title	Poemas	en	prosa	in	her	1968	facsimile	edition	of	Vallejo's	poetry.

1924	On	March	24	Vallejo's	father	dies	in	Santiago	de	Chuco.

In	September	the	Costa	Rican	sculptor	Max	Jimenez	generously	allows	Vallejo
to	stay	in	his	studio	at	3,	rue	Vercingetorix.	It	is	there	that	Vallejo	poses	for	the
Spanish	sculptor	Jose	de	Creeft.	In	Vicente	Huidobro's	house	Vallejo	meets	the
Spanish	poet	Juan	Larrea,	and	they	strike	up	a	friendship.	Later	Vallejo	also
meets	Pablo	Neruda,	who	offers	the	following	portrait	in	his	memoirs:	"Vallejo
was	shorter	than	I,	he	was	thinner	and	bonier.	He	was	also	more	Indian	than	I,
with	very	dark	eyes	and	a	high,	domed	forehead.	He	had	a	beautiful	Incan	face
saddened	by	a	certain	undeniable	majesty.	Vain	like	all	poets,	he	liked	it	when
others	referred	to	his	Indian	features."22

In	October	Vallejo	has	an	intestinal	hemorrhage	and	is	hospitalized	in	the
Hopital	de	la	Charite,	an	experience	that	inspires	him	to	write	"Las	ventanas	se
han	estremecido	..."	(Poemas	en	prosa).

1925	In	the	spring	Mariano	H.	Cornejo,	the	Peruvian	ambassador	in	Paris,	asks
Vallejo	to	tutor	his	nephews	and	grandchildren.	The	post	is	short-lived,	because
one	of	Cornejo's	nieces	dies.	Cornejo	invites	Vallejo	to	write	an	elegy	for	her,
but	despite	the	remuneration	and	favor	offered	in	return,	Vallejo	declines,
thereafter	remaining	an	"unofficial	writer,"	as	he	was	to	call	himself.23

On	March	16	Vallejo	discovers	that	because	of	Pablo	Abril	de	Vivero's
intercession	on	his	behalf,	he	has	been	awarded	a	grant	of	three	hundred	pesetas
per	month	to	study	in	Spain.	He	never	intends	to	study	there	but	travels	to
Madrid	three	times	to	claim	the	grant	money	(October	1925,	July	1926,	June
1927).

On	June	2	Vallejo	learns	that	he	has	been	offered	a	monthly	commission	by	the
Bureau	des	Grands	Journaux	Iberoamericains,	which	assuages	his	financial
worries	for	a	time.

On	July	17	Vallejo	publishes	his	first	article	with	the	lima	magazine	Mundial,	for



which	he	will	have	written	127	articles	by	1930.24

1926	Vallejo	meets	Henriette	Maisse	in	May,	and	they	become	lovers	(their
relationship	would	last	for	eighteen	months).	Vallejo	lives	with	Henriette	at	the
Hotel	de	Richelieu,	20	rue	Moliere,	in	room	L9	on	the	fourth	floor.25	Now	the
Hotel	Louvre-Rivoli,	the	building	has	a	plaque	commemorating	the	fact	that
Vallejo	once	lived	there.

On	June	7,	the	High	Court	in	Trujillo	issues	a	warrant	for	Vallejo's	arrest.

In	July	the	first	issue	of	an	avant-garde	magazine	edited	by	Vallejo	and	Juan
Larrea,	Favorables-Paris-Poema,	is	published	in	Paris.26	On	July	io	Vallejo
publishes	his	first	article	in	Variedades,	a	Lima	magazine	for	which	he	will	have
written	forty-one	articles	by	1930.27

In	October	the	second	(and,	as	it	proved,	final)	issue	of	Favorables-Paris-Poema
is	published.28

In	winter	Vallejo	notices	a	young	girl,	Georgette	de	Phillipart,	sewing	at	the
window	of	the	apartment	across	the	road	from	the	Hotel	de	Richelieu,	where	he
is	living	with	Henriette.	Because	she	sees	Vallejo	gesticulating,	Georgette	at	first
believes	that	he	is	a	deaf-mute.	But	one	day	she	hears	his	voice	and	exclaims	to
her	mother	that	"the	neighbor	across	from	us	can	speak!"	From	that	point	on
Georgette's	interest	in	her	Peruvian	neighbor	grows.29	Vallejo	and	Georgette,
who	is	eighteen	years	old	at	the	time	(she	was	born	on	January	7,	I9o8),30
exchange	glances	and	then	smiles;	they	begin	to	see	each	other	in	the	Bois	de
Boulogne	(Domingo	Cordoba,	213).	Once	Georgette's	mother,	Mme.	Marie
Travers,	a	seamstress,	discovers	what	is	going	on,	however,	she	attempts	to	put
an	end	to	the	nascent	love	affair,	regarding	Vallejo	as	a	"drole	d'etranger"
(Domingo	Cordoba,	213)-

1927	On	March	io	Vallejo	travels	to	Spain.	Henriette	moves	out	of	the	Hotel	de
Richelieu.

On	May	5	Vallejo	argues	with	Georgette	and	asks	Henriette	to	come	back	to	live
with	him,	as	he	describes	in	a	letter	to	Juan	Larrea.31	He	leaves	the	Hotel	de
Richelieu	and	goes	with	Henriette	to	live	at	the	Hotel	Mary,	32	rue	Sainte-Anne
(Domingo	Cordoba,	41).



In	June	Vallejo	goes	to	Madrid,	where	he	stays	with	Xavier	Abril	in	his
apartment	on	Calle	de	la	Aduana.	He	meets	Juan	Domingo	Cordoba,	and	they
become	good	friends	(Domingo	Cordoba,	35).	Domingo	Cordoba	travels	with
Vallejo	back	to	Paris,	staying	in	an	apartment	near	the	hotel	where	Vallejo	and
Henriette	are	living;	while	there,	Domingo	Cordoba	witnesses	a	heated	argument
between	Vallejo	and	Henriette	(Domingo	Cordoba,	43)•

1927-1929	Vallejo	begins	studying	Marxist	theory	and	acquires	books	from
I'Humanite,	a	left-wing	bookstore	in	Paris.	He	reads	works	by	Marx,	Trotsky,
Engels,	Plekhanov,	Luxembourg,	Liebknecht,	Lenin,	Riazanov,	Bukharin,
Kurella,	Stalin,	and	Lissargaray	(Domingo	Cordoba,	165-66).	Initially-like	many
of	the	French	Surrealists-a	Trotskyist,	Vallejo	gradually	begins	to	adopt	a	more
hard-line	Stalinist	approach.32	But	he	does	not	spend	all	his	time	studying.	On
one	occasion,	when	drunk,	Vallejo	insults	and	nearly	comes	to	blows	with	a
group	ofArgentineans	in	a	nightclub,	and-when	driving	around	in	a	coupe	taxi
with	Domingo	Cordoba	and	two	of	the	More	brothers33-he	stands	up	and	shouts
obscenities	at	bystanders	(Domingo	Cordoba,	123-25).

1928-1935	Vallejo	composes	and	types	up	the	undated	poems	of	Poemas
humanos.34

1928	In	July,	suffering	from	poor	health,	Vallejo	is	advised	by	his	doctor	to	go	to
the	countryside	to	recuperate.	Accompanied	by	Henriette	and	Domingo
Cordoba,	he	stays	in	the	house	of	Monsieur	Nauty	in	Ris-Orangis	(Seine-et-
Oise),	not	far	from	Paris	(Domingo	Cordoba,	204-10).

On	September	8,	Vallejo	learns	that	the	Peruvian	government	has	granted	him
free	passage	back	to	Peru.	He	accepts	the	money	but	spends	it	on	a	lavish	tour	of
Europe,	leaving	on	October	i9,	for	Berlin.	His	itinerary	is	Paris-Berlin-Moscow-
Budapest-Berlin-Paris;	he	arrives	back	in	Paris	on	December	a7.

On	November	12	Georgette's	mother	dies,	leaving	Georgette	with	an	inheritance
of	280,000	francs	(Domingo	Cordoba,	144).

In	late	December	Vallejo	meets	Georgette	by	chance	in	a	charcuterie,	and	she
tells	him	her	mother	has	died.	They	decide	to	get	back	together.	Vallejo	asks
Domingo	Cordoba	if	he	will	act	as	go-between	and	persuade	Henriette	to	leave.
Domingo	Cordoba	refuses;	instead,	Georgette	talks	to	her,	putting	an	end	to



Henriette's	involvement	with	Vallejo	(Domingo	Cordoba,	213-14).

On	December	29	Vallejo,	along	with	Armando	Bazan,	Juan	J.	Paiva,	Eudocio
Ravines,	Jorge	Seoane,	and	Demetrio	Tello,	set	up	a	Peruvian	Socialist	Party	cell
in	Paris	and	write	to	inform	Jose	Carlos	Mariategui-who	had	recently	(October
7,	1928)	founded	the	Peruvian	Communist	Party	in	Lima-of	their	actions.

1929	In	January,	Vallejo	moves	into	Georgette's	apartment.	Georgette	has	a
prophetic	experience	when	Vallejo	first	stays	overnight:	when	folding	up	his	suit
she	feels	as	if	she	is	folding	up	a	dead	man's	clothes.35	The	following	month
they	move	to	a	new	apartment	on	an	adjoining	street,	at	ii,	avenue	de	l'Opera.

On	February	3	Vallejo	begins	publishing	articles	in	El	Comercio,	Lima's	most
prestigious	daily,	for	which	he	will	write	twenty-three	articles	by	'930.

In	July	Vallejo,	Georgette,	and	Domingo	C6rdoba	travel	to	Brittany	to	stay	at
Ploumanach	(Cote-du-Nord).	While	there,	Vallejo	and	Domingo	C6rdoba-
neither	of	them	strong	swimmers-nearly	drown	while	going	for	a	swim	in	the	sea
(Domingo	C6rdoba,	188).

In	August	Domingo	Cordoba	accompanies	Vallejo	to	a	clinic,	where	Georgette
has	an	abortion	(Domingo	Cordoba,	227-28).

On	September	i9	Vallejo	sets	off	on	his	second	trip	to	the	Soviet	Union,	this	time
with	Georgette.	Their	itinerary,	which	has	something	of	the	Grand	Tour	about	it,
is	Paris-BerlinMos	cow-	Leningrad-	Prague-Cologne-Vienna-Budapest-Trieste-
Venice-Florence-Rome-Pisa-	Genoa-Nice-Paris.	In	Moscow	Vladimir
Mayakovsky	takes	Vallejo	to	see	Eisenstein's	The	Battleship	Potemkin.	Vallejo
and	Georgette	also	visit	Lenin's	tomb	in	Red	Square.

1930	On	January	2	Vallejo	sends	Luis	Alberto	Sanchez	three	poems	in	a	letter:
"Piedra	negra	sobre	una	piedra	Blanca,"	"Altura	y	pelos,"	and	one	other	(title	not
given)	(Angel	Flores,	"Cronologia	de	viviencias	y	ideas,"	Los-6).

In	February	the	biweekly	review	Bolivar,	established	by	Pablo	Abril	in	Madrid,
begins	to	publish	Vallejo's	"Un	reportaje	en	Rusia,"	which	will	later	form
Vallejo's	travelogue	Rusia	en	1931:	reflexiones	at	pie	del	Kremlin.

On	April	9,	at	Gerardo	Diego's	suggestion,	the	second	edition	of	Trilce	is



published	by	Jose	Bergamin	in	Madrid	(Compania	Iberoamericana	de
Publicaciones).	Bergamin	writes	a	warm,	insightful	foreword.

In	May	Vallejo	travels	to	Spain	with	Georgette.	He	meets	up	with	Gerardo
Diego,	Rafael	Alberti,	and	Pedro	Salinas	in	the	Cafe	de	Recoletos	(Domingo
C6rdoba,	189).	He	receives	fifteen	hundred	pesetas	in	royalties	for	the	second
edition	of	Trilce	(Domingo	C6rdoba,	145).	Vallejo	goes	with	Domingo	C6rdoba
to	Salamanca	to	meet	Miguel	de	Unamuno,	although	they	fail	to	arrange	an
interview	(Domingo	C6rdoba,	189).

On	December	2,	as	a	result	of	his	political	activities,	Vallejo	is	expelled	from
France	and	is	given	until	January	29,	1931,	to	leave.	He	and	Georgette	leave
Paris	on	December	29	and	move	to	Madrid,	where	they	live	in	a	modest	house
on	Calle	del	Acuerdo.

1931	Vallejo	begins	writing	for	various	newspapers	such	as	La	Voz	and	doing
commissioned	translations	(such	as	Henri	Barbusse,	Elevacion	[Madrid:	Ulises,
19311,	and	Marcel	Ayme,	La	calle	sin	nombre	[Madrid:	Editorial
Cenit,1931[).36	He	joins	the	Spanish	Communist	Party	and	teaches	Marxist-
Leninist	theory	in	clandestine	cells.

On	March	7	Vallejo's	novel	El	Tungsteno-the	last	few	chapters	of	which	were
typed	on	Domingo	C6rdoba's	typewriter	in	Madrid	in	January	(Domingo
C6rdoba,	134)	-is	published	by	Editorial	Cenit	in	Madrid.

On	April	14	King	Alfonso	XIII	abdicates,	and	the	Spanish	Republicans	come	to
power;

Vallejo	is	unimpressed	and	remarks	to	Georgette	that	a	bloodless	revolution	is
not	a	true	revolution.37

Rusia	en	1931	is	published	in	July	by	Ediciones	Ulises	in	Madrid.	Reprinted
twice	in	four	months,	the	book	becomes	something	of	a	best	seller.	Jose	Macedo
remembers	how	it	was	advertised	everywhere	in	Madrid,	on	the	Puerta	del	Sol,
the	Calle	de	Alcala,	and	along	the	Gran	Via	(quoted	in	More,	86).	Vallejo	does
not	make	much	money	from	the	book,	however,	since	the	publishers	refuse	to
pay	him	royalties	for	the	second	and	third	printings	(Domingo	Cordoba,	145)•



On	October	27-30	Vallejo	attends	the	International	Writers'	Congress	in	Moscow
as	an	invited	delegate.

In	November	he	begins	writing	a	second	book	on	the	Soviet	Union,	"Rusia	ante
el	Segundo	Plan	Quinquenal,"	which	is	rejected	by	various	publishers.	It	will	be
published	years	after	his	death	by	La	Editora	Grafica	in	Lima	(1965)-

1932	On	January	25	Georgette	goes	to	Paris	to	sell	her	apartment.	She	claims	to
have	received	two	letters	from	Vallejo,	who	is	still	in	Madrid,	one	of	which	is
dated	January	29,	1932,	describing	his	work	on	El	arte	y	la	revolucion:	"Estoy
corrigiendo	El	arte	y	la	revolucion.	Me	parece	que	es	un	libro	muy,	muy	Bien.
Me	gusta	mucho."38	This	letter	may	be	fictitious,	since	it	is	not	reproduced	and
is	used	as	the	main	evidence	with	which	to	rebut	Juan	Larrea's	view	that	Vallejo
was	losing	interest	in	politics;	a	consultation	of	the	manuscripts	of	El	arte	y	la
revolucion	and	Contra	el	secrete	profesional,	now	held	in	the	Biblioteca
Nacional,	suggests	that	the	titles	for	the	collections	were	coined	by	Georgette
rather	than	Vallejo.39

Also	in	January,	Vallejo	goes	with	Federico	Garcia	Lorca	to	see	Camila	Quiroga
to	discuss	the	possibility	of	having	one	of	Vallejo's	plays	performed	in	Madrid,
but	has	no	success	40

On	February	12	Vallejo	crosses	the	border	illegally	and	joins	Georgette	in	Paris.
He	is	told	that	he	will	be	allowed	to	remain	in	France	if	he	desists	from	political
activity	and	reports	to	the	prefecture	monthly.

On	August	12	and	20,	Vallejo	reports	to	the	prefecture	in	Paris.

1933	Vallejo	publishes	"Un	grand	reportage	politique:	Que	se	passe-t-il	en
Amerique	du	Sud	an	pays	des	Incas?"	in	the	magazine	Germinal	(June	3,	10,	17,
24)-

On	August	20	he	reports	for	the	third	and	final	time	to	the	prefecture,	after	which
his	residency	in	France	is	legalized,	despite	the	fact	that	he	does	not	appear	to
have	fulfilled	all	requirements.

1934	Vallejo	attends	a	left-wing	demonstration	against	Croix	de	Feux	in	Paris	on
February	6.



On	October	ii	Vallejo	and	Georgette	get	married	in	Paris.

1934-1936	Vallejo	writes	two	plays,	Colacho	hermanos	and	La	piedra	cansada,
but	is	unable	to	interest	a	publisher.41	Vallejo	and	Georgette	move	to	a	little
hotel	at	64,	avenue	du	Maine,	near	rue	de	la	Gaite.	They	often	have	lunch	at	the
Cercle	Francois	Villon,	an	association	for	unemployed	intellectuals	(Aula
Vallejo,	141).	They	pawn	many	of	Georgette's	possessions	during	this	period,
including	an	antique	mirror	(More,	22-24).	Vallejo	frequents	a	nearby
workingman's	bistro	called	Le	Lion,	where	the	beer,	always	Vallejo's	favorite
drink,	is	very	cheap.	2	He	is	such	a	regular	customer	that	the	proprietor	lets	him
have	beer	for	seventy	centimes	instead	of	eighty	(More,	58).

1935	On	December	25	Vallejo	writes	to	Juan	Larrea	asking	him	to	inquire
whether	Jose	Bergamin	has	received-via	Rafael	Alberti-his	offer	of	"my
publishable	book	of	poems"43-	most	likely	the	poems	of	Poemas	en	prosa	and
the	undated	poems	of	Poemas	humanos.

1936	On	February	28	Vallejo	publishes	"Recentes	decouvertes	an	pays	des
Incas,"	BeauxArts,	no.	165:	I.

On	July	i6-i8	the	Spanish	Civil	War	breaks	out,	and	Vallejo	is	caught	up	in	the
cause.	He	begins	writing	articles	in	support	of	the	Republic,	often	going	to	the
Montparnasse	train	station	to	hear	the	latest	news	from	the	front	line.

On	September	11	Vallejo	publishes	"L'homme	et	Dieu	dans	la	sculpture
incaique,"	Beaux-Arts.

On	December	15	Vallejo	leaves	Paris	to	visit	Barcelona	and	Madrid;	while	in
Madrid	he	visits	the	front	line.	He	begins	writing	the	first	drafts	of	the	poems
that	will	come	together	as	Espana,	aparta	de	mi	este	caliz,	often	using	an
individual	battle	as	inspiration	for	the	poem.	He	returns	to	Paris	on	December
31-

1937	On	July	4-8	Vallejo	attends	the	Second	International	Writers'	Congress	for
the	Defense	of	Culture	held	in	Valencia	and	Madrid	(Ehrenberg	called	it	a
"moving	circus").	As	the	official	Peruvian	delegate,	he	gives	a	speech	in	Madrid,
"La	responsabilidad	del	escritor,"	which	is	later	published	in	El	Mono	Azut,	no.
444



On	September	4	Vallejo	helps	to	found	the	Ibero-American	Committee	for	the
Defense	of	the	Spanish	Republic	and	its	bulletin,	Nuestra	Espana.	He	is	later
sidelined	because	of	his	Trotskyist	sympathies.45

From	September	3	to	December	8	Vallejo	writes	the	dated	poems	of	Poemas
humanos	and	Espana,	aparta	de	mi	este	caliz	(the	Civil	War	Poems).	He	types
them	on	Rene	Mossisson's	typewriter,	in	the	latter's	hotel	room	on	Rue	Daguerre
(More,	69).	Every	day	for	three	months,	Vallejo	reads	Georgette	the	poems	he
has	typed	up	during	the	day	(jAlla	ellos!,	107).

1938	On	March	13	Vallejo	falls	ill	and	takes	to	his	bed.	His	symptoms	become
worrying	(jAlla	ellos!,	117),	and	on	March	24	he	is	transferred	to	the	Clinique
Generale	de	Chirurgie	(Villa	Arago).	Although	the	doctors-including	an	eminent
specialist,	Dr	Lemiere-	run	various	tests,	they	are	unable	to	agree	on	the	cause	of
his	illness.

On	April	15	(Good	Friday),	Vallejo	dies	at	9:20	A.M.	in	the	Villa	Arago	clinic.
The	death	certificate	records	intestinal	infection	as	the	cause	of	death,	but	this
has	not	prevented	incessant	speculation	as	to	the	"real"	cause	of	death,	including
malaria,	syphilis,	exhaustion,	spiritual	martyrdom-given	the	day	he	died-and
even	grief	over	the	Spanish	Civil	War.46	Georgette	has	a	death	mask	of	Vallejo
created	on	April	i6.

On	April	18	Vallejo	is	buried	in	the	Montrouge	Cemetery;	homilies	are	given	by
Louis	Aragon,	Antonio	Ruiz	Vilaplana,	and	Gonzalo	More.	The	tombstone	lists
Vallejo's	year	of	birth	incorrectly	as	1893.

Although	she	has	lived	with	him	for	years,	even	Georgette	is	surprised	to	find
the	wealth	of	unpublished	papers	Vallejo	leaves	on	his	death	47	These	consist	of

autographs	of	the	posthumous	poems,	which	Georgette	would	attempt	to	publish
in	1978-1979	and	later	destroy;

typescripts	of	the	posthumous	poems,	which	Georgette	would	publish	in
facsimile	in	1968	and	donate	to	the	Hogar	Clinica	San	Juan	de	Dios;

manuscripts	and	typescripts	of	Vallejo's	plays,	which	she	would	later	publish	in
1979,	donating	most	to	the	Biblioteca	Nacional	and	some	to	the	Library	of	the



Pontificia	Universidad	Catolica	del	Peru;48

the	typescript	of	"Rusia	ante	el	segundo	plan	quinquenal,"	which	would	be
published	in	1965;

typewritten	essays,	which	Georgette	would	edit	and	use	to	produce	two
collections,	El	arte	y	la	revolucion	and	Contra	el	secreto	profesional,	published
in	1973;	the	typescripts	were	later	donated	to	the	Biblioteca	Nacional.

1939	Georgette	publishes	Poemas	humanos	in	Paris,	an	edition	that	included	all
the	posthumous	poems	(including	the	war	poems)	49

1940	An	edition	of	Espana,	aparta	de	mi	este	caliz	overseen	by	Emilio	Prados	is
published	on	February	9	by	Editorial	Seneca	in	Mexico	City.'°

1951	In	May,	Georgette	travels	on	the	steamboat	Reina	del	Pac	fico	from	Paris	to
Lima	with	Vallejo's	manuscripts.	As	she	steps	off	the	boat	in	Callao,	she	is	met
by	Raul	Porras	Barrenchea,	Sebastian	Salazar	Bondy,	and	others."	She	remains
in	lima.

1957-1958	Thanks	to	Porras	Barrenchea's	intervention,	Georgette	is	granted	a
modest	monthly	allowance	of	twenty-seven	hundred	soles	from	the	Ministry	of
Education.52

1965	Rusia	antes	el	segundo	plan	quinquenal	is	published	in	Lima.

1968	Georgette	publishes	a	facsimile	edition	of	the	typescripts	of	the
posthumous	poetry,	now	divided	up	as	Poemas	humanos,	Poemas	en	prosa,	and
Espana,	aparta	de	mi	este	caliz.	Her	pension	from	the	Ministry	of	Education	is
unexpectedly	curtailed.53

1970	Georgette	returns	to	Paris	to	oversee	the	transfer	of	Vallejo's	remains	to
Montparnasse	Cemetery	(twelfth	division,	4	North,	No.	7),	close	to	Baudelaire's
grave,	where	Vallejo	told	Georgette	he	would	like	to	be	buried.	Vallejo's	birth
date	is	now	listed	correctly	as	1892;	Georgette	has	a	section	from	one	of	her
poems-"j'ai	tant	neige/pour	que	to	dormes"-	inscribed	on	the	tomb.54	Vallejo's
grave	soon	becomes	a	place	of	pilgrimage	for	poets.

1973	Georgette	edits	and	publishes	Vallejo's	essays,	El	arte	y	la	revolucion	and



Contra	el	secretoprofesional,	in	Lima.	She	subsequently	donates	the	typescripts
to	the	manuscripts	section	of	the	Biblioteca	Nacional	in	Lima.

1974	With	the	proceeds	from	book	royalties,	Georgette	purchases	and	moves
into	an	apartment	at	no.	5241-301,	Avenida	Arequipa	in	Miraflores,	Lima.55

1976-1978	Georgette	has	a	number	of	problems	with	translators	and	editors	who
produce	new	editions	of	Vallejo's	work	in	various	languages.56

1978	The	major	English	translation	by	Clayton	Eshleman	and	Jose	Rubia	Barcia,
Cesar	Vallejo:	The	Complete	Posthumous	Poetry	(Berkeley	and	Los	Angeles:
University	of	California	Press),	is	published	and	wins	the	prestigious	National
Book	Award.

A	copy	of	the	Spanish	edition	of	Espana,	aparta	de	mi	este	caliz	is	discovered	by
Pedro	Lastra	Salazar	and	Juan	Gilabert	in	the	Montserrat	Monastery	near
Barcelona.57

1978-1979	Georgette	attempts	to	publish	the	autographs	of	the	posthumous
poems	with	Angel	Rama	in	his	Ayacucho	Series,	but	the	project	falls	through.58

1979	Georgette	publishes	Vallejo's	drama.59	The	typescripts	and	manuscripts	are
shared	between	the	Biblioteca	Nacional	and	the	Library	of	the	Pontificia
Universidad	Cat6lica	del	Peru.

Later	that	year	Georgette	is	partially	paralyzed	and	lives	from	now	on	at	the
Maison	de	Sante	in	Lima.

1983	Georgette	donates	some	of	Vallejo's	belongings,	including	his	passport,	to
the	Library	of	the	Pontificia	Universidad	Catolica	del	Peru.	She	donates	the
typescripts	of	the	posthumous	poems	to	the	Hogar	Clinica	San	Juan	de	Dios,
Lima.60	Since	there	is	no	sign	of	the	original	autographs	(or,	indeed,	of	Vallejo's
death	mask),	it	must	be	assumed	that	Georgette	destroyed	them	around	this	time.

1984	On	December	5,	Georgette	dies	in	the	Maison	de	Sante,	Lima.

1995	After	his	momentous	discovery	of	a	photocopy	of	the	original	autographs
of	the	posthumous	poems	among	Angel	Rama's	private	papers	in	Montevideo,
Juan	F16	publishes	an	article	describing	the	autographs.61



1997-2004	Fifteen	volumes	of	Vallejo's	complete	works	are	published	by	the
press	of	the	Pontifica	Universidad	Catolica	del	Peru,	under	the	stewardship	of
Ricardo	Silva-Santisteban	and	Salomon	Lerner	Febres.	They	include	Vallejo's
poetry,	narrative,	drama,	correspondence,	articles,	and	translations.

2003	An	edition	of	the	autographs	is	published	by	Tamesis	and	La	Catolica
University	Press:	Juan	F16	and	Stephen	Hart,	eds.,	Autdgrafos	olvidados
(London-Lima:	Tamesis-La	Catolica,	2003).

NOTES

EPIGRAPH	This	is	how	the	Spanish	journalist	Fernando	Ibanez,	later	killed	in
the	Spanish	Civil	War,	used	to	greet	Vallejo;	Juan	Larrea,	ed.,	Aula	Vallejo	11-
12-13	(C6rdoba:	Universidad	Nacional,	Facultad	de	Filosofia	y	Humanidades,
1974),	193;	hereafter	cited	in	text	as	Aula	Vallejo.

I	Andre	Coyne,	"Apuntes	biograficos	de	Cesar	Vallejo,"	Mar	del	Sur,	8
(NovemberDecember	1949):	n.p.

2	Oswaldo	D.	Vasquez	Vallejo,	Abraham	Vallejo:	ascendencia	y	nacimiento
(Trujillo:	Universidad	Nacional	de	Trujillo,	1992),	ao.

3	Antenor	Samaniego,	Cesar	Vallejo:	su	poesia	(Lima:	Mejia	Baca	and	P.	L.
Villanueva,	1954),	14-15-

4	Francisco	Izquierdo	Rios,	Cesar	Vallejo	y	su	tierra,	3rd	ed.	(Lima:	Villanueva,
1972051;	hereafter	cited	in	text	as	Izquierdo	Rios.

5	Izquierdo	Rios,	Cesar	Vallejo	y	su	tierra,	144-

6	Juan	Espejo	Asturrizaga,	Cesar	Vallejo:	itinerario	del	hombre	(Lima:	Mejia
Baca,	1965),	24;	hereafter	cited	in	text	as	Espejo.

7	When	I	visited	Santiago	de	Chuco	in	December	1981,	however,	I	was	told	that
Vallejo	worked	in	Tamboras	and	not	Quirulvica,	which	is	a	copper	mine.

8	Esteban	Pavlotich,	"El	paso	de	Vallejo	per	los	Andes	centrales	del	Peru,"	in
Aproximaciones	a	Cesar	Vallejo,	vol.	i,	ed.	Angel	Flores	(New	York:	Las
Americas,	1971),	133•



9	Cesar	Vallejo:	Soneto,	preliminary	study	by	Edmundo	Bendezu	Aibar,	edited
and	notes	by	Hugo	Arias	Hidalgo	(Lima:	Universidad	Ricardo	Palma	Editorial
Universitaria,	2003)-

Io	For	a	comparison	of	the	early	drafts	with	the	final	versions,	see	Ricardo	Silva-
Santisteban,	ed.,	Cesar	Vallejo:	poesia	completa,	4	vols.	(Lima:	Pontificia
Universidad	Catolica	del	Peru,	1997),	vol.	1,	65-237;	and	Cesar	Vallejo:	poemas
completes,	ed.	Ricardo	Gonzalez	Vigil	(Lima:	Petroper6,	1998),	37-161.	See
also	Americo	Ferrari,	ed.,	Cesar	Vallejo:	obra	poetica	(Madrid:	Coleccion
Archives,	1988),	which	has	excellent	notes.

11	"El	Cesar	Vallejo	que	yo	conoci,"	in	Cesar	Vallejo,	ed.	Julio	Ortega	(Madrid:
Taurus,	1974),	162.

12	Jesus	Fernandez	Palacios,	"Georgette,	la	mujer	del	retrato,"	La	palabra	y	el
hombre	76	(1990):	281.

13	Roberto	Paoli,	"En	los	origenes	de	Trilce:	Vallejo	entre	modernismo	y
vanguardia,"	in	Mapas	anatomicos	de	Cesar	Vallejo	(Florence:	Casa	Editrice
D'Anna,	1981),	31-50;	Jorge	Cornejo	Polar,	"Vallejo	y	la	vanguardia:	una
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